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By BRYDEN WINSBY 
Courier Staff
William Otley Treadgold will 
be a welcome addition to Kel­
owna city council.
He was not only the mbst 
popular at the polls in Satur­
day’s civic elections, his first- 
place finish was also hailed by 
tne two men who will be joining 
him on council for the next two 
years, incumbents Walter Green 
and Terry Cyr.
Aid. Green, who finished sec­
ond behind Mr. Treadgold, said 
soon after the winners were an­
nounced, “The results were 
exactly as I predicted."
“I’ve known Bill for -26 years 
and I have great personal te? 
spect for him. With ,his back­
ground as a native son of Kel­
owna, I think he’ll fit in well as 
a useful jnember of council.
"In my opinion, he’ll wear the 
right hat at the right time ... 
he has the 20-year future in 
mind, not the one-year kind.”
Third man in, Aid. Cyr, said 
he wasn’t surprised at the elec­
tion results, “because there are 
some sharp-thinking, people in 
this town who realize it has to 
be run like a business.
“I can see two good years 
working with Mr. Treadgold and 
I think he’ll be a big asset be­
cause of his business experi­
ence. And those two years 1 
feel are going to be the toughest 
any council in this city has ever 
faced.”
This year’s municipal race, 
unlike recent federal and pro­
vincial campaigns, didn’t cul­
minate in - noisy, smoke-filled 
committee rooms, festooned 
with posters and slogans and 
dominated by giant boards plot­
ting election returns.
Instead, candidates gathered 
for the most part in private 
homes wlth relatives and friends 
awaiting the results. '
Soft-Spoken Mr. . Treadgold 
was at home with his family 
and soon after his victory was 
announced, Abbott Street neigh­
bors began arriving to congratu­
late him.
“Isn’t that nice,” was his 
initial reaction when contacted 
by the Courier. Mr. Treadgold 
said he had spent much of Sat­
urday driving people to the 
polls, “and, I really didn't nave 
any indication of how the vote 
would go."
A Study Of Human Nature
“It was a real study in human 
nature driving people I didn’t 
know. The only way I’d had of 
communicating with them was 
through the media and I won-
_ _____ . in a dered how they would r^act.
Two young brothers who died Nova Scotia fire and one person .*rm verv haonv and terriolv 
early Sunday in a fire at their drowned in Newfoundland. grateful to all those who sup- 
London-area home were among Six persons died in Quebec, pOrted me "
at least 29 Canadians who died four in traffic, one in a snow- The iosc’rs jn Saturday’s five- 
accidcntally during the .week- mobile accident and one in a man race for the three vacanc- 
end- , t ' les on council were realtor Al
Joseph Clayton McIntyre, One person died in a Mani- Salloum, who finished fourth, 
and his brother Joseph Sean, 4. toi)a traffic accident and an- and automotive parts manager 
were overcome by smoke from other in a fire. Saskatchewan Wesley Ginther. Mr. Salloum 
a kitchen fire in their Lucan and Alberta reported one traffic spent the evening nt a company 
home while their parents were death each nnd British Colum- staff party, while Mr. Ginther 
in nearby London. Two other hia had a traffic death and a ‘was off hunting in Wells Gray 
children were rescued. drowning. Park.
n*.A cr°ss-Cnnada survey by T]ie 19 weekend traffic acci- A total of 3,616 ballots were 
The Canadian I rcss '10>n dents combined with 31 during cast, representing 39.3 per cent 
® times Friday to the week bring the unofficial of the 9.105 eligible voters. That
midnight Sunday also showed colmt since Jan. 1 to at least figure, although typical of non- 
that 19 persons died in traffic 4 549 ——I  2 -----------------
TrHrtonto others °iTinlfiVe-T The three snowmobile deaths STOCKS DRIFT
♦wa I^nnd one in n fa 1 brou«^ Ulc lcc«rdccl 10 NEW YORK (AP) - Stock
* Ontario renorted more deaths for ,hc sc“s°n- Lnsl winter. 116 market prices drifted slightly 
n , n (hr™ m ‘ including 71 in Quebec on the plus side today, with in- 
rombined. Flfleci! died aceiden- .d,«l .snowmobile ac- vestors showing little buying en- 
tally, including the two fire vic- ?nd ,d) Ontano,_____________thusiasm.______________














Projects Can Now Go Ahead
To Handle Student Explosion
Following is a breakdown of how area residents voted 
Saturday on the $5.8 million school construction referendum 
placed before them by the board of trustees for School Dis­
trict 23 (Central Okanagan):
(Courier photos)
Folling Stations . Yes No Spoiled Total Per Cent
Peachland Hall 253 125 378 66.9
Peachland School 2 1 — 3 66.6
Westbank, George Pringle 143 17 160 89.4
Lakeview 190 33 ; 1 224 84.8
Raymer, South Pandosy 60 25 2 87 68.9
Okanagan Mission 311 59 6 376 82.7
East Kelowna 77 19 _— ■ 96 80.2
South Kelowna / 55 17 2 74 74.3
Mission Creek 80 27 1 ’ 108 74.1
Poplar Point • 27 4 — 31 87.1
North Glenmore 232 68 5 305 ’ 76.1
Rutland-Ellison 815 106 20 941 86.6
Winfield 126 34 - 160 78.7
Oyama 64 17 81 79.0
Kelowna City 1,6521,282 61 2,995 55.2
TOTAL 4,0871,834 ■ 98 6,019 69.02




Although defeated in the-city 
of Kelowna, a $5.8 million school 
referendum for sites and facili­
ties gained a ’ required margin 
of approval from 14 other elec­
toral polls in the district Satur­
day. *
Some 2,934 city owner-electors 
turned-up at Centennial Hall to 
give a 1,652 stamp of approval 
to the referendum, while 1,282 
vetoed the money bylaw for a 
less than 60 per cent passing 
vote.
However, the balance of ap­
proval was picked up in the 
remainder of School District 23 
with a near-70 per cent nod in 
favor of the referendum design­
ed to help handle continued stu­
dent population expansion and 
school site exigencies. There 
were 27,532' eligible voters in 
the school district.
, Referendum approval clears 
the way for a $1.8 million junior 
secondary school in Rutland, 
plus a new four-room facility in 
the Westbank-Lakeview area. 
Other projects include library, 
industrial education, home eco­
nomics land administrative ad­
ditions : and one classroom to
Secondary School; four teaching * 
areas, lunch room: library and 
administration additions to Bel-
mayoralty elections, ip the low­
est since 1963, when 25.16 per 
cent turned out to vote fob four 
candidates seeking three seats.
Biggest turnout for an alder- 
manic election during the past 
10 years was in 1966, when C9.3 
per cent voted, while the largest 
for a mayoralty race' was in 
1969, when Mayor Hilbert Roth 
was first elected.
Last year, when Mayor Roth 
and aidermen William Kane, 
Gwen Holland and Syd Hodge 
were up for re-election, 62.55 
per cent of those eligible voted.
A meagre 12.98 per cent cast 
ballots last June in a byelec­
tion, won by Aid. Cyr, which 
followed the resignation of Aid. 
Alan Moss. '
Saturday, Aid. Cyr-was given 
a mandate for his first full two- 
year term, running third with 
2,036 votes.
Aid. Walter Green won his 
second term with 2,424 votes 
and Mr. Treadgold, the new 
“rookie" on city council, ’o|>- 
ped the polls with 2,833 votes 
in his first stab at civic politics.
HOUSTON (CP) — Ameri­
cans landed on the moon today 
for the sixth and perhaps final 
time in this century. Apollo 17.’s 
lunar craft Challenger touched 
down in a rugged - box canyon 
for “the ;s.tart ' of a three-day 
search for knowledge.
Astronauts Eugene Ceman, a 
navy pilot on his third space 
flight, and Harrison Schmitt, 
the first American scientist in 
space, guided Challenger over 
lunar mountains and down to 
the crater-pocked floor of the 
canyon* called Tarus-Littrow.
Cernan and. Schmitt will 
spend 75 hours on the moon, 
make three excursions in an 
electric car and collect about 
200 pounds of rocks,
Apollo 17's third member, 
Ronald Evans, remained 
aboard the command ship, 
America.
Preparations for the landing 
went smoothly, with America 
and Challenger undocking and 
separating as planned.
Evans undocked the moon 
craft while Apollo was in orbit 
over the far side of the moon
HORROR STORY FROM NORTHLAND
George Elliot Secondary School; 
additions to science, commerce, 
home economics and a new in-
go Elementary School; 12 class­
rooms in the Rutland area; a 
gymnasium for Rutland Senior 
Secondary School; enlarge­
ment of the Lakeview 'Heights 
Elementary School activity 
room; expansion of gymnasium 
and administrative facilities at 
Wood Lake Elementary School; 
extension of Quigley Element­
ary School; one teaching area 
and enlargement of the library 
at South Rutland Elementary 
School and a new library for 
Kelowna Secondary School.
The referendum also included 
financing for new sites in tha 
Rutland and Westside areas and 
improvements to ; grounds oi 
some $316,000, plus -another 
$503,000 for various equipment.
To handle the $12 million ad­
ministrative chores , of the 
school board during the next 
two years will be three new 
faces.. South Kelowna candidate, 
MrS. Shirley Staley, running 
for the Southeast Kelowna, Ben- 
voulin, South Pandosy- seat va­
cated by the retirement - of 
board chairman T. - R. Carter, 
beat out election veteran and 
former city aiderman, Ronald
dustrial wing to George Pringle I Wilkinson by 412 to 317.
New Feminine Face Appears
'They must have forgotten 
something!'
and out of touch with earth. 
Minutes after regaining radio 
contact with earth, Evans fired 
rocket thrusters to move Amer­
ica away at one-half mile an 
hour, freeing Challenger for the 
descent.
NEWS IN A MINUTE
Bomb Badly Damages Montreal Building
MONTREAL (CP) — A bomb placed in a three-storey 
office building exploded today and caused extensive damage 
throughout the second floor of the Construction Centre Build­
ing.
Quebec City Police Chief Dies In Crash
QUEBEC (CP) — J. Alphonse Matte, Quebec City police 
chief since 1968, and his wife were killed in a four-car col­
lision near Deschambault, 35 miles cast of here.
British Trawler 'Cut Off' By Icelanders
LONDON (AP) — An Icelandic gunboat cut off (he nets 
of n British trawler In the disputed fishing waters off Ice­
land, the British Trawler Federation said today.
Another new feminine face on 
the board will be Mrs. Birt 
Showier, who beat Rutland can­
didate, Wilbert Scheer in a 632 
to 368 vote for a newly created 
seat. Incumbent trustee C. D. 
Buckland was returned with 692 
votes in the same area.
Replacing incumbent Kenneth 
Fulks for Peachland represen­
tation on the board will be 
Earl Sutherland with 181 votes 
against nearest candidates Mrs. 
Bernice Fletcher and Mayor 
Harold Thwfiite who had 128 and 
95 votes respectively.
Incumbent Mrs. Frank Mc­
Nair, representing the city area, 
was elected by acclamation.
Challenged by adult education 
program director, Sydney Gow- 
land Ri the Poplar Point, Glen- 
more, McKinley Landing area, 
veteran director and chairman 
of the Central Okanagan Re­
gional District, W. C. Bennett, 
was returned with a 233 to 146 
vote, representing a 32 per cent 
turnout. This is his fourth term 
as director and he has served 
five times as chairman of the 
board. Total eligible voters in 
that area was 1,157.
Single new face on the board 
will be Colin Day, who beat out 
incumbent Heinz. Koetz. by 125 to 
119 to take Ellison-Belgo, East 
Rutland seat. Incumbents 
James Stuart of East and South­
east Kelowna, and Andrew Dun­
can, representing Westbank, 
were returned by acclamation. 
Total eligible voters in the Elll- 
son-Bclgo, East Rutland area 
was 1,915. Voter turnout of 245 
votes (one reject) represented 
a 12 per cent response of the 
electorate.
MERCY FLIGHT CRASHED
Eskimo Boy Big Factor In Pilot's Survival
year-old lx>y breached suppos- YELLOWKNIFE. N.W.T. rescued him front his makeshift Mr. Hartwell told Cpl. Cope- 
rdly tight security at Heathrow u.ymr-old Eskimo camp about 50 miles south of land that after 18 days, the
Airport last week and stowed youth, unable to hold out until Great Bear Lake in the North- youth appeared to lose his hope 
awoy to Malta. he]p arrived, apparently was a west Territories. The site was
Stephen Grimes left home major reason pilot Martin Hart- about 180 miles off his course 
nfter n row with his parents on well lived through a 32-day ar- and well out of the search area. 
Thursday nnd climbed on a otic horror story. One rescuer, Cpl. Harvie
truck going to Heathrow. There Mr. Hartwell, n 46-year-old Copeland, n paramedic from 
he walked through security West German, was found Satur- Canadian Forces Base Edmon- weli ran out of firewood after 
gates nnd boarded a flight to day near the wreckage of his ton, said Mr. Hartwell told him Ilie youth's death, nnd by Satur- 
Dublin. twin-engined Beechcraft air- the Kootook youth chopped fire- day had been witliout a fire, hot
and spirit, and began to slip. 
Five days later, while talking 
about his brothers and sisters, 
he died.
Cpl. Copeland said Mr, Bart­
on the Arctic Coast, but began 
their journey from Cambridge 
Bay, on Victoria Island in the 
High Arctic.
Be got off the plane in Dublin craft wInch disappeared Nov, 8 wood, built a shelter under1 his food or hot drink for three day;;, 
but got back on after .'.[lotting on a medical merry mission, supervision, anti went fishing nt Temperatures in the area
MlltilCI S « Illi Ttir |i);ii i' The bixlie*, of (lie youth, David a frozen lake.
Sirphru I •i.iidcil a Malla-lkunid gerx were nearby
lie. < . Kootook, and two other p.i>. en- "I think
Triilrnt mid ruile.l up lindtM 
i.eat.
a
The pilot, v. ith onlv 
ie.it ;' northern th mg 




n ho-p tai heic He
|fir. t couple 
two; contributed 
ex- here now," 
con- parachuted
maybe
of weeks, the boy
dropped to more than 20 de 
the Rices below zero.
The aircratl hail been I.iking
a lot to his being the Kootook youth. Nccmcc Nul- 
Cpl. Copeland, who linyok. an Eskimo woman in
into the crash
scene, s.vd in an interview Sun-
I B I D 21 UViS
premature labor, and Judith 
Hill, their 27-ycar-old nurse, to 
hospital here.
The youth " is to have been
DRIFTED OFF COURSE
Spokesmen for Gateway Avia­
tion of Edmonton, owners of the 
aircraft, said that sometime 
during the 3’4-hour flight, the 
plane drifted west off course.
Doug Rae, Gateway's oper­
ations manager, said in an in­
terview Mr. Hartwell was flying 
al 2,500 feet when ho switched 
on the cockpit light to check a 
map. Minnies later, fho plane 
smashed into a heavily-wooded 
slope.
Cpl. Copeland said Mr
well told him M s Hill,
. ll.ilt-
wore draped to make a tent. 
The tent was constructed away 
from the metal aircraft mid a 
fire had burned in front of It 
until.After the youth died and 
Mr. Hartwell's firewood had 
run out.
Forces personnel also said the 
pilot strictly rationed food sup­
plies, kept, himself warm and 
dry and conserved his strength.
He also conserved the bat­
teries tn his pocket-sized crash 
position beacon and rescuers 
say this bit of clear thinking 
saved bis life. The beacon Is 
normally gocxl for only (hico or 
four day*, if operated contin­
uously. and Mr. Hartwell used 
it only when he beard aircraft.
considerable weight---exactly 
how much wasn't known—and
his hair and beard were 
and mat toil.
TRAPPER FOUND
SAULT STE. MARIE, 
(CP) — A trapper found
<Wll! . '1 Hr youth d.cd after 23 days
*■ to n the wi'deinr'j and after nt citi
examined for w as pre-
Mimed Io be chronic nppcndi-
He had not been in any
r> ho • t he tn
'tu>*- niiiift had tlnwn pain at Hie a 11 of the (light.
V.< .* < a w.'.hout seeW ■ All three were from th* re- 
I mule »rtt)rment of Spent c Hay






Mr, llart-.i ell could






dering in Hie bush 40 miles 
north of here left by train today 
for his home in Gravcnhnr.st, 
Ont., apparently little the worse 
tor eight days in snow and cold 
with little |o cat.
Andy Mavraric. 48, was found 
by two snowmobiiers Sunday as 
he tramped on snowshoes near 
the main road at Batchawnna 
.Station about 40 miles from 
where ho had left a cabin Dec. 
2 after limning out of food.
ago, died in the crash. 
Rescuers say Mr. Hartwell
himself up well enough io nur-
appat clitlv Mlpi i Vi a'd while the been 
vonth m«<le a log frame mei iinoir,
i* much lunger had he not 
injtireil nnd lin.'ible io
u huh r ngiiie
"'tijicr tired” ;ind having 
lost 30 {icimih on a diet of 
i rpiiru l, pa111 Idf'e and nllce, 
Hut hi',' rondilion •.*;>■ ;!>>od and 
he v ..is h t »iut. ;<rier an o’.ei - 
ntr’lil d.'iy in h<i:pi'.d.
A new personality will also 
gi'ace city council table in ths 
person of William Treadgold, 
who topped the aldermanic polls . 
with 2,833-votes. Runner-up was 
incumbent .Walter Green, re­
turned with 2,424 votes as was 
incumbent Terry Cyr with 2,036 
votes. Losing candidates, Al 
Salloum and Wes Ginther poll­
ed 1,389 and 1,085 votes respec­
tively.
In the Peachland aldermania 
race with two seats open, in­
cumbent James MacKay was 
returned with 200 votes, as was 
newcomer J. H. Williamson with 
163 votes. Defeated was incum­
bent W. L. Lawrence with 134 
votes, along with candidates 
Paul Stewart and Bert LeBoa 
who polled 140 and 114 votes re­
spectively.
Results of other civic elec­
tions in the Southern Interior 
with x indicating incumbents, 
were.
Armstrong: Aiderman, three 
scats. xE. Marie Schnare 197, 
xDelmer R. Dinwoodie 170, Neil 
Baragcr 125, elected, Timothy 
J. Hcwlson 108, Frank H. Rimell 
103. '
Endcrby: Mayor, A. Dean Mc­
Leod 161, elected, Peter Gllow- 
ski 110, John Meyers 94. Aider­
man, three seats, xDavid Lynes 
302, xGust Stankoven 265, Allen 
Sowden 179, elected, Joan Bond 
171. Voter turnout—59 per cent.
Kamloops: Alderman, three 
scats, xGordon A. Bregoliss 2,- 
768, Meryl Matthews 1,982, 
xWcjdcy J. Hughes 1,712, elect­
ed. Inn G. Clark 1,561, xJohn 
G. Grigg J ,380, Donald Ellsay 
1,201, Raymond Shackles 608, 
Walter Ratzlaff 439. School trus­
tee, two scats, xWilliam G. Mer­
cer 2,983, Helen Kerr 1,627, 
elected, William A. Ferguson 
1,066, Irene Stenson 1,064, Ray­
mond McInnes 775. School trus­
tee, one seat, xHenry Gruba 
375, elected, John Harper 60. 
Rcfcrcndcmn—$2.9 million tor 
schools: yes 2.248; no 1,501, car­
ried. Bylnw-$9IO,OO9 for swim­
ming pool. Yes 1,889; no 1,880; 
rejected.
Penticton: Alderman, three 
scats, xJnmes Hewitt 2,603, 
Frank Oakes 1,931, xGordon 
Butterfield 1,683. elected. xLyall 
Chamber 1,529. School trustee, 
one sent.—rural, Victor Wilson 
111, elected, Phil Suiting 54, 
Walter Strelilen 25, School trus­
tee, two seats—city, Edgar 
Dewdney 1,643, xNelson Menzies 
; 1,602, elected, xAvcry King I,- 
165, Stan Fulton 403. Kefcrcn- 
duiti-4486,000 for schools: yes 
; 1,380; no 1,206; icjeclcd, Voter
Iiirnoul—34 )»cr cent.
। Vernon: Alderman, three 
i scats, Max Fishier 2,074, xJim 
. MncGIIvnry 1,854, Robert Neil
1,7Sft. elected, Gciry Winters 1.- 
I IT’,. IWerendtim 41.24 million 
i for school addition!!; yea 69 per 
I cent; no 31 per cent; rained. 
. Voter turnout -32 p*r cent.
I
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NAMES IN NEWS
Pierre Le Canadien Remembered
. In Martrcs-De-Vcyrc, France, । 
29 years ago, Peter Dymtruk| 
of Wynyard, Sask., died in a 
gpn-batUe with German occupy­
ing forces while fighting in the 
French Ressitance. On Sunday, 
residents of this small village 
jn central France turned out for 
a moving ceremony “twinning" 
their community with the
't Z y
of Wynyard. Paul Brun, the 
htiayor and Wynyard Mayor 
Walter -“Goodyear unveiied a 
plaque linking the two commun­
ities. Also present was a small 
group of Wynyard citizens who 
crossed the Atlantic to see me 
place where Dymtruk—known 
by villagers here simply as 
Pierre le Canadien — mct ^is 
death.
Prime Minister Kakuei Tan­
aka’s Liberal Democrats ha\_ 
retained control of Japan’s rul­
ing House of Representatives, 
giving Japan four more years 
'of conservative rule. Returns 
from Synday’s general election 
indicated, however, that (he, 
party’s majority would b~ ..oi’i^- lamella Parsons, queen of 
- What reduced in the face of So- movie gossip columnists during
c
main informant in a series of 
articles researched by Ladislas 
Farago arid carried recently by 
the Daily News here and the 
London Daily Express—as say­
ing documents used by Farago 
arc forgeries. “I think he’s 
dead/’ The Times, quotes’Vel­
asco as saying.
British adventurer Kenneth 
Crutchlow fought chilly waters 
and treacherous currents Sim­
shoppers watched. Police said 
an unidentified man finally 
stepped forth, and dragged Karl 
Rayford, 21, from his 39-year- 
old victim. At that point, they 
said, a policeman heard the 
woman’s screams and took Ray­
ford in custody. Rayford was 
released in his own recogniz­
ance.
&
KAKU EI TANAKA 
... wins kgain
Vancouver Chess Master।
Wins Praise By Fischer i
XT A X’TT'ZXXTTZX TV-.,- .* If—ti Ihie fall- *'1 nnAA mnA* tSAN ANTONIO, Tex. (CP- 
AP) — Duncan Suttles, the 
chess master from Vancouver,
ther blew his opening or he was 
playing for a draw from the
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ciaiist and Communist gains.
‘ Eleven Nobel Prize winners 
from the United'States, Britain 
and West Germany received 
.their awards Sunday at a glit­
tering Stockholm ceremony 
rmarred only by the absence of 
/90-year-old King Gustaf Adolf 
-through illness.
'' Jane Fonda, 35, the actress 
and anti-war campaigner, an­
nounced in Roeros, Norway, she 
is engaged to be married to 
'fellow American Tom Hayden, 
-32-year-old former leader of 
Students for a Democratic So- 
. ciety. . ,
Hollywood’s golden years, died 
Saturday at the age of 91. At­
tendants said; she died in her
sleep al a Santa Monica con­
valescent home. Miss Parsons 
was a powerful figure in the 
motion picture industry for 40 
years.
The New York Times says in 
a report from Buenos Aires that 
an Argentine intelligence officer 
credited in news stories with 
tracking down top Nazi Martin 
Bormann has said he never saw 
Bormann, or even looked for 
him. The Times quotes Juan 
Jose Velasco—identified as the
day and swam across San Fran­
cisco Bay from Alcatraz Island 
to Fisherman’s Wharf. He made 
it in one hour, 28 minutes, then 
collapsed on the shore. The 
wiry 28-year-old moaning and 
unable to speak after the swim, 
was rushed into a hot shower 
at the Dolphin Club.
' The father of British nurse 
Judy Hili, killed in the mercy 
plane crash in the Canadian 
Arctic, said Sunday in Britain 
he and his wife had been “com­
forted” that their daughter died 
instantly on impact rather than 
from exposure to the severe 
weather conditions. L. J. Hill, a 
civic official in the Devon town 
of Kingsbridge, said they bad 
been “hoping all along that 
soine miracle would come up.” 
When one survivor was an­
nounced that hope revived, but 
Hill said they had felt Judy 
“would be the one to give her 
life” because she would have 
been tending her > Eskimo pa­
tients, and possibly was not 
straped in.
A blind man was arrested in 
New York and charged with 
trying to rape a woman on a 
crowded sidewalk while her 
: daughter and other Christmas
Millionaire bullfighter Manuel 
Benitez El Cordobes will marry 
the French mother of his two 
children early next spring, a 
leading bullfight writer said in 
Madrid Saturday. El Cordobes, 
36, who gained the title of 
“beatle of the bullring” for his 
unorthodox and daring style as 
a matador, will wed Martine 
Fraysee, 29, in a quiet, private 
wedding.
Health Minister Marc Lalonde 
paid tribute in Ottawa Sunday to 
the “selfless devotion to duty” 
of -Judy Hill, the 27-year-old 
nurse who died in the crash of 
an aircraft found by searchers 
in the Arctic Saturday. Two 
Eskimo patients also died. Pilot 
Martin Hartwell was rescued 
after surviving the sub-zero 
temperatures since Nov.' 8. Mr. 
Lalonde said in a statement 
that nurses who work for his 
department’s northern health 
services are “a special breed.”
won praise from world cham­
pion Bobby Fischer as the inter­
national chess tournament drew 
to a close here Sunday.
Fischer, who did not .take 
part in the competition, called 
Suttles a “very tough, very 
tricky” and complex player.
Suttles finished with nine 
points, along with Svetozar Gli- 
goric of' Yugoslavia and Vlasti- 
mil Hort of Czechoslovakia. 
However, GUgoric still had an 
adjourned game to finish after 
Sunday’s play and could in­
crease his total.
Soviet grandmasters Tigran 
Petrosian and Anatoly Karpov 
whisked through draws with 
their opponents Sunday, and 
settled for a three-way tie for ' 
first place with Lajos Portisch 
of Hungary. Each had 10% 
points.
Portisch forced Bent Larsen 
of Denmark to resign on the 
35th move of their game. Petro­
sian, Karpov and Portisch will 
share S7‘.000, the total prize 
‘ money for the first three
opening move.’*
He added that Petrosian and 
Karpov “may have worked it 
out to begin with.” And Fischer 
expressed the view that Petro­
sian had not wanted to risk a 
loss to Suttles.,He called the 
draws “chicken," and said he 
could not recall a tournament 
when the Soviets “didn’t pre­
arrange draws.”
MAKES PROGRESS
For Suttles, the tournament 
had special significance be­
cause it gave him enough points 
to complete tlie first leg of his 
progress towards grandmaster 
status. He was competing
grandmaster result in a tourna- i 
ment and was denied on a tech- » 
nicality. The technicality was ■ 
that I played one game too I 
many. There was, absolutely no 
logic to the rule, it was a mat­
ter of politics.”
His nomination for grand­
master status was opposed at 
that time by the Russians, who 
said the rules specifically stated 
he should have played only 16 
players, not 17. •
In 1971 at the Canadian Open 
in Vancouver, Suttles was 
within one move of a forced win 
over the then world champion, 
Boris Spassky of Moscow, but 
blundered with the wrong move.




Mon.-Frl. 11:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m.
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd.
TORONTO (CP) — Prices on 
the Toronto stock market were 
mixed in moderate mid-morn­
ing trading today.
The industrial index, consid­
ered a major indicator of mar­
ket trend, declined .11 to 219.20. 
-Golds were up 2.77 to 186.42, 
?base metals .03 to 83.41 and 
-western oils .76 to 277.28.
Volume by 11 a.m. was 698,- 
rfM)0 shares, compared with 774,- 
000 at the same time Friday.
Beverage, general manufac­
turing, paper and forest and 
•chemical stocks were among 
'•advancing sectors of the mar- 
i ket; while communication, trust 
and loan, real estate and bank 
issues were off slightly.
Advances were well ahead of 
’ declines, 137 to 98, while 204 is­
sues remained unchanged.
■ Chateau-Gai was up 3% to 
$37%, Consumers Distributing 
% to $33%, Third Canadian 
[ /General Investment % to $16%, 
| ^Hudson’s Bay Oil and Gas % to 





































Tor. Dom. Bank 
Trans Can. Pipe 
Trans, Mtn. Pipe 
Hiram Walkers
Weldwood
ates % to $11%.
Bell Canada fell % to $44%, 
'Royal Trust % to $50, Reader’s 
^Digest % to $31, Canadian Im- 
•.perial Bank % to $31% and Co- 
>4umbia Cellulose 5 cents to 6 
cents.
, Placer climbed Vi to $40% 
•.and Tara Exploration V8 to $15. 
Tcck Corp. A slipped 20 cents to 
,$4.25 and Consolidated Rambler 
J5 cents to $3.00.
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Prices 
'were mixed in moderate trading 
.on the Vancouver Stock Ex­
change today. First-hour volume 
was 545,331 shares.
Most active industrial issue 
.was B.C. Tel, trading at $58 
after trading 30,043 shares. >
Leading trader in the oils was 
^Albany, up .02 at .77 on a vol­
ume of, 47.000 shares.
Seneca Developments led the 
'juincs. down .01 at .71 after a 
turnover of 106,000 shares,
TORONTO STOCK
• EXCHANGE
(Today’s Opening Prices) 
INDUSTRIALS
• Alberta Gas Trunk 
Alcan
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Peace River Pete 
Rand Resources 
Stampede lnt'1 
























































Rumors of an imminent en­
gagement between Princess 
Anne and a young army officer 
were dismissed as “silly” by 
his father. The 22-year-old 
daughter of the Queen has spent 
several recent weekends with 
Lieut. Mark Phillips among 
other friends. “Just because 
they have been seen together on 
a few occasions people keep 
jumping to silly conclusions,” 
landowner Peter Phillips told 
reporters.
Harry S. Truman, battling old 
age and a tired heart, was taken 
off the critical list Sunday after 
doctors said he spent a restful 
night in Kansas City. Doctors 
said the 88-year-old former 
president’s condition was re­
duced to “serious” from “criti­
cal” for the first time since 
Wednesday when complications 
1 of lung congestion, bronchial 
1 problems and kidney troubles 
1 burdened his heart.
places.
Paul Keres, the Russian 
grandmaster, finished with. 9% 
points after drawing his 15th- 
round game with Julio Kaplan 
of Puerto Rico.
Suttles played to a draw with 
Petrosian iq their final match 
of the tournament. When it was 
over, Suttles said Petrosian “ei-
against 10 grandmasters, three 
other international masters like 
himself, and two national mas­
ters, '
Earlier, Suttles said he could 
become a grandmaster by play­
ing at The same level in another 
tournament of this calibre.
The 26-year-old Canadian, 
who is working on a doctorate 
in mathematics at the Univer­
sity of British Columbia, be­
came an international master in 
1967.
At the 18th Chess Olympiad in 
Lugano, Switzerland, in 1968, he 
had seven wins, nine draws and 
one loss. This showing, was gen­
erally thought sufficient to earn 
him the title of international 
grandmaster.
Of that contest, Suttles said










































































Westcoast Pro. Ltd. 10%
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Alliaba.ska Col. 3.00 3.10
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Xt no POPULATION GROWTH
O.,u (ked ■ Gc;a\.u ;e Ci a
PARAMOUNT
7 and 9 p.m.
Every Day at
More Troops
SAIGON (AP) — Fresh North 
Vietnamese troops were re­
ported moving today toward 
Saigon from the Parrot’s Beak 
region of Cambod’a. They ran 
into a battalion of South Viet­
namese militia and touched off 
one of the sharpest ground bat­
tles in weeks.
Initial field reports said 87 
North Vietnamese were killed 
in the fight'ng nine miles south 
of the provincial capital of Tay 
Ninh.
Thirteen United States B-52 
strikes were flown in .an aro- 
shaned area'stretching 23 miles 
northeast and 48 miles north­
west of Saigon, the U.S. com­
mand reported.
: The Parrot's Beak, which 
; stabs like a dagger toward Sai- 
• gon, is a traditional jumping-off 
। point for North Vietnamese 
। units attempting to slm through 
j the capital’s outer defence.
Merntt: Mayor, Floyd Brown 
785, elected, Leo Heroux 441. 
Aiderman, two seats, Rosamond 
Fairley • 580, xJames Rabbitt 
452, elected, Robert Baird 444, 
Earl Johanson. 378, Francis 
Nicklin 282, William Heyman 
139. School trustee, one >eat, 
Anthony Petrina 673, elected, 
xMarguerite Pent 442, Douglas 
McPhee 95. Voter turnout—66.2 
pe rcent.
Salmon Arm: Aiderman, one 
seat—one year, Harold Dam- 
gaard 309, elected, David Doug­
las 302, Lloyd Gall 198, Les 
Pineo 101, Len Galbraith 36. 
School trustee, one scat, J. R. 
Henderson 636, elected, xGeo.-ge 



















NORTH VANCOUVER (CP)— 
Karola Winkler, 36, of North 
Vancouver, a victim in a three- 
vehicle crash Dec. 5. died Sat­
urday in hospital. Mrs. Wink­
ler's five-year-old daughter Ul­
rica was killed in the crash and 
two other children injured when 
the Winkler car collided with a 









Business Equipment Ltd. 
By the Paramount Theatre
I LOTUS 
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5 courses, salad and din- $ 






Rent — Lease r- Purchase
Lytton: Mayor, Mrs. Lorraine I 
Simpson 84,/elected, Victor Ix>r- I, 
ing 29. Aiderman, two seats, I 
James O’Dwyer 97, Thomas I 
Jackson 66, elected, Albeit I _
Shamley 52. Voter turnout—50 IM 
per cent. I




COMING EVENTSColumpia-Shuswap: Director, 
w£»cSneeiooM'. fSKil niBllllliBilBBliM
ert Van 68. Directoi, aiea j The following space is now available every Monday
one seat, xJoseph Keri 120, I for service organizations, clubs, church groups, auxil-
elected, Kurt Schanz 55. I iaries and sports to inform the public of theK e ^ing
North Okanagan: Director, I events. There Is no charge for this service but they
Edwin Haberstock 159, elected, I must'be brief and to the point.
xLen Bawtree 102. I Any of the above organizations wlsb’n.g to use (6%
Ckanagan-Similkameen: Com- I space must cither bring in their copy or phone it to
missioner, three seats. xP*ki I the newsroom of the Courier no later tiv-w noon Friday
Farmer 223, xJohn Tait 264, j for the following Monday edition. When phoning In ask
xCliff Devine 106, elected, Ray I for the NOCA Calendar events editor.
per cent.
Summerland: Aiderman, three 
seats, Keith Deleeiiw 769, xHans 
Stol 726, xLes Rumball 704, 
elected, Bruce Hallquest 657, Al­
bert Hott 410. Jack Lockie 366. 
Voter turnout—43 per cent.
Stevens 128. Ederall Roberts!
119, Hans ?..heii'*.h 18. Director,!
Oliver—o”e . R. T-it 264,1
elected, E. D. Roberts 193.
MONDAY
Senior Citizens' Club 76 holds
i| it’s regular activities each 
I Monday and FricV’y at 2 p.m; 
j in the Legion.
asneroft: School trustee, one 
seat', T. C. Knowles 112, elect­
ed, R. J. Richards 57. Bylaw- 
8146,500 water works. improve-: 
ment: yes 143;, no 11; carried. 
> Voter turnout—29 per cent.
Lumby: Aiderman, two sea's, 
xA. Henderson 143, Len Ander­
son 138, elected, xJ. Ford 121. 
Referendum—$48,0% for swim­
ming pool: yes 130; no 32; car­
ried. Voter turnout 61 per cent,
B-52 srikes near the district 
town of. Ba Tom, on the central 
coastal plain, wiped out a Com­
munist barracks and 91 bodies 
were found, the South Vietnam­
ese reported.
In the southernmost Mekong 
Delta province, An Xuycn, mi­
litiamen fought off a heavy at­
tack on an outport Sunday and 
killed 25 Communists, but 14 of 
the militiamen were killed, Ihc 
Saigon command reported.
A total of 70 North Vietnam­
ese and Viet Cong attacks weic 
reported across South Vietnam 
from 6 a.m. Sunday to 6 a.m. 
today, the command announced. 
All but 17 were by shelling.
THEFT CHARGED
VANCOUVER (CP) - A war­
rant has been issued for the ar­
rest of Abdel Raouf el Gammel, 
27, of North Vancouver for theft 
of about $21,000 in contributions 
to the World Wide Church of 
God. Police said Gammel quit 
working for the church recently 
and may be on his way to 
Egypt.
TO SEE MACDONALD
VANCOUVER (CP)- A Brit­
ish Columbia Civil Liberties As­
sociation spokesman said Satur­
day that BCCLA representatives 
will meet with Attorney General 
Alex McDonald Wednesday to 
discuss appointment of a provin­
cial ombudsman and amend­





• Local Cremation 
Facilities
• Services from $90
11.11 Iter mi rd Ave. 7G2-3010
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Ti< krls Bank of British Columbia 
Daily nt usual banking hours mid fuiturdayii,
Krening Seats Reserved 
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MEL WEST AND THE METEORS
Dancing 9:0(1 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.
KOKO CLUB
275 Leon Ave Phone: 762-2956 or 763-3407
].<h( mm; tooi'
11 The Bach Civic Choir meets 
|| each Monday at 7:30 p.m. in 
j, A. S. Matheson School. New 
I members are welcome and 
I anyone, interested may call 
T Ann Richardson' at 3-2263 for 
I more information.
I Family .Planning Association 
I. birth control clinic open, from 
I 8. to 9 p.m. Information, 
I counselling/examination and 
I supplies available.
’I 'TUESDAY.
I Cards and dance at the sen* 
II ior citizens' clubroom on Mill
WEDNESDAY Continued
The regular monthly meet­
ing of Army, Navy and Ail- 
force veterans in Canada j 
held the first Wednesday < 
each month in the Dilma. 
Room of Rutland Centennia' 
Hall at 8 p.m. All interested 
people are invited to attend. 
For further inform ation con- 
tact Gunnar Gunderson, 
president, at 3-2887.
THURSDAY •
Senior Citizens' Club 17 will 
hold a mect’ng Dec. 14 at 
their clubhouse on Mill Street 
at 1:30 p.m.
Street at 8 p.m. Music 








Thursday from 8 p.m. in Bad­
minton Hall on Richter 
Street. For more information, 
contact Terry Dore at 5-5066.
Kelowna Chapter of Barber­
shop singing meets at 8 p.m. 
in St. David’s Church on 
Pandosy Streel.
The Kelowna Chess Club 
meets each Tuesday and Sun­
day at 7:30 p.m. in the Kel­
owna Regional Library board 
room. New members wel­
come'.
I The ladies’ auxiliary to the 
I Royal Canadian Legion, 
I branch 26 will hold a meet ng 
I Dec. 19 at. 8 p.m. in the 
I Legion Hall. Election of of- 
I fleers will take place along 
;| with an exchange of Christ- 
I mas gifts. Refreshments will 
I be served,
I Kelowna Toastmasters meet 
II at 6:15 p.m. in Capri. Anyone 
I who has a desire tp improve 
I his listening, thinking and 
II, speaking ability may contact 
II Bert Vos or Gerry Ackerman.
II WEDNESDAY
I The Okanagan Corvette Club 
l| meets in the VIP room at the 
II Colony nt 8 p.m. All now 
I members are welcome. Call 
1 3-5054 for further information,
I Do you like to .slug? Sweet 
I Adelines of Kelowna Invite 
I nil who would like to .sing 
|| four-part harmony Io Ihejr 
I meeting In linmaetilale high 
I school library nt. 7:30 p.m.
Regular monthly meeting of 
the Kelowna Shrine Club on 
the Fintry Queen at 6:30 
p.m. It will be a business 
meeting with election of of­
ficers.
Live musical entertainment 
Thursday anc< Friday from 9 
p.m. at the Legion.
Okanagan Chapter of Experi­
mental Aircraft Assoc, meets 
the first Thursday of each 
month at the old Kelowna 
Airport Terminal. Phone Ted 
Strange for further informa­
tion.
Bingo in Elks Hall on Pan- 
dosy Street at 8 p.m.
FRIDAY
The Kelowna Stamp Chib 
meets the first. Friday of each 
month in the Kelowna Library 
board room al 7:30 p.m. 
Everyone welcome.
The Good Time Chib will hold 
curds and dance at 8 p.m. in 
Women's Institute Hall on 
Lawrence Avenue, Admission 
is charged with refreshments 
available. Everybiio welcome,
Christmas fantasy “The Snow 
Queen" Dec. 15 through 17 
in the Kelowna Community 
Theatre al 8 p.m. with mat­
inees Saturday an6 Sunday 
at 2:30 p.m.
SATURDAY






itnd 18mat; jiagcant Dec. 17
at 8 p.in. in Ilie church on
Bcilnim Street. A silver col­
lection will be taken, with 
tlie pageant featuring a 40- 








TWO MORE ELECTED in Saturday vote tack Of Interest Displayed
Woman Power Increased On Board
By MARY GREER 
Courier Staff
Woman power appears to. be 
gaining in the Okanagan. The 
election of two women in the 
Saturday polls to the board of 
trustees for School District No. 
23, Central Okanagan, brings 
the total number of women on 
the board to four. It is the first 
time femininity has reached 
this proportion on the nine mem­
ber board since it was formed 
26 years ago.
Newcomer, Mrs. Shirley 
Staley won over Ronald Wilkin­
son by a count of 413 to 317 to 
represent Southeast Kelowna, 
Benvoulin and South Pandosy, 
formerly held by board chair­
man, T. R. Carter, who did not
seek re-election, while in Rut­
land, Mrs. Marjorie Showier 
i will represent that area along 
with incumbent C. D. Buckland.
Mrs. Margaret McNair who 
was returned by acclamation 
in the city of Kelowna for her 
third term' represents the Kel­
owna area along with Mrs. 
Janet Harland presently serv- 
I ing her second term on the
fore retiring to Richmond with 
Mr. Townsend.
During her first two years of 
marriage, Mrs. Staley contin­
ued her executive secretarial 
position with B.C. Hydro head­
quarters at Vancouver while 
husband, George, completed his 
degrees at the University of 
British Columbia. Her interest 
in educational ideas was further 
stimulated when they spent a 
year in London, England when 
he was an exchange teacher.
In England, she noted that 
children started primary school 
at the age of five years.
She is firmly convinced the 
primary grades are the most 
important years in a child’s 
life — they should have the
MRS. SHIRLEY STALEY 
housewives make good trustees
board. .
Mrs. Staley who has lived in 
the South Kelowna area since 
1969 made her first bid for the 
school board in 1970 by running 
against Mr. Carter. Although 
a comparative newcomer, her 
keen interest in educational mat­
ters impressed 270 voters to 357 
i for Mr. Carter . . . enough to 
i convince her she should try 
1 again.
Her interest in education is na­
tural. He mother Mrs. Arthur 
Townsend taught school for 
many years on the prairies be-
Bennett Says Policies
Accounted For Victory
By DEAN McNULTY 
Courier Staff
Referring to an almost 2 to 1 
victory over opponent Syd Gow- 
land as resounding support of 
his regional policies, Regional 
District chairman W. C. Ben­
nett, said he would continue 
with his work as far as boun­
dary extensions and provincial 
relations were concerned in the 
next two years.
“I believe the vote recorded 
was a show of support for my 
policies as far as boundary ex­
tensions are. concerned, and con­
fidence in my dealings with the 
provincial government,” he 
said.
Mr. Bennett, regional director 
for the Glenmore, Poplar Point 
and McKinley Landing, had in­
troduced in October a plan
CHAIRMAN BENNETT 
... fourth term
which would incorporate most 
of the central Okanagan into a 
regional municipality. The plan
By The Referendum Turnout
School District 23 secretary- school board when there Is such
MRS. MARJORIE SHOWLER 
... in the family tradition
treasurer Fred Macklin said 
he was disappointed with the 
voting turnout in, the district on 
the $5.8 million referendum. He 
added it would appear to be the 
lowest turnout in the province.
Mr. Macklin said of the 27,- 
560 eligible to vote on the refer­
endum, only about 6,019 bother­
ed to do so. He said this gave 
the percentage turnout at 21.8 
per cent with the average turn­
out for the province marked at 
35 per cent.
The secretary-treasurer said 
the school board can’t under­
stand if the people are for or 
against, or don’t understand the
a small turnout
He added the turnout must 
show “a lack of interest" and 
this was’’very, very disappoint­
ing.”
Mr. Macklin said it appears 
the city of Kelowna’s population 
is "getting older” and the young 
are moving outside the city. 
He , felt this reflected on the 
fact the referendum didn’t pass 
in the city.
He also added some rate­
payers have the wrong impres­
sion they are paying for schools 
outside the city. However, Mr. 
Macklin added the board was 
happy “they how can get on 
with their work.”
best teachers and the teacher- 
pupil ratio also has a hearing 
on the progress at this stage.
“Housewives make good trus­
tees,” she claims. “They are 
not only closely associated with 
children but have the time to 
devote to “homework” so they 
are a “good investment for the , 
taxpayer.”
“There isn’t anything to say, 
is there?” was the comment of 
Ronald Wilkinson, defeated by 
Mrs. Staley for the seat held by 
retiring board chairman, T. R. 
Carter.
As the polls closed Saturday 
night, Mr. Wilkinson and Fred 
Chamberlain had expressed 
some anxiety about the success 
of the referendum. The combin­
ation of a low turnout on the 
5.8 million school referendum, 
plus the predominance of old­
er voters, could result in a nega­
tive vote he thought. Mr. Wilk­
inson favored the referendum.
was attacked by some as being 
a move to stop Kelowna from 
increasing its area.
Mr. Bennett, would not say 
after his victory whether his 
views on boundary extensions 
meant he would go all out to 
stop area growth by the city.
He said his feelings were well 
known on the Subject. One of 
his areas, Poplar Point, has also 
been the centre of argument 
with residents there pushing 
for more services.
Mr. Bennett, five time chair­
man of the Regional District, 
said his policies concerning re­
lationships with the province 
were to work in harmony with 
them regardless of who held the 
reins of power.
Special Recreation Meeting 
Set For The West Side Tuesday
The secretary-treasurer of the 
Westbank Advisory Committee 
Granger Evans, said a public 
meeting will be held Tuesday 
to present the committee’s find­
ings on the needs, costs and lo­
cations for a civic complex.
The committee seeks the pub­
lic’s opinion on the need for the 
complex and recreation facili­
ties in electoral areas G and H 
and in Peachland. Regional Dis­
trict representatives Andrew 
Duncan of Westbank, Dudley 
Pritchard of Lakeview and 
Mayor Harold Thwaite of 
Peachland Indicated their com 
corn for the need of recreation 
facilities for the west side, Mr. 
Evans said. I
The meeting will be held in 
the Westbank Community Hall 
at 7:30 p.in. It is sponsored by 
the Central Okanagan Regional 
Dirtrict.
Mr. Evans said the interest in 
recreation facilities from indi­
viduals and organizations has 
been strong.
He stated two groups nave 
indicated an interest in building 
their own recreation facility 
with a voluntary contribution 
scheme if the proposed complex 
falls through.
He added two other groups 
attempted to start a recreation 
facility and failed to produce 
the required funds.
Mr. Evans would not release 
these groups’ names.
DOLLAR STATIC
NEW YORK (CP)—Canadian 
dollar in terms of U.S. funds at 
noon unchanged at 99%. Pound 
sterling down 23-32 at $2,33%.
BUCKLAND WAS "BUCK"
IN COURT
Terry Edward Moore, of Gol­
den, was fined $200 and had his 
licence suspended for one 
month after he pleaded guilty 
to driving; while having a blood 
alcohol' count exceeding .08.
Leonard Schafer, of Rutland, 
was fined $200 and had his li­
cence suspended for one month 
after pleading guilty to driving 
while having a blood alcohol 
count exceeding .08.
Harry Ellchuck, of Rutland, 
reserved his plea after being 
charged with impaired driving 
and refusing to take a breatha­
lyzer test. Both cases were re­
manded to Dec. 13.
CITY PAGEsffN^d
Richard Wayne Bartel, of Ke­
lowna, was fined $100 after he 
pleaded guilty to two charges 
of driving while under suspen- 
i sion.
Monday, December. 11, 1972
Six-Vote Margin
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John Donald Oman of Kel­
owna, was fined $75 after he
pleaded guilty to a charge of 
willful damage.
James Gregory Truss, of Ke­
lowna, pleaded not guilty to a 
charge of attempted theft of an 
auto. Trial for the case was set 
for Feb. 23.
Kenneth Peter Papowich, of 
Kelowna, reserved his plea after 
being charged with impaired 
driving. The case was remand­
ed to Dec. 18 for plea. .
Melvin Donald Robertson, of 
Kelowna, was fined $200 and 
had his licence suspended for 
one month after he pleaded 
guilty to refusing to take a 
breathalyzer.
Lome Stewart, of Kelowna, 
pleaded not guilty to charges 
of failing to produce an insur­
ance certificate and failing to 
produce a registration. Both 
cases were set for trial to Jan. 
: 22.
HEARD | [as| 5|ep f0 Kill Skagit Project
Dumps Incumbent
The election for a director of 
the Belgo-Ellison area on the 
Central Okanagan Regional 
District board turned into a 
“squeaker."
Newcomer Colin Day edged 
past incumbent Heinz Koetz by 
a narrow six votes, two more 
than Mr. Koetz won by in June, 
when he defeated George Whit­
taker in a byelection.
“It certainly wasn’t decisive,’’ 
said Mr. Day> one of five candi­
dates Saturday who were at 
Rutland Junior Secondary 
School when votes were count­
ed. The other three were school
The Regional District chair­
man was reported to be dissatis­
fied with the new municipal af­
fairs minister after the two had 
met in conference in September.
Mr. Bennett said, however, 
he was willing to work construc­
tively with the government in 
Victoria.
This was Mr. Bennett’s fourth 
consecutive successful election 
in the Glenmore, Poplar Point, 
and McKinley Landing areas 
composing Electoral Area “B" 
on the Central Okanagan Reg­
ional District Board.
Defeated candidate Syd Gow- 
land had campaigned on a plat­
form for more controlled plan­
ning within the regional dis­
trict. He criticised the regional 
administration for not looking 
after environmental needs when 
planning for subdivisions.
Mr. Bennett stood on his re­
cord and the record of the re­
gional district under his chair­
manship.
Even though only 32 per cent 
of eligible voters turned out in 
the area, the figure was de­
scribed as good by both Mr. 
Bennett and Regional admini­
strator A, T. Harrison.
Mr. Day said the fact he is 
also a director of the Black 
Mountain Irrigation District
board candidates.
“I hope I can live up to the 
expectations of the people that 
voted for me,” he said. ‘T’ve 
got a lot of things to find put.”
He’ll start soon by going to 
the regional office on Groves 
Avenue, and by consulting with 
Mr. Koetz. One of the earliest 
tasks will be to pick an alter­
nate director and an advisory 
committee. No thought has been 
given to who will be asked.
Lillian Burgess 
Buried Today
Funeral service will be
will be of benefit to both groups. 
In addition, he is chairman of 
a subcommittee of Rutland 
Chamber of Commerce dealing 
with the economics of incorpora­
tion.
“I don’t have the information 
on all matters. I think the 
board should become involved 
with pollution and other things.”
Meantime, it’s back to the 
orchard on the road named for 
his father George. Mr. and Mrs. 
Day have two children.
Mr. Koetz said he would not 
ask for a recount, but A. T. 
Harrison, regioflal administra­
tor, said he wanted to count 
the ballots in the presence of 
both candidates.
“There is no ill feeling be­
tween Colin and I,” said the 
present director. “I admire 
Colin for seeking election. He is 
a member of a pioneer area 
family. • ■
“It takes a lot of time to do 
a good job. Maybe I didn’t give 
enough time to it, but I was
held
from the Seventh-day Adventist 
Church, Monday at 3 p.m. for 
Lillian Alice Burgess, 77, of 
Kelowna who died Thursday.
She is survived by her hus­
band Herbert; three sons, Or­
ville, Gordon and James; two 
daughters, Mrs. Delores Hughes 
and Mrs. Esther Gallant; 13 
grandchildren; two brothers 
and one sister.
Rev. Edward Teranski will 
officiate with burial in Lake- 
view Memorial Park. In lieu 
of flowers donations may be 
made to the' Seventh-day Ad­
ventist evangelistic work or to 
charity.
A borrowed fire truck arrived 
too late to save three cabins at 
the farm of Bert Vos in Glen­
more, Saturday. The cabins con­
tained one new tractor and 
some orchard spraying equip­
ment as well as tools. The fire 
truck belonged to Rutland Re­
gional District director, Mel 
Marshall.
An accident on Glenmore 
Street Saturday caused an esti­
mated $400 damage and sent 
one person to hospital for treat­
ment. Melvin Donald Robertson 
was treated and released from 
hospital after a vehicle which 
he was driving was in collision
with a parked vehicle.
'Will Be To Tell US. No
OTTAWA (CP) — Premier 
Dave Barrett of British Colum­
bia said today the only step left 
in killing the Skagit River Val­
ley power project is for the fed­
eral government to tell the 
United States “no.”
Premier Barrett, here for a 
series of meetings with federal 
officials including Prime Minis­
ter Trudeau, said he is dis­
appointed Ottawa hasn’t .yet 
done so but expects the mes­
sage will be conveyed soon.
School District 23 secretary 
Mrs. Thelma Wheatley received 
some bad omens throughout the 
week which she felt were pre­
paring her for the results of 
referendum number 13. She 
laughingly recalled her car 
wouldn’t start, her oven went
new.”
The Belgo farmer and Okan­
agan Bridge employee said he 
would help any way he could. 
He would not commit himself 
as to whether he would seek 
election again.
Mr. Koetz expressed disgust 
with the turnout. “People are 
not taking an active part in 
local affairs. There was not a 
true representation.”
Both men said friends per­
suaded them to seek election. 
“You feel a lot better if you 
know people want you,” said 
Mr. Koetz.
The same cold that probably 
kept many people away from 
the poll forced a change in the 
place of voting. It started in the 
gymnasium, but had to be mov­
ed to the hall about 11 a.m.
He said the position of the 
British Columbia government 
Ion the project is absolute. It 
I doesn’t want the river valley 
flooded.
Drive, the prime minister1, 
residence.
The meeting, another in a 
series of private informal ses­
sions Mr. Trudeau “has held 
with provincial premiers, was 
the first between the two in Ot­
tawa since the NDP came to 
power in B.C. last August.
Premier Barrett and the 
prime minister had one briei 
meeting during the federal elec­
tion campaign this fall when 
they conferred aboard Mr, 
Trudeau’s campaign plane dur­
ing a stop in Victoria.
on the blink and to top it off, 
her furnace wouldn’t work. 
Secretary-treasurer Fred Mack­
lin remarked “well at least 
we’ve beaten the number 13 
hoodo”.
... Clear
The weatherman promises 
clear skies and colder tempera­
tures Tuesday. The high will be 
15 to 20 degrees. The high for 
the city Saturday was 18 de­
grees with an overnight reading
However, since it supports the 
federalist system of govern­
ment, it will observe protocol 
and wait for Ottawa to pass the 
information to U.S. officials.
Under the project, endorsed 
by the former Social Credit gov­
ernment in British Columbia, 
the river valley was to have 
been flooded by raising a dam 
on the Skagit below the U.S.- 
Canada border. ,
Mr. Barrett made his com­
ments after a morning meeting 
with National New Democratic 
Party Leader David Lewis. The 
premier was scheduled to have 
lunch with Prime Minister 
Trudeau later at 24 Sussex
TRUMAN CRITICAL
KANSAS CITY (AP) — A 
medical report of “more
of 12 degrees. Temperatures for | frequent abnormalities” in the
the city Sunday were a warmer 
21 degrees with a coo] overnight 
low of 16 degrees. There was .2 
inches of snow noted. The high 
at the airport Saturday was a 
cold 16 degress with an over­
night reading of 10 degrees. 
Temperatures at the airport 
Sunday were 18 degress with a 
chilly overnight reading of 14 
degrees. Overnight low today 
will be near zero degrees.
rhythm of Harry Truman’s 
heart has cast a cloud over re­
newed optimism for the former 
president’s recovery.
Truman had been taken off 
the critical list and was de­
scribed as in serious condition 
Sunday after doctors noted 
some Improvement. He re­
mained on the serious list fol­




Funeral services will be held 
from the Immaculate Concep­
tion Church, Tuesday, at 11 
a.m., for Frank Saucier, 78, oi 
Kelowna, who died Thursday, 
A pioneer of the area, Mr, 
Saucier was born in the city 
in 1894 and lived most of his 
life here with the exception bi 
a nine-year period as a stage­
coach driver in the Cariboo re­
gion. He is the grandson ol 
Cyprien Lawrence who accom­
panied Father Pandosy to ths 
Valley in the mid-1800’s. Mr, 
Saucier was an employee ol 
the department of highway! 
for more than 30 years.
Surviving members of th! 
family include one sister, Mrs 
Catherine Burke of Kelowna 
one son, Bert, of Kamloops 
four grandchildren and several 
nieces and nephews. Mr. Sau­
cier was predeceased by hi! 
wife and three children in tha 
1930s.
Funeral services will be con­
ducted by Rev. P. J. McCarthy, 
with burial at the Okanagan 
Mission Catholic cemetery 
Prayers foi* Mr. Saucier will ba 
recited at the Garden Chapel, 
Monday, at 8 p.m.
SHOWLER WAS SECOND
Rutland Ballot-Counting Ballad Was Buckland From Start To Finish
By GEORGE WHITELEY 
Courier Rutland Staff
Anyone in Rutland Junior 
Secondary School when school 
board votes were being counted 
Saturday night could have 
guessed who would top the poll.
The name of veteran Charles 
Buckland was on so many bal­
lots a woman poll official read­
ing to other workers shortened 
the name to “Buck,” When the 
shouting was finished, Mr. 
Buckland had 692 votes, 60 more 
than Marjorie Showier, who be­
comes the second trustee, Wil­
bert (Mike) Scheer trailed with 
368 votes.
It took more than an hour to 
count the ballots, compared 
with 30 minutes (or the school 
referendum and 20 minutes for 
the regional board.
All were nleased with the re­
sounding "yrs'' given by resi­
dents of tills area to the $5,801,- 
000 school budding referendum, 
but criticized the low turnout of 
voters.
“1 am glad of the opportunity 
to serve the young people and 
residents <>( this iin-.i tor anoth­
er Ino vrars," said the ineuim 
Ix-iil “A good stand.nd of cdlle- 
sin,ii is in- -di-d for a progirs- 
sive, priispciomi cmmliy.
about future plans. Education 
minister Eileen Dailly has sug­
gested reducing the number of 
pupils in elementary classes, so 
this will complicate matters.”
About two years ago the 
board purchased land on Zip- 
rick Road about a quarter mile 
from Highway 33, on the right 
side, for a new elementary 
school, Because of the large 
amount of construction that was 
going on, provincial officials 
gave permission for the pur­
chase with money from another 
referendum. However, it was 
decided to use the land for a 
new secondary school.
Sketch plans have already 
been drawn for a school con­
taining 21 teaching areas. Mr. 
Buckland expressed hopes It 
will lx* ready next term.
Until tills' year the secondary 
school on Rutland Hoad served 
Grades 8 - 12. For two years 
until the senior secondary 
school was built behind it, 
classes were on shifts. Warn­
ings had been given shifts 
might lie needed again if the 
refeiendum did not pars,
Areas to In- reived hi' the 
‘tliool;. will not lie decided un­
til it is known how ninny stu­
dents there will tn- for nest 
teun, Mr. Buckland continued.
“S>me cmication is costlv, it The fo,mer owner has been ah 
mu I 1:'- managed < '(-ctivelv lowed to farm the land.
and < itu .< u'.lv. 'Ilu- l iciid has a 1'1.ms are to put four rooms 
> - --d .< o: i of < {/.»;< tit opcta- nil Belt’ll Elimetllm.V .School, 
lion to get tin' he .t i-ov,ibli' rind add 12 elemental v h«.ini 
stand nd of cdiii atimi. I cl-cwheii-. Mi- Hm l.lau-i
'll, II h.>i< I., 'ait ip ft-nx) tin,light eight loom- will Ie 
I ' ’ "" ' i'P" tt-ht iiuny. n-id>-<l -<> fa it-t. «i«| ...id n Ji.,,
'•>1 die lirii lUUio; - i v oikI.ii V not h< < 11 lie, id, d '.-ii-i-- th<‘
Rutland are up to their full size 
of 16 rooms, so the eight addi­
tional rooms could be the start 
of two now schools. Classrooms 
are built in fours. It would pro­
bably bo more advantageous to 
get two sites instead of putting 
eight rooms on one piece of 
land, said the orchadlst.
The New Democratic Party 
decision to allow boards Io plan 
three years in advance will help 
avoid problems such as .occur­
red this year.
Additions to Belgo and Ilie se­
condary schools wore to have 
bet'll ready in September, but. 
were delayed about three 
months by the B.C. construc­
tion problems. They are expect­
ed to b(! ready for occupancy 
next month. Meantime, ele­
mentary classes arc using va­
cant rooms In Kelowna schools, 
and secondary schools a r e 
crowded.
Rutland Elementary School, 
oldest In the urea, “is as good 
a.-i we can expect," said Mr. 
Hiiekl.iml. The original four 
1 rooms of this school, across 
; from the junior M-cnndary Imlld- 
i Ing, were opt ned m )<IK>. 'r)lr 
' hoard eon--ult-icd renlm-ing it a 
.few .lei.-, ago. hut decided In 
stead lo Hi,ini|) it. Money will 
l>e spent on the basement this 
year.
Bvfnic setting tin- amount for 
tin- icfeu lahmi, the ho ud eoii- 
‘ idled with 11 clnlee!■■ (o g,-t ,i'. 
lealistle figuii'i ,r. pn.-alile 
Mi. Bin Id.in.I ■ aid the provm- 
i i.il gm ,-i ddh ni w uul.l not op 
.pniir ' p.uiiimg ’ rtfi-ielidiims
1 i h>-»•! I -1 v J Ju - n <• r . r n. ,u v tiihrit - * it I- i u 
lot ‘loco, , tin a i'.-.l II ,.i is a,g, All Ilir ( a a.< at
encouraged. “The board , and 
chambers of, commerce urged 
people to get out and vote."
But he saw the large number 
of non-voters as a vote of confi­
dence in the board. There is not 
usually a large turnout for 
school board ejections, except 
when a referendum was held 
for Okanagan College. ,
This is only the second elec­
tion for Mr. Buckland. He was 
opposed in 197(1 by Otto Graf, 
hut won earlier terms by accla­
mation.
Tiie second trustee Is stepping 
into slioes once filled by her 
been elected, and I am grate­
ful to those who worked for 
me. I feel the awarncss of 
school and other problems I 
have gained as secretary of 
Rutland Chamber of Commerce, 
and living here most of my life, 
will help me.’’
Mrs. Showier will not seek 
another term when th<1 chamber 
meets at 8 p.m. today in tiie 
Centennial Hall. “1 will have 
ample lime l<> attend Ixinrd 
meetings ami do school work."
Defeating the referendum 
would have been “tragic,” she 
.-.aid, pointing t<> what happened 
in I'eiificton. "Huilding costs 
will never get <-hen|>cr, .*<> you 
might as well build now."
Mrs. Showier also hoped the 
board would get on with plan- 
mm; n-i r.oon ns possible.
"1 wa s <-< i tn inly iplca.srd to 
i 're Mi. Buckland returned to 
I tlu- lxiii.il The newcomers will 
have to retv on the ability and 
cxpciie-icc of oilier nirinbei’"
Me . Showier r» piu nd s<-icla] 
i i) > i) >1 i |h I ’ Di ’ I in a( t \ AH’ n 
p< il I... the l».». i! Oue was hcl'l
NEW REGIONAL DIRECrOR DAV (left) WITH RE-ELECIED TRUSTEE BUCKLAND AND MRS. BUCKI-ANIl!
Inst week for the regional board 
nt the office on Gioves Avenin', 
tint only 11 people voted in two 
areas.
"We mav have to consider 
having .'ulvaiu i' jiolls," but fIley 
would be co: tly if only a fe w 
people tin n out 'I'he school 
< hildi, ii fi it It V ' rilnii", but ' 
apt,.'i'atI-- ollicis m.lii't.
"Ali. i'iice jut am, < tsiaeut।
she added.
Mr. Scheer, a union business 
official, was not downhearted 
abmit the lo:;::. He recognized 
the oilier I andldalcs have been 
In Hiitland longer and are better 
known than he is, and he said 
lie vvoid,| । mi Klei seeking a
j-ni’t .-»)■•>(>> if need hli«rs,
lb- I'PP' .J, th.,t having a 
llmd caia 11<i11le mt ant mmc
support for ihe referendum than 
if the post had lx*cn filled by 
acclamation.
"On Ix-half of ah the concern­
ed parents in the central Okan­
agan, 1 express great Mitlsfdc- 
tion lite refeiendum was rati­
fied. Thl". will permit Hie plan­
ned devrdomnent of our educa­
tion piogiarn as needed ill the 
immediate futme. In conjunc­
tion with recent provlnrlf^ 
amendments, we should be able 
to move forward In the be.si lt|- 
forests of students and taxpayy 
ers, 9
“1 wish lo convey Ix-st wlshe} 
to Mi- Showier mid Mr. Buchx 
land. They arc fine, capablt 
jX'ojde i-Jm, I ,im ri.t.iin, wifi 
j.iltldiill v endeavor to fuiim 
thi ll ir poiribih'l' ” *
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Suggestions To Make 
Holiday Season Enjoyable
No one needs to be reminded the 
noliday season is coming. But a few 
suggestions will make it happier for 
all.
Shop early. As the number of shop­
ping days grows fewer and fewer, lines 
in stores grow longer and longer, and 
clerks’ tempers grow shorter and 
shorter.
Make sure your home is decorated 
safely. If you still use real trees, make 
sure they will not catch fire; If you 
have decorative lights, make sure 
wiring and connections are safe.
Particularly if you are driving a iong 
distance, have both you and your car 
in top condition. Poor weather condi­
tions are bad enough. Combine them 
with poor drivers and vehicles, and 
it’s a sure indication of trouble. If 
you’re at all uncertain, better leave 
the old bus at home and use public 
transportation. It wiH cost less in the 
long run.
If you are driving home from 
parties, make that “one for the road” 
anything but liquor. If you are host­
ing one, don’t let people drive if they 
are in no condition to do so.
There should be a list of emergency 
numbers close to every phone at aU 
times. If there isn’t one near every 
phone in your home or place of busi­
ness, put it there now. Numbers for 
doctors, police, fire, ambulance and 
the health unit should be listed.
Perhaps you will be among the 
many who will call long distance to 
share the festive season with friends 
and relatives. Now is the time to get 
their numbers and arrange the best' 
time to call them.
There are some for whom Christ­
mas, is “just another day,” while 
others have plenty and some to spare. 
Health authorities, churches, welfare 
and other agencies know people who 
can expect little in the way offestivi-
ties.
Sharing holiday joy with less for­
tunate will increase your joy. After 
all, the man who started it said, “In­
asmuch as ye have done it to one of 
the least of these, ye have done it 
unto me.”
A little common sense will help 
make the holidays more enjoyable for 
all.
Another Good Year Seen
Canada should experience a com­
paratively high level of business activ­
ity in 1973, says the current Commer­
cial Letter of Canadian Imperial Bank 
of Commerce.
A major reason is a broad econo­
mic recovery in the United States. 
Real growth there should be more 
than six per cent in 1972 and the per­
centage increase next year should be 
almost as large.
There may be a shift towards fiscal 
restraint in the United States before 
the end of 1973, as well as some tight­
ening in monetary policy for domestic 
or international policy reasons. This 
would help contain inflation but 
would also dampen the rate of accel­
eration in production. Similar fiscal 
and. monetary policy changes may
slightly from the very high 1972 level 
of around 250,000 units but total ex­
penditures for residential construction 
will probably show some increase over 
1972.
—Government spending: An 11 
per cent increase in current expendi­
tures but continued easing off in the 
rate of increase in capital expendi­
tures. In total expeditures for goods 
and services should show a 10-11 per 
cent increase over 1972.
—Trade: Exports to the United 
States should be sustained through at 
least the major part of 1973. Overseas 
exports should show a gradual in­
crease. The short-term outlook for
merchandise exports looks bright, 
with a higher advance than the 10 per 
cent expected for 1972.
Ninian.
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By JOHN D. HARBRON 
Foreign Affairs Analyst 
Thomson News Service
used his famous intuition to de­
termine the wide-travelling Ger-
mansquadroncommander 
would have to come to the Falk-
Is there anything left of the land Islands to coal his ships, 
old British Empire, the one on And this reminds us of the 
raison d’etre for British control 
of thq Falklands and other re­
mote island groups around the 
world—as coaling stations for 
world-girdling fleets in the days
which “the sun never set”—or 
has it gone completely, disap­
peared into history like Rome, 
Greece and the other recent em­
pire of Spain, on which the sun’ 
also never set?
In all the talk about Britain 
abandoning Commonwealth 
preference and her big Com-
monwealth partners as she pre­
pares to enter Europe next Jan­
uary 1, one forgets tiny and 
diverse vestiges of the British
when coal was the only fuel for 
ships, not, the more compact 
and cleaner fuel oil.
We all know about the fierce 
determination of Gibraltar to 
remain British and never revert 
to Spanish rule, despite the total 
blockade of "the rock” whichEmpire still dot the map. „ . , . . . . . . .
Not many, mind you, but Spam has maintained for about 
some like The Falkland Islands, four years.four years.
Gibraltar, British Honduras, St. 
Helena and the Channel Islands 
are more British than the Brit-
LOCH NESS, Scotland (AP) 
— An intrepid investigator 
with the words “Bristol Uni­
versity” inscribed on her 
sweatshirt trained an anxious 
telescopic eye over the misty 
waters. At the ready stood a 
camera with a 36-inch lens 
and a battery of wind and 
depth instruments.
“There was a sighting last 
night, you know ... In the 
m o o n 1 i g h t off Urquhart 
Castle,” she said with profes­
sional calm, raking the hori­
zon like a U-boat commander 
in one of those old movies. 
"Second one this month, but 
of course we’re thinking in 
terms of a breeding herd.”
A breeding herd of what, 
she didn’t say, and it seemed 
monstrous to ask. The sun 
went down, the wind came up 
and the purple fell out of the 
glen into 24-mile-long Loch 
Ness before she capped her 
telescope and disappeared 
into one of the little house 
trailers on the shore.
Being a scientific investiga­
tor with the Loch Ness Inves­
tigation Bureau Ltd., it 
seems, requires patience, as 
well as total indifference to 
pay, the Scottish weather, and 
a high threshold of ridicule.
saur, four to six flippers and 
a wiggle like a reptile, 
MAY BE HERD
The bureau itself leans to­
ward “a breeding herd cut off • 
from the sea 5,000 to 7,000 
years ago.” Pan Taylor, an 
American submariner who 
prowled the murky bottom, 
estimated the herd “between 
20 and 50.”
How a geriatric left-over 
from a passing glacier ma­
sses to survive, without pop­
ping up more often for air al­
ways has been a source of 
scientific inquiry. Rev. 
Aloysius Carruth, a monk in 
the Benedictine Abbey at Fort 
Augustus on the westernmost 
shore, advances the theory of
underwater caverns sloping 
upwards beneath "the sur­
rounding glens to form air
pockets.
Father Aloysius, ■who has
written a book on the subject, 
never has seen the monster, 
but his brother, the prior, 
has.
"I was out in a boat with 
two friends in bright sun­
shine," Edmund Carruth, the 
prior, recalls that summer 
day in 1940.
"She surfaced not 200 yards 
away, played around for a 
while and bad a good gawk at 
us, before she swam away. I 
thought I detected a smile on 






A great difference between 
the early English and French 
settlements of North America 
was that the English came toAlso required is an icy nerve for dissecting salmon and eels . „ . -
to see who’s been dining on stay, whereas many French
what way down there.
SIGHTINGS RARE.
Only once in every 350 man- 
. hours of watching, bureau 
statistics indicate, is it given 
for mortal man to witness the 
massive fury of water, the 
frightful hiss of steam and the 
gigantic bow wave that sig­
nify ’the Loch Ness monster is 
having another identity crisis.
A Royal Air Force photo in- , 
telligence team ' said there
came to make money quickly 
and then return to France.
So the English settlers, seek­
ing freedom more than money, 
developed permanent communi­
ties along the Atlantic coast of 
what is now the U.S. They did 
not try to expand west beyond 
the Alleghany Mountains.
At Varengo, about 60 miles 
south of present-day Pittsburgh, 
he noticed a French flag flying 
over a trading post that was 
supposed to be British. The oc­
cupant was Chabert de Joncaire 
and he invited Washington to 
spend the night there. 1
They did a good deal of drink­
ing and Joncaire’s loose tongue 
revealed French plans to con­
trol the entire area from Can­
ada to Louisiana.
Washington lost no time get­
ting back to Virginia to make
On the other hand the French, his report and on Dec. 11, 1753
•was something “almost cer­
tainly animate” after study­
ing some photos made in mir­
ror-calm conditions a few sea-’
sons ago.
Poor Nessie, as real scien­
tific investigators never call 
her, has had a time of it. In 
the last 10 years she has been 
sighted by 3,000 lookers, spied 
on by underwater cameras,The Channel Islands are tech- - ,
nically hot a crown colony, but pursued by submarines, mom-
part of the United Kingdom. Yet tored by radar, sonar and
in their search for furs and he claimed the Ohio Valley for 
other moneymaking activities, Virginia.
explored the continent and es- OTHER DEC. 11 EVENTS 
tablished trading posts west to 1687—French and English
the prairies, and south to the commission awarded Hudson
Gulf of Mexico. Montreal-born 
Pierre LeMoyne became the 
first governor of Louisiana in 
1703 after LaSalle had pioneered 
the development;
So France, through Canada,
ish in the way they keep the tra- they continue to issue their own
ditions and style of the mother stamps as they did uhder war­
country. ' time German occupation, the
The Falkland Islands, deso- only part of the United Kingdom 
late, remote archipelago off the ever conquered by Germany be- 
coast of Argentina, has a tiny tween 1939 and 1945.
population of sheep herders and British Honduras, like The 
small farmers, who cling to the Falklands and Gibraltar is also
British connection like their under fire from a bigger neigh­
sheep cling to the rugged rocks ' ‘ ...........  ~ •
of the islands.
Part of the reason is a cam
paign in mainland Argentina 
which continues year after year 
regardless of .what kind of re- the Western Hemisphere ’ will 
gime rules in Buenos Aires, that end an independent country, 
these islands are Argentine ter- ■ - - -
ritory.
The Argentines call them
echo devices, startled by un­
derwater noise generators 
and baited with an aphrodi­
siac that was guaranteed to
inflame the passions of a 
brontosaur but got nary a rise
from her. She has been pes-
ms ttoe Guatemala, which ’TeoS
lays claim to the entire colony hundred feet of fuzzy movie 
as part of her territory. film and innumerable scien-
The chances are good Brit-
controlled a vast area of North 
America.
It wasn’t until 1753 that the 
English colonies became 
alarmed about the Canadians 
who were establishing posts 
along the Ohio and Mississippi 
Rivers. The colony of Virginia 
sent George Washington, then a 
young British officer, to investi-
gate.
Bay to France.
1813—Americans set fire to 
homes in Niagara-on-the-Lake 
area before withdrawing to U.S.
1893—CPR opened Chateau 
Frontenac Hotel at Quebec.
1908—Joint c o m m 111 e e on 
church union drew up basis for 
union.
1916—Saskatchewan voted to 
abolish privately-owned liquor 
stores
1936—Edward VIII (late Duke 
of Windsor) abdicated and 
George VI was proclaimed king.
1964—Parliament approved
new Canadian flag.
tered by voyeurs in diving
thp suhiect of three ±! QUEBEC PRESS SAYS:
it- tific expeditions, including 
ain’s only mainland colony in last year’s two-week monster
Francophones Want A Future
This is a selection of edi-
rally sponsored by The Daily
. . Mail, all without yielding up.
like tiny Mauritius in the South . her true identity. 
Pacific.
. - - _ - nr t i r tvt i if you are a stamp collectoroccur in Canada, but any marked shift The very strong flow of merchan-. Las Islas Malvinas and show you notice fW0 new depend­
in policies would create more difficult disc imports into Canada will likely W °tf encies issuing their own stamps,
nrr»h1r»m<i borp. hpraiKo nf thp. hiohpr continue throuoh 1973 because nf one called British Antarctic •proble s here because of the higher 
level of unemployment.
With this background the following
continue through 1973 because of arctic land mass and nearby is 
expected bouyancy in consumer ex-
TERMS VARY
This passion for anonymity 
has caused her to be vari­
ously identified as a giant eel,
torials on current topics 
translated from the 
French-language press of 
Canada.
growth pattern for Canada in 1973 is 
anticipated:
—Total consumer expenditures for 
goods and services should show an 
increase of about 10 per cent over 
1972—assuming no additional per­
sonal income tax rate changes from 
those already indicated for 1973. 
There may be a slowing in the rate 
growth of purchases of consumer 
durables next year because of less 
buoyancy in the housing sector, but 
outlays for scmi-durablcs arc expect­
ed to pace an overall rise in consumer 
spending. Spending on services should 
maintain a high growth rate and there 
wjll be a steady rise in outlays for 
non-durables.
—In 1973, business spending on 
machinery and equipment should 
continue to rise strongly and invest­
ment in non-rcsidential construction 
should be considerably higher than 
this year. Total capital expenditures 
for plants and equipment may show a 
ycar-to-ycar gain of as much as 15 per 
cent.
■—Housing: Starts may decline
penditures and business investment. 
The merchandise trade balance for 
1973 s^on’t show much change from 
1972, and no marked improvement 
is expected in the overall current ac­
count balances from the $1 billion
deficit anticipated for 1972.
—Gross National Product in 1973, 
measured in current dollars, should
again show a year-to-year gain of 
around 10/> pcr cent and total value 
should approach $114 billion. This 
means a year-over-year increase in 
constant dollar terms of around six 
per cent and an increase in prices of 
about four per cent.
“The above estimates indicate that 
there will be some changes in the 
sources of major stimulus to the 
growth of the economy next year,” the 
Commercial Letter points out. “The 
consumer sector will continue to give 
firm support in 1973 but the major 
.stimulus is expected to come from 
business investment.”
The Commercial Letter concludes 
that 1973 should be another good 
year in terms of the physical output 
of goods and services.
BYGONE DAYS
(From Courier Files)
10 YEARS AGO 
December 10(12
'It is hard to understand the mental- 
ay of (Kople who would deliberately 
wreck a building!” This was the com­
ment of Fred Waterman, Kelowna Ski 
Club president reporting on weekend 
vandalism at the Black Mountain Chalet. 
Almost all the glass in flic chalet’s large 
windows was smashed, walls were de­
faced and insulation ripped out.
Erlends Service Committtcc, function­
ing out of Seattle.
lands.
WON SEA BATTLE
a long-necked seal, a monster 
Territory and the other stamps snail, a water kelpie, a giant 
to be released in 1973, for the
Isle of Man.
Yes, aS the last, tiny rem-It was off these islands in 1914 __
in the cold waters of the South nants of B r it a in’s Empire,
which once encompassed India,Atlantic, where a surprise Brit- .
ish battle cruiser squadron de- Canada, Australia, entire sub­
str o y e d Imperial Germany’s continents and a continent, hold 
on to the British connection, aflying raider fleet under the gal­
lant Admiral Graf von Spee. In 
the days of rudimentary wire­
less when warships could roam 
the world undetected and sink 
commercial shipping, Winston 
Churchill as First Sea Lord
new equally tiny autonomous 
territory will spring, to life in 
the new year.
The Isle of Man will become, 
except for defence and diplo­
macy, self-governing.
Ottawa Hopes To Persuade Province 
To Prepare Essential Urban Plans
Sherbrooke La Tribune: The 
Francophones are trying to 
establish their rights and priv-
cretion by .a tacit law of si- 
■ lence.
If the Conservatives want to 
win seats in Quebec, they 
must get to work now. They 
must immediately find excel­
lent candidates and launch
them at once on the campaign 
trail. A Faribault or a Wagner
20 YEARS AGO 
December 1952
There ore 24 organizations in Kelowna 
mid district collecting used clothing, 
packing and shipping it to assist the 
war plagued people of Korea. The 
Ktwanis Club has made a gift of money 
to assist the work of the American
30 YEARS AGO 
December 1912
The third annual concert and dance 
of the 2nd Kelowna troop of Boy Scouts 
was held at the Scout Hall, with over 
seven hundred residents present. Dis­
trict Commissioner E. C. Weddell gave 
the opening address. Following an Inter­
esting and varied program Scoutmaster 
George Yochlm rang down the curtain 
after a few words of appreciation to nil 
concerned.
10 YEARS AGO 
December 1932
The home of J. W. B. Browne was 
(royed by fire. The general alarm was
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• OTTAWA. (CP) — The federal 
government hopes to persuade 
the provinces to prepare prov­
ince-wide urban plans.
It is understood Ottawa con­
siders broad plans for future ur­
ban growth essential If the fed­
eral government is to know how 
to co-operate with the provinces 
and municipalities in urban de­
velopment.
Alberta and Ontario have al­
ready moved in this direction 
but other provinces are lagging, 
observers say.
Federal negotiators are likely 
to push strongly for provincial 
urban plans nt the federal-pro- 
vlnclal-municipal conference In 
Toronto Nov. 20-21.
The trl-Igvcl conference will 
proceed despite federal election 
results which reduced the Lil>- 
ral government to a shakev 
minority position In the Com­
mons.
DENY POSITION WEAK
Some observers feel the fed­
eral position in the conference 
might be weakened because of 
the election. They suggest that 
provincial governments might 
be unwilling to reach agree­
ment with a government that 
might soon bo overturned.
But federal sources sny the 
conference is designed only to 
establish methods of con­
sultation between the three lev­
els of government. There will 
be no (lecisioiifi on specific is­
sues such as urban trans­
portation, ixilhitlon, housing nnd 
finance.
The principle of consultation
among the thret? levels of gov­
ernment has been endorsed by 
the Conservative and New 
Democratic parties, and a 
change in attitude on con­
sultation would be unlikely with 
a new government.
The federal government ac­
cepts that the provinces con­
stitutionally have the power to 
decide the general directions of 
urban growth, and the munici­
palities the right to decide how 
these plans are to be imple­
mented at the local level.
But federal decisions can
. squid, a maxi-mollusk, a sea 
elephant, a killer whale, a 
huge otter, a blind salmon, a 
dead tree trunk and, ignomi- 
nously, a belch of peat from 
the gaseous bottom of Brit­
ain’s deepest lake.
In her day, which may go 
back 150 million years, she 
has been called a diplodacus, 
a plesiosaur, a gastropod, a 
pinnipeg and, an elasmbsaur, 
all unflattering scientific 
terms..
At any rate, she has been 
around long enough to win the 
traditional British sympathy 
for the underdog. Since 1934, 
it has been illegal to kill or 
catch the monster.
■ Except for the number of 
humps, all recent sightings 
conform to a composite crea­
tion with the small pronged 
head and long neck of a gi­
raffe, the skin of an elephant, 
a rounded back like a dino-
have a powerful impact on local 
plans. A decision on the location 
of a major airport, for example, 
Influences urban development.
Ontario has outlined how It 
wishes urban areas to grow in 
the future. The most detailed 
plan, concerning the future de­
velopment of Toronto, was be­
hind the decision to locate the 
proposeil new International air­
port in Pickering Township just 
cast of the city. The Pickering 
site was selected to fit in with 
future development of Toronto.
T li e federal government 
would like to see provinces pro­
vide a general framework show­
ing plans for matters ranging 
from transportation to indus­
trial development. Ixical details 
could be handled by municipal­
ities.
Al) these matters will not be 
settled Immediately. The simple 
fact that the three levels of gov­
ernment arc talking together is 
considered Important by confer­
ence organizers.
Aawelatott I’rosa or lluutrr in Dust

















By HIE CANADIAN I’ll ESS 5- ’ lo.tMKi in ram.om for hix
Dee. It. 1972 . .
utter
of a
1918 Newf mndl,ind 
signed an agicrmrnt io 
enter Confederation n:> C;m- 
,ida’s Kltii province. ,
19(1 Tiic Fiilled States
ileges in Quebec on a more picked at the last minute al-
solid base; they are really ways has the air of a life
trying to take hold of a future 
which belongs to them.
And this time it is probably
ways has the air of a life
serious, because the Anglo-
preserver. ...
The big Conservative error 
is not attributable only to Mr. 
Stanfield. It goes back to the
phonos have undertaken to re- Diefenbaker regime. . . , 
fleet on what future they will When in power, Mr. Dlefenba- 
have in a Francophone 
Quebec and even in a Quebec, 
which aspires to break away 
from Canada in order, to be­
come independent.
This uncertainty on the part 
of Anglophones is not morbid 
and is often part of a desire to 
remain within Quebec society, 
even if some see the situation 
as more tragic than it really 
is and if some still have colo­
nial reflexes. Evidently, it be­
hooves Anglophones to adapt 
themselves.Io the new face of 
Quebec rather than for the 
Francophones to try to insert
ker never had enough confi­
dence in his Quebec lieuten­
ants., Keeping them in the 
shadows and humiliation, he 
was the architect of his par­
ty’s disfavor in Quebec. At his 
succession, Mr. S t a n f i e l d 
didn’t have enough time to re­
view his Quebec wing before 
the elections.
He must get to work imme­
diately. This is the only way 
he will make a good showin,? 
next time.—Marcel Gingras 
(Nov. 25)
<>( die Krlownn Curling Club nt the 
auiiiial mcellug held nt Elliott nnd loci'. 
I i i'Trr I’ it F. Didi.Ht r v .,
i-f Wiii.i-m, g.nr m> lr.-> 
tlin>i;<- to in,ii i y the woman - M ii s s o 11 n I nn- 
niiiitu cd that Italy would
; ,Mn.
. b’i ’ »<<• I'. I Xi in. >< i Ii n. T. E. («m|v 
T. Li.a'1., D. Batncs and Dr. Gaddr * pt 1. -Fl -‘1114 Small a paid
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A collection of letters from 
Anna Leveridgc to her family 
In England Is a reminder of 
hoW young n country Canada
Anna's h u s b a n d, David, 
came to Ontario in 1B82. Uis 
wife and seven children joined 
him a year later. Another 
year Inter they moved Into a 
one-room log shanl.y near Coe 
Hill In the backwoods of 
southeastern Ontario.
The narrative of Your Lov­
ing Anna, ns It's traced 
through Anna’s letters home, 
might hnvt! been written by 
settlers yenrs earlier or In 
any pail of Cannda. Her hus­
band did have a job nt an Iron 
mine in Coe Hill, which prov­
ided some cash Incom'", a rac­
ily in earlier years. Howeyti', 
to earn it, hr* had to lioard 
nwiiy from home all week and 
walk miles to be with his fam­
ily on Sunday.
Otherwise there was the fa­
miliar, affecting descrlntlon 
of the hardness of the first, 
unaccustomed winter in a log 
shack, of the inter-dependence 
of sc,birred nelghlior.s, of gar­
dens planted around tier 
stumps, rxpnndlug a little 
cverv vc.ic alter back lncak- 
ir>r effoi t.
Anglophones progressively 
and slowly into the new life of 
Quebec, but one must not 
deny that Quebec cannot 
allow itself totally to abandon 
Anglophones and let them 
exile themselves to Ontario or 
other regions where they will 
receive a wanner welcome 
than here.
These Anglophone business­
men love Qubcec and arc not 
prepared to leave It on the 
pretext that the social climate 
inconveniences and upsets 
their traditions. However, 
without going down on their 
knees to the minority, it is the 
duty of the Francophone ma­
jority clearly to show Anglo­
phones that, a French Quebec, 
and eve tv an independent 
Quebec, will always count on 
their presence, not only to 
counlizc our economy, but 
also because, socially, (hey 
have a role to play in this 
province.—Jean Vigncault
(Nov. 24)
Ottawa Le Droll: Mr. Rob­
ert Stanfield has admitted 
that his party’s election cam­
paign In Quebec was a .'.erics 
of blunder:;. . . .
We ask ourselves how far 
he has got In his thinking and 
we hope that 1U1 will get Io 
work ((idckly Io gain the confi­
dence of .',011)0 of the Quebec 
voters. To gain a llltlc serious 
support in Quebec is neccs- 
,<iary, first of nil for bl:i patty, 
as well as for Quebec nnd 
Quebecer.'!, Without n renewal 
of coicicrvnllsm In Quebec,
Mr, will
Montreal La Prcsse: In 
these last few months, several 
events have shown that a cur­
rent of conservatism is cross­
ing Quebec and that it 
threatens to hit hard the most 
unfortunate groups of society: 
the unemployed, the welfare 
recipients and the poor. . . .
With the union protest 
movement coinciding with a 
phenomenal Increase in co- 
sumcr prices and taxes of all 
sorts that affected particu­
larly the middle classes, it 
was logical that a reaction 
would occur soon, that it 
would take the most, unex­
pected routes and would have 
questionable results regarding 
social justice. ...
Ono would be wrong to 
think that the current reaction 
comes only from the middle 
bourgeoisie or that It Is fa­
vored by a hick of the aggres­
siveness which marks the un­
ions nnd leftist groups. For 
many non-unionized workers 
who must work hard Io earn 
their living, it is time the gov­
ernment slopped "encourag­
ing Inzlncss” by practically 
supporting unemployment or 
by conf inning payments to 
welfare recipients when 
many, so it Is said, could lie 
working, ...
To the desire to end the 
government’s (liiimclal gcni i- 
osity must lie added a need 
for social pence. In some cir­
cles, the idea is so widespread 
that the social crises, Ilie 
demonstration.1! nnd the 
strikes of recent years have 
had a negative effect on the 
economy. . . .
This aspiration for sccnilfy
tb'il ti.gcthrr bv •< naimbvr 
vi ith n by I ziiiis Try, A in i a' 
grandson. Ue knew bl-i fu niiib 
nnrents, mid win born nt Uu- 
imine farm. Ill-i own memo-
foie the Ixink was ptthltshed.
Toil'- I »\|ii» Ann i, Irl- 
Dr, h»m the Oril.ii h> I ion- 
Iler, br l.ouh ihv; 5.7,Ml; 
t liberally of Toronto Trci.s.
f 11
denmc-1 In .in cxi r:..i < f di •
!'• 1111-
v. • If a 11' 11 i Iplr-n! ■< 
hi, .i nr<i| to H-
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Fresh Signs Of Vigor In U.S 
But Inflation Forecast Gloomy
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, MON., DEC. 11,1972 PAGE 5
i
NEW YORK (AP) — New 
signs of vigor in the U.S. auto 
i. dustry last week added to 
hopes for a booming economy, 
but the spectre ot worsening in­
flation remained.
' At the same time, the labor 
department reported that the 
unemployment rate last month 
dropped sharply to 5.2 per cent 
of the work force, the lowest 
level in 27 monthst from 5.5 per 
cent.
In the auto Industry, new car 
sales last month rose to 1.03
tire producer, said it was in­
troducing four lines of steel-bel­
ted radial tires to the domestic 
market. And Michelin, the
million units, up 7.5 per cent 
from 1971 levels. This was a 
record for November and 
marked the fifth time that more 
than one million cars had been 
- sold in the United States in any 
one month.
B
U.S. auto-makers said they 
re planning to build about 2.62 
liUion cars during the first 
uarter, up 16 per cent from 
levels a year ago. Behind these 
plans, analysts said, is growing 
optimism that car sales in 1973 
wilj set records for the third 
year in a row.
This year, sales including im­
ports are expected to total 108 
million units, up nearly six per 
cent from last year.
American auto-makers will be 
getting more money for their 
vehicles this current season fol­
lowing price boosts. Chrysler in­
creased its prices an average of 
$40 or one per cent; General 
' Motors raised prices about $54 
or 1.2 per cent; and Ford raised 
• prices an average of about $63 
or 1.5 per cent.
Meanwhile, Goodyear Tire 
and Rubber Co., world’s largest
French tire maker, said it plans 
to start building its first U.S. 
plant within the next few 
months, investing more than 
$200 million over five years. 
Michelin pioneered' .its steel­
cord, radial design type tire in 
1947 and introduced it into the 
U.S. market in 1960. The firm 
has two plants in Nova Scotia.
Another sign of expanding 
economic growth came during 
the week with the Federal Re­
serve Board announcement that 
consumer credit during October 
surged a record $1.92 billion, 
seasonally, adjusted. This 
topped the previous record of 
August, xvhen customer borrow­
ing rose $1.85 billion.
The reserve board said Octo­
ber’s gain reflected the high 
level of retail store sales. Con­
sumer credit is considered by 
analysts as an indicator ot gen­
eral consumer confidence.
In other economic news, the 
commerce department reported 
that plant and equipment spend­
ing rose d sluggish .6 per cent 
in the third quarter to a season­
ally-adjusted annual rate of 
$87.67 billion from $87.2 billion 
in the second quarter.
However the department said 
' that some spending scheduled 
I for the third quarter had been 
I deferred, a few months, and 
I business executives forecast a 
I 5.3-per-cent surge in spending in 
the current quarter and a 4.7 
: per cent gain in the first quar- 
: ter of 1973.
Rotating Leadership Theme
Played On Wall Street Again
NEW YORK (AP) — Wall 
’ Street’s bull market kept rolling i 
forward during last week bn the 
strength of what brokers called 
a rotating leadership.
When some of the blue chips 
and cyclicals ran but of steam, . 
' glamor issues took over the 
leadership, and vice versa.
As one analyst put it, when 
the initial leaders of the mar­
ket’s long uphill run since mid­
October seemed to be resting, 
interest shifted to “some of the 
secondary issues which, have 
not yet participated in the 
rise.”
The result was that the Dow 
Jones average of 30 industrials, 
along with other barometers at 
4he New York Stock Exchange, 
set records. The Dow’s gain for 
the week was 9.26 points, com­
pared with a dip of 1.23 points 
in the previous week.
The market opened the week 
with the Dow setting another 
all-time closing high at 1,027.02. 
Some mild profit-taking caused 
a dip of 4.07 points Tuesday, but 
there were new closing highs 
Wednesday at 1,027.54 and 
Thursday at 1,033.26. Friday the 
average missed Thursday’s in­
dex by .07 points.
INDEX IS UP
The New York Stock Ex­
change’s index of more than 1,- 
400 common stocks set an all- 
time closing high of 64.60 
Wednesday, boosted it to 64.88 
Thursday and raised it again 
Friday to 65.01.
The week’s total was 93.48 
million shares, but it failed to 
match the previous week’s 96.73 
million.
Standard and Poor’s 500-stock 
index gained 1.48 in the week to 
reach an all-time high of 118.86. 
The Associated Press 60-stock 
average was down .5 to 348.9.
Of the 1,969 issues that
It’s at the Bay
YES SIR
stocks were Great Basins Petro­
leum, down 5/a to $2%; Vernit­
ron, unchanged at $5; Cham­
pion Home down 1% to $15%; 
Milgo Electronic, up 2% to 
$25%, and Texas International, 
ahead 1% at $5%'.
changed hands at the big board, 
990 advanced and 801 declined.
New yearly highs were posted 
by 176 stocks and 19 issues 
dipped to yearly lows.
Of the week’s 25 most active 
stocks, 13 were higher and 11 
lower.
The five most active issues on 
the New Yok Stock Exdchange, 
in order, were Gulf Oil, down '/i 
to $2(>'/i; Amerada Hess, down 
’h to $461i; Levitz. Furniture, 
down 1 to $25; Winnebago, 
ahead % at $29%, and A.T. and 
T„ down % to *51%.
On the American Stock Ex­
change the five most active
CATTLE CAVES
PRAGUE (AP) - When 27 
houses and shops collapsed and 
a 150-foot tower lurched more 
than two feet out of plumb, 
Vrbno town officials discovered 
heavy rains had undermined tl,e 
walls of old underground pas­
sages weakened by new sewer 
trenches. They theorized that 
the previously unknown galler­
ies were built to hide cattle 
from Turkish invaders three 
centuries ago.
I
Okay, so you heard a motor 
purr like it had been tuned 
up at Arena Motors.
ARENA
Ford - Lincoln - Mercury








Train for Rcscrvatlonists, 
Passenger Agents, (age 20 to 
28), Station Agents, Commu- 
nicationists, etc. Good start­
ing salaries, pleasant work­
ing conditions, excellent 
chance for advancement. If 
you are between the ages of 
17 and 34, and have com­
pleted grade twelve, get full 
information today about our 
training program. Mail cou­
pon today to:
Dept. BC-052, 
Airlines Training Division, 
Allantic School, .
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To all our ITkmly, Palions anti Business As­
sociates v.llo have ideunl guests Io the QUO 
V.ADIS MOTH, 1.IMIIFI) or ha\C otherwise 
provided courtesies and service over the past 
13 J cars of our opeiafion, we extend our sin­
cere thank wn in appreciation.




be extended Ilie new owner and inanauc- 
of the Ot.'O \ AOIS MOI I I. and we 
them much success.
Josie and Joe Kaczmarek
14.99
REMEMBER OUR 
BREAKFAST Willi SAMA DAU
Saturday. December 16th, 8:15 a.m. 
l ickcls are on sale now at I he Bay 
in the General Office.
The number of tickets is limited 





Take a look at all the value priced ideas 
we’ve come up with. All you do is wrap 
them up in love and you’ve made his 
Christmas unforgettable.
T/i' Ski 11 Saw
Every handyman’s dream. Dynamic power saw with 
dependable 1% H.P. motor, extra cutting capacity 
and easier handling. Gives him 5,200 RPM cutting 
speed with 10 amps. Blade cuts 2%" deep at 90° 
angle and 1 %".at 45°. Weighs only lbs. Includes 
hardtooth combination blade and wrench. 31.99 
Hardware.
8 Track Tenna Car Stereo Tape Player. Features 
FM stereo radio, exclusive fine tuning control, unique 
dial glass and tape cartridge dust cover door com­
bination. Mono/stereo switch gives best fringe re­
ception. Finished with stereo indicator light and theft 
proof built-in alarm system. 12 volts, negative 
ground. 99.99
Hardware.
8 Track Tenna Tape Deck. Slim line, compact sizb 
fils neatly under the dash. Easy-glide side controls, 
for exact adjustment ot balance, volume and tone. 
Exclusive fine tuning makes even your older tapes 
sound newt Fully automatic, size 7%”x6"x2%".
48.99
Hardware
Wedge Speaker. Multi-impedance 4 and 8 OHM 
twin matched stereo speaker system. Housed in 
heat resistant ABS plastic with chrome trim. The 
kind of gift he'd love. 14 watt speaker includes 32
foot of wire and clip; 
I lardware.
10.99
Round Chrome Speakers. Deluxe chrome grille 
flush mount speaker kit. Mulfi-impcdanco 4 and 8 
OI-IM twin matched stereo system with 5" speakers. 
Mounting parts include 16 foot of double strand 
colour coded wire with clips. Speaker cones are 
treated to resist dampness from within car doors.
7.49
Hardware.
Skyway Luggage Seconds. Slight dolor,Is won't 
affect the wear and looks of this super looking col­
lection. We've only got limited sizes and colours. 
Some vinyl finish in buffalo gram and some out­









Shop tonight at all Bay stores
l^son’slSau Company,






The executive and staff ol 
CKOV will be having their | 
Christmas party Dec. 16 in the 
Kelowna Club. This year the 
staff will be providing their; 
own special entertainment. I
Mrs. Bessie Fitzpatrick has 
moved into her new home oni 
Burne Avenue. |
Among the many Christmas 
parties scheduled for this week 
is the annual social of-the Dr. 
W. J. Knox Chapter, I0DE, who 
will enjoy a dinner and program 
together at . the Capri Tuesday 
night.
Another staff who enjoyed a 
dinner-dance Christmas social 
together was the Eaton’s staff 
and their spouses and escorts. 
The night on board the Fintry 
Queen was a happy event of fel­
lowship.
ENGAGED
Mrs. Peter Mackenzie is continuing
(fy/ "* ?,
W
ON THE SKI CIRCUIT this 
trotter is a favorite both for 
warm up and after ski. It is
made of mink tails in shades 
of brown and beige, trimmed 
with amber dyed fox and
worked with beige color suede 
side inserts. The tie belt is in 
matching suede. Under $500,
it will take to
just as readily.
city streets
Mink—Still Part Of Winter Wardrobe
For GI a mor And For Cozy Comf ort
Mink is the big news thing 
. this year, not only because it 
works so well for all kinds of 
' "looks” but because its price 
' structuring is such that it is now 
within popular reach.
Murray Hilliard, president of 
the Canada Mink Breeders As­
sociation said that mink has 
come a long way from the in­
hibiting “glamour” ideal of .the 
thirties. “Now” he said “it re­
flects more than one life-style 
in a .country where fur is an 
important part of everybody’s
houses shows Canada Majestic 
and Canada Mink darks still 
front runners, and lengths free­
wheeling as never before.
Although by far the most po­
pular length is the 42 inch/the 
new maxi-midi (three-inches 
above the ankle).; the three- 
quarter length “topper” (per­
fectly proportioned for the new 
skirt length as well as for 
pants); and the chubbie; are 
well represented.
The fur on fur look of luxury
winter wardrobe.”
A peep behind the scenes at 
some of the biggest, fur fashion1
is there with sable, lynx, fisher 
and fox being used for collars,
is there in mink paw and tails 
worked in harmonizing light and 
dark shades.
Certainly, this year’s market 
offerings make it clearer than 
anything else could, that mink 
is for the young as well as for 
the more mature woman; that 
it is versatile, practical and 
fashion-right and that it is qua­
lity value.
LITTLE KNOWN FACTS 
ABOUT WELL-KNOWN FURS
Some eighty-odd countries in 
the world are fur bearing. The
greatest variety of furs how- 
cuffs, hemlines, etc. ever, is to be found on the con-
The young, casual sports look Hinent of North America. Can-
Consider Living Conditions
When You Choose Your Dog
TORONTO (CP) One
thing about a dog, you may 
choose one to suit your living 
conditions.
Anita Chapman says that is 
the first thing you should con­
sider when you choose a pct.
"Smaller dogs, adapt best to 
apartments," she said. "They 
don't need the exercise a big 
dog does. If you're away from 
home a lot, they can be 
trained to use litter boxes or 
deodorized pads in the bath­
room.
"A larger dog needs exer­
cise. If you're not prepared to 
walk them twice a day, you 
shouldn't get one. They can be 
trained, too, hut in a base­
ment, not In a bathroom."
Mrs. Chapman owns the 
Dog Bath and Boutique, a 
doggy grooming centre, and a 
get shop.
She said some dogs, how­
ever small, have more diffi­
culty with apartment life than 
others.
“If you're going to live in 
pn apartment, you shouldn't 
choose a dog that's noted for 
barking or screaming, Ter­
riers are noisy. A toy poodle 
Is Intelligent and can soon 
Earn the difference between 
familiar footsteps and some­
one going to another apart­
ment."
GROOMING NEEDED
There arc other considera-
least every two weeks be­
cause hair gets in their eyes 
or their cars need cleaning.
"Dogs should visit the vets 
at least once a year for dis­
temper, rabies. A dog should 
have a rabies shot at least a 
month before you travel with 
him.
"People seem to think ra­
bies is only needed when you 
go up north, but It’s found in 
city parks and ravines, too."
If you have a small child, 
Mrs. Chapman says you 
should wait before you buy a 
dog, and don't get one during 
the Christinas excitement.
"Children have no way of 
understanding that little ani­
mal bones arc brittle and can 
be dislocated easily."
SHAMPOOS AVAILABLE
If you do most of your pet’s 
ordinary grooming yourself, 
Mrs. Chapman said there are 
a range of shampoos and 
combs and brushes to help 
both you and the dog.
"There are some very good 
shampoos, some medicated, 
some mild. There are tearless 
shampoos for dogs with hair
on faces, There me
cream rinses for the tangle
tions besides noise and size. 
"Pordlcs need grooming at
A NEW YOU
Include 'Self' 
On Goody List 
By EMILY WILKENS
MAKEUP TIPS FOR THE 
HOLIDAYS
When you start your. Christ­
mas list, maxe up a personal
Engagements 
Announced
Mr. mid Mi.-. Howard N.
Williinns of Kelowna are pleas­
ed to nnnoiincc Ilie engagement 
of their only daughter. Sharo.i 
Marie, UN. of New Wi .stmiiudrr 
to Constable Bryan Charles 
Brooks, ItCMP, of Burnaby, 
eldest ion of Mr. and Mrs, It. 
I. Brooks of Kamloops. The 
wedding will take place in Mas 
m Queens As emir United. 
i'htnch. New Westminster. ;
Mr. and Mis. Harold Warner: 
of Kelowna are pleased to an-' 
nounce the engagement of their 
daughter Barbara Jean to 
Wayne Edward Schram, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Schram of 
Penticton. The wedding ‘ 
will lx; announced at a liUi 
date.
If you buy a pedigreed dog, 
the Heller should tell you how 
to look after it. If ,you're not 
sure, there are books and vets 
and grooming shops that will 
tell you and sell you equip­
ment designed for use on var­
ious breeds.
"Grooming has to be done 
regularly, once every week or 
two weeks for brushing and 
combing. People let it go six 
or eight months, 'rhe cocker in 
one of the most difficult dogs 
to keep groomed, They are 
the worst looked after; then 
aamoyeds and English sheep




Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Wall of 
Kelowna are happy to announce 
the forthcoming marriage of 
their only daughter, Sharon 
Diane of Saskatoon, Sask., to 
Richard Burton, of Kelfield, 
Sask., only sou of Mr. and Mrs. 
Donald Burton of Kelfield, Sask. 
The wedding will take place 
Dec. 27 in St. Andrew’s Chapel, 
University of Saskatchewan 
Campus. Saskatoon.
NARCOTICS KILL
A total of 1,300 drug abusers . 
died in New York City in the 
last year according to Dr. Mi- 
chae IM. Baden, the city’s dep­
uty chief medical examiner.
bn staff. Talal 
with his Bachelor^1.____ „ ________  2... __i- graduated
gagement of her only daugh- of Science degree in mathe- 
ter, Gillian Vale to Talal Jan- matics from the University of 
dali, son of Mrs; F. Jandali British Columbia and is with 
and the late Dr. F. Jandali of the Canadian Imperial Bank
pleased to announce the en-
THE
Syria. The wedding date has of Commerce. The couple were
-- . guests of honor here recentlybeen set for March 10, 1973.
Gillian is a recent graduate when Mrs. Mackenzzie enter­
tained close friends at an en-of the Royal Columbian Hos­
pital School of Nursing and is gagement party!
WOMEN’S EDITOR, MRS. H. R. GREER
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER. MON., DEC. 11, 1972“to-do” list as well so you won’t neglect the little beauty PAGE 6u i ci. m uiu u u i
rituals that will help you shine 
with festive good looks.
Give yourself a gift of time 
and check these miscellaneous 
hints for looking great all 
through the holidays:
Ideas for Eyelids: Dry eye­
lids fare better if you use a 
creamy eyeshadow rather than 
the powdery type. If your eye­
lids are oily, biot with tissue;
ada alone has some 40 different 
types of indigenous furs among 
the most important .of which 
are mink, beaver, muskrat, ot­
ter, fisher; and fox.
Beaver (once used as cur-
then powder lightly ; before ap­
plying shadow.
Brow Beauty: Never start 
bleaching or tweezing your 
eyeorbws unless you intend, to 
make this routine. Use a mag­
nifying mirror and work under 
a good—even harsh—light. 
Never dig out hairs that are 
still below surface; always pull 
in the direction the hair grows. 
To groom brows, massage 
nightly with a little olive oil, 
Brush with a baby-sized tooth­
brush, the wrong way first, 
then back into place. If powder 
or base sticks to your brows 
after making up, clean up quick 
with a cotton swab dampened 
in astringent or water. For 
shine during the day, dab 
brows with a bit of petroleum 
jftlly.
Try Lightening: If you want
Festive Calendar Includes Parties
And Exchange Of 'Secret' Gifts
Gamma Mu Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi held it’s last business 
meeting for 1972 at the home 
of Mrs. Alex Ross.
Final arrangements concern­
ing the annual Okanagan .Neu­
rological Association children’s 
Christmas party were formu-- 
la ted. This event is sponsored 
by the four local chapters of 
Beta Sigma Phi and was held 
at the Penfield Centre, Sun­
day.
Gamma Mu members will be 
ushering at the Kelowna Com­
munity theatre on Dec. 17 for 
the Sunday matinee of the Snow. 
Queen Christmas fantasy.
The social Calendar for the- 
festive season was discussed 
and will include a party for the 








meeting will be held at the
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One Stop Shopping 




1449 St. Paul St. 7634418 "A
'Open Fridays until 9:00 1 &H t’ a » uu « 
y p.m. Now until Christmas, «£.
^3}3l3l312i»i5l>l3>Sl3l5;315i>13l3l»l>ll
Good to Yourself, 
Visit
THE HOUSE
OF BEAUTY i 
“TODAY” ’
£
plain their upkeep because 
they're afraid of losing sales. 
We get cockers whose pads 
are sore because their paws 
haven’t been cleaned or the 
hair kept trimmed.
"When you give a long­
haired dog a bath the main 
thing to remember is that it 
must be brushed and combed 
first and then again while it's 
still damp.
"And you do it like your 
own hair, you don't scrub.
"A dog is a great responsi­
bility. It has to be fed and 
cared for. It's an addition to 
the family."
rency in Canada — and in the 
early days a prime item for 
making men’s hats in Europe) 
is as popular today as' at any 
time since it was first taken, 
by the early explorers.
Some years ago the population 
of this fur-bearer appeared to 
be depleted in Northern Que­
bec (the home of some of Can­
ada’s finest beaver). Steps 
taken to re-populate the area 
included a co-operative venture 
between the Quebec Govern­
ment, the Government of On­
tario and the Indian Affairs 
Branch of Ottawa, as a result 
of Which live beaver were flown 
in. Hunting was prohibited for 
the first decade thereafter and 
has been strictly controlled 
ever since.
From a low of three thousand 
pelts taken in the forties the 
annual take is in the neighbor­
hood of sixty to eighty thousand 
pelts with the population pro­
tected and controlled so that 
(short of a natural disaster or 
natural shift in the wildlife po­
pulation) never again will the 
Quebec beaver be threatened. 
Most of the provinces protect 
the beaver and control its har­
vest.
In Quebec control has been ef­
fected by way of tire creation of 
"reserves". Some of the finest 
Canadian Beaver is sold under 
the label "Quebec reserve du 
Castor”. Such reserves are at
to highlight your eyes, use a 
transparent shade of face 
powder and apply with a 
sponge just unaer the eye­
brows; tnen proceed with shad­
ow and liner.
Marvelous Mascara: To make 
your lashes look more luxur­
ious, thicker and longer, pow­
der lashes first, then stroke on 
mascara, covering all four 
lash surfaces. Let dry and re­
apply—this double treatment 
makes for the most glamorous 
long-lashed results.
Banish Bags: Erase tempor­
ary “bags” under your eyes 
from fatigue, allergy, or cry­
ing by relaxing for five or 10 
minutes with eye pads soaked 
n witch hazel. Or, place pre­
dampened, chilled tea bags, on 
your closed lids.
Bye Bye Eyeiines: If tiny 
eyelines are beginning to ap­
pear, hold them in check and 
prevent their deepening by 
tapping on castor oil, very 
gently, all around the eye area 
every night. Remove by blot­
ting lightly with tissue after 10 
minutes.
Color Coinboi For interesting 
looking lashes, mix together 
two colors of mascara: black 
and brown, or blue and black,
or whatever enhances
coloring. Mix well with 
If you use a cake or 
mascara, keep on brush
CRANBERRY ORANGE 
MUFFINS
















cup fresh orange juice 
teas|X>on gratpd orange rind 
tablespoons salad oil
Sift together flour, 
Sugar, bulling powder 






cranberries with 2 1 ables|>oons 
sugar and 2 tnblesixions Hour 
mixture; set aside. Beat egg; 
stir in milk, orange juice, or­
ange rind and oil. Pour over 
flour mixture; mix with spoon 
just enough to dampen all flour. 
Gently stir in cranberries, Fill 
greased 2’i-inch muffin cups 
•14 full. Bake in 40 deg, I', oven 
25 to 30 minutes or until done, 
Makes 18 2','j-lnch muffins.
MistasHinol, Vieux Comptoir, 
Nottawn, etc.
Under Its long shiny guard- 
hair, the beaver has a coat of 
dense underfur which, in the 
natural state is a blue-brown 
shade although they also come 
in red-brown (the most valu­
able' and pale brown. For wo­
men's wear, nowadays, in its 
most popular form it. comes 
sheared mid dyed oyster, white 
and caramel colours.
The method used for sizing 
beaver skins is unlike that used 
for any other fur. The first size 
is known ns a Blimket and from 











large as a "Blanket Size” from 
Quebec, but will be less valu­
able than the corresponding or 
even a small size Quebec 
beaver, which is noted for Its 
extreme silkiness.
CAItlltOU CROSSING
The name of Carcross in the 
Yukon came from the name the 
Indians originally gave the ret- 
llciiicnt, (’;ki ilxhi Cros'iinc.
2nd LOOK
Presenting Peggy Moon
poiliail mlist at work.
beginning S,it., Dec. 9
Iwo-Ione pastel ............ . .$15 (It)
l ull color pastel ...........  $25.00
serendipity, inc







lull Time Cosmetirian 
Wigs—including the 





escorts on Dec. 16 hosted by 
Mr. and Mrs, Alex Ross.
A Christmas hen party is also 
planned for Dec. 20 and will be 
held at the home of Mrs. Jack 
De Gruchy. A potluck supper 
will be served and the girls 
will be exchanging gifts with 
their secret sisters.
Mrs. William Stewart and 
Mrs. Stephen Cotter presented 
the cultural program entitled, 
How is Your Conversation?
The whole group participated 
in a discussion on how one can 
improve his conversation and 
the qualities that are the mark 
of an outstanding conversa- 
list.
The next regular business
KELOWNA BUILDERS










0 ABS Plastic Ripe and Fittings.
"Everything for the Do-it-Yourself Handyman”






ROME (AP) — Italy has been 
bedevilled in 1972 by strikes, 
pollution, noise and rising 
prices, but 10.1 million foreign 
tourists still came to visit in the 
first eight months, the govern­
ment announced. That was an 
increase of 4.2 per cent over the 
same period in 1971.
seconds to thicken before ap­
plying.
Smart Spot: Add a festive 
and attractive beauty spot to 
your face with a dark eyebrow 
pencil or a little dab of eye­
liner.
Hair Helper: To keep hair 
from being flattened out by a 
hat or scarf, build it up tempor-
arlly with a stuffcr made of
crisp tissue paper or a bit of 
nylon net first.
Tip Tip: Highlight the tip of 
your nose, your chin, or your 











paste to beautify your gums 
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THE MOST WANTED 
GIFTS COME FROM
UlOwHA








CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUY THE YARD 
largest selection of fabrics 
in the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances.
1461 Sutherland Avenue 
Phone 763-2124
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MAKE THE HOLIDAYS SOMETHING SPECIAL fa
From Burnett's
They hdd the gala lunch Io your home, 
to I he home of your honlen.'i.
Let us help you .select the perfect plant or 
floral bouquet.
Wl- INVHB YOU TO SI I- OUR
WONDI'RI’UL SELIiCTION OL;
( Inislinas Plants • I’oinsettias
Azaleas • Mums
Cut Flowers
Corsages • Table Centres
Door Swags
Large Decoraliie Bows l or Parcels
Ami Wreaths
("ut Christmas Trees
E. BURNETT FLORIST 
GREENHOUSE & NURSERY




MONCTON, N.B. (CP) *- 
Slightly more, than a year 
ago, Romeo LeBlanc packed 
his belongings and moved his 
young family from Ottawa 
back to his native New Bruns­
wick.
He had been in Ottawa 
since 1967 as press secretary 
to former prime minister Les­
ter Pearson and then Prime 
Minister Pierre Trudeau.
Now the 44-year-old articu­
late Acadian is preparing for 
a return trip to the capital.
Mr. LeBlanc, a former CBC 
French network reporter and 
school teacher, returns to Ot­
tawa as a member of Parlia­
ment.
In an interview at his com­
fortable Moncton home, Mr. 
LeBlanc said his days in Ot­
tawa working for two prime 
ministers could have “built-in 
advantages” now that he’s an 
elected member. He easily 
won election Oct. 30 for the 
Liberals in the riding of West­
morland-Kent.
“My accumulation of knowl­
edge of how the system works 
will be helpful but there are 
dangers,” Mr. LeBlanc said.
“I worry about this .... 
People sometimes expect 
more than any one person can 
do. I hope mv expectations 
aren’t too high.”
Mr. LeBlanc, who spent the 
last year as assistant to the 
president of the University of 
Moncton and director of pub-
Press Secretary 
To Parliament
he relations, said he was in­
troduced at a number of polit­
ical rallies throughput the 1972 
election campaign as “the 
man who can open all the 
doors.”
“What do you do for an en­
core?” he asked. His main 
goal now is to be a good 
member of Parliament for the 
peoole of Westmorland-Kent.
“I’ll try to be a voice for 
the people and represent them 
to the government.”
Mr. LeBlanc said he has 
learned a great deal about the 
life of an MP since he entered 
the political arena.
"I have more respect for 
MPs now that I had to go 
through it in an election cam­
paign. Not too many political 
commentators would put their 
jobs on the line every three or 
four years.”
Mr. LeBlanc said he’s not 
interested in becoming a na­
tional political figure, instead 
he wants to look after the 
problems of residents con­
cerning their villages and em­
ployment. Many national pro­
grams are not adaptable to 
local problems and there is 
greater need for flexibility in 
the application p* rules and 
regulations, he said.
Mr. LeBlanc said he plans 
to concentrate much of his 
time in studying the federal 
bureaucracy.
“I’ll say more on that later 
... .1 don’t want to give you
my maiden speech."
The former journalist said 
he likes to go to a particular 
area in his riding to see the 
probleihs at first-hand.
“Perhaps, that’s the jour­
nalistin me.. . . I want to go 
and see the problem.”
Mr. LeBlanc, who holds 
bachelor of arts ahd bachelor 
of education degrees , along
Brownies Look In 'Mirror' Pool
GLENMORE (Special) 
Nov- 28 was the date of six 
ittle Brownies being formally 
enrolled into the Second Glen- 
more Brownie pack. Formerly 
tweenies, the six girls are 
Stephanie Cousins. Corrie Ross, 
Christine Van Haar, Nadine 
Pashnick, Debbie McCready 
and Megan Brown. The flag 
patrol placed the brown' and 
yellow Brownie flag before the 
groyp. The Tawny Owl, Mrs. 
Ken Van Haar twisted and 
turned the girls about doing 
her part of the ceremony unti!
with post-graduate studies in 
French and history, worked in 
the news media from 1950 to 
1967.
He was a staff reporter with 
the Moncton French-language 
newspaper L’Evangeline, 
taught school in northern New 
Brunswick for several vears 
and then joined the CBC in 
1959.
He served as correspondent 
for the CBC’s French network 
in Ottawa, London and Wash­
ington.
Since his victory Oct. 30, 
Mr. LeBlanc has been con­
fronted with the problems of 
an MP. He has been asked for 
help concerning unemoloy- 
m e n t insurance, establish­
ment of small industries in 





Santa Claus it seems was 
so busy this past week, he 
just couldn’t make it to every 
Christmas party, so his good 
helpmate, Santa Reena pitch-:
Christina" party, this 
held at die home of
year 
Mrs.
Dwight Browns, Okanagar 
Mission. Jaycette Anite Fee 
is busy telling Santa about a) 
the good things she has beed in and took over wherever „ 
she was needed. She is seen come involved in since join
here on the left, distributing 
gifts for all the good girls (an' 
a few naughty ones) at the 
Kelowna Jaycettes’ annual
ing Jaycettes. Santa Reene 
by the way, is wearing a 20 
year-old ‘gift gown,’ the skin 
of which is covered with rows
nd rows of huge patch pock- 
>ts, large enough to hold pres­
ents. If you could catch her 
>.s she swirled around you 
ould take your pick of pock­
ets! The evening of fun and 
ames included several ‘skill’ 
'sts and a sumptuous snack.
-(Courier Photo by Mary 
Greer)
Care Of New Fabrics Can
Cause Consumer Confusion
“What kind of fabric is that , removal as well as finishing 
anyway? This is the bewilder-
ed query heard from the lips 
of many a consumer today when 
confronted with the new 
•’miracle fabrics”. The Textile 
Labelling Act requires the use 
of labels on textile products giv­
ing the generic names of each 
natural- or man-made fabric 
present in the article in an 
amount of 5 per cent or more. 
But we still may not know from 
the information on the manu­
facturer’s label whether the 
garment requires dry cleaning 
or a gentle hand or standard 
machine wash.
. Consumers’ Association of 
Canada reminds you that fabric 
care is important, it’s not just 
a selling line of the dry clean­
ers. Soil can harm fabrics noth 
physically and chemically. Tiny 
specks of grit can cut and 
abrade fibres. The action of 
stains, moisture and even sun­
light can affect certain dye­
stuffs. The dry cleaner gives 
your garments the care and 
treatment they need to be fresh,
■ and longwcaring. Spot and stain
are the most important contri­
butions that a dry cleaner can 
make to the care of your cloth­
ing.
To remove spots and stains 
carefully and successfully takes, 
a special kind of wizard. The 
cleaner must make an educated 
guess as to what solvent will do 
the job for a particular stain, 
often unidentified by the cust­
omer. There are two types of 
dry cleaning solvent—petroleum 
and synthetic. Petroleum sol­
vents are from the gasoline 
family, hence flammable. 
Among the synthetic solvents, 
the best known in North Amer­
ica is perchlorethylene referred 
to as “perc” or “per”. This a 
chlorinated solvent, of the same 
family as carbon tetrachleride 
and therefore non-flammable. A 
new member of the synthetic 
group is a fluorinated solvent 
called Valclene, which is the 
trade name given by Dupont to 
this non-flammable cleaning 
fluid. Although it evaporates at 
a lower temperature than either 
of the widely used solvents,
| Columnist Finds Collection 
Of Pot Pourri In Mail
NEW YORK (API - Things 
‘ a columnist might never know 
if he didn’t open his mail:
One of the commonest 
health p r o b 1 c ms affecting 
Americans today is foot trou­
ble. Podiatrists estimate that 
: 85 per cent of those over 35 
have some maladjustment of 
the feet. Wrong shoe styles 
and increased dependence on 
the automobile arc among the 
; chief factors blamed.
Vermont still has a few old 
round barns, and puzzled tour­
ists often ask why they were 
built in such an odd shnno. 
Explained one Vermont 
farmer: “They built them 
round so the devil couldn’t 
corner them." The same Idea 
■was expressed in n once popu­









money are in n hurry for their 
heirs to collect. But probably 
the most ingeniously annoying 
will ever written consisted of 
n series of envelopes, one 
within the other, and each 
marked, “To bo ononcil 12 
months from today." When 
the last envelope \Vns opened, 
M0 years after the death of the 
jgSostator, the relatives, who 
EUd already been kept on ten- 
r terhooks for a decade, learned 
that the fortune they coveted 
was to lie l“ft I-> "cei” 
for 100 years ticfore being dis­
tributed!
Trospcrity note: Each year 
holders of winning tickets to- 
tailing $1 million at the U.S 
horse racing tracks fail to 
cash them. Most of the tickets 
are tossed away by mistake.
MARCELLE 
probably the finest Hypo­







Dad Sobers Up 
Plants Grow Lush
they saw themselves In the 
“water” of the mirror pool. 
After this, they were presented 
with their pins by Mrs. Wil­
liam DiPasquale, deputy com­
missioner.
Brown .Owl, Mrs. Luigi Troz- 
zo, awarded Golden Bar em­
blems to Diane Bulatovich and 
Glenda Atkins.
One and two year pins were ; 
also' awarded to some of the 
Brownies. Mrs. Trozzo irtro- 
duced her helpers, Mrs. Van 
Haar and Snowy Owl, Mrs. 
John Talarico who is a new 
worker with this pack. A short 
program of songs was delivered 
by the girls, after which they 
and their mothers had refresh­
ments. ____
hence leading to possible loss 
of valuable dry cleaning fluid, 
it can be more gentle with deli­
cate fabrics such as fine knits.
Fabric finishing is the second 
unique service. which the dry 
cleaner gives. Careful, steaming 
and pressing are part of gar­
ment care. Dry cleaners’ 
presses are many and special­
ized—for example, special puff 
padded presses or form finish­
ers that bring the garment to 
shape with steam.
with steam.
: Remember that your clothes 
deserve the kind of care that 
will give them long life. To 
select a dry cleaner you can 
trust,' make a survey in your 
neighborhood. Choose a good 
quality suit or dress, take it to 
dry cleaners in your area and 
ask each one the same basic 
questions:
Dear Ann Landers: Your flo­
rist in Chicago must have been 
making fun of the idea that 
plants flourish when people are 
nice to them. I got that notion 
when he said he only speaks to 
his plants when they speak to 
him first.
Here’s my experience and I 
swear on ihy grandmother’s 
grave, may her soul rest in 
peace, that it’s true. I could 
never raise plants. 1 just ac­
cepted the fact that I didn’t have 
a green thumb. A friend sug­
gested that my plants died be­
cause they were lonesome. She 
told me to move them by the 
telephone so they could “get in 
on the conversations.”
I did it apd t worked like a 
charm. The little scrawny buds 
bloomed by that telephone. 
Pretty soon I had so many luxu-
birth to you.” “Real parents 
suggests another warm and lov­
ing moihmy and daddy exist 
somewhere, and an emotional 
attachment begins.
If any adoptive parents doubt 
this, let them ask any five- 
year-old why Mr. X is Johnny’s 
daddy and he will list for you 
all the physical acts this man 
performs for the boy. To a 
child, his father and mother are 
the people he can depend on to 
give him day-to-day love and 
care.—Wilmington S o c i al 
Worker
Dear Wil: Your theory sounds 
sensible and may accurately be 




WASHINGTON (AP) — The 
U.S. Food and Drug Adminis­
tration says that “not a single 
strand'.of lead Christmas tree 
tinsel should he found on U.S. 
store shelves-this Yule season, 
"It s gone. We haVe assur­
ances that not one ounce will be 
sold this year,” said Malcolm 
Jensen, director of FDA’s bu­
reau of product safety.
Last Christmas, the agency 
was accused of agreeing se­
cretly with several lead tinsel 
manufacturers not to publicize 
an understanding that nroduc- 
tion would stop Jan. 1, 1972. but 
sales could continue through the 
1972 Christmas season.
Jensen denies it.
“There was never any effort
Attention clubs and organiz­
ations. The Courier seeks your 
co-operation in presenting up- 
to-date accounts of your ac­
tivities. Reports of meetings 
and other activities should be 
submitted to the women’s edi­
tor immediately.
The same rule applies for 
weddings; Forms supplied by 
the Courier may be completed 
prior to the wedding and sub-, 
mitted immediately following 
the ceremony. Wedding write­
ups submitted mo r e than 
seven days later will not be 
published.
If a picture is submitted with 
a write-up it must be black 
and white. Color pictures will 
not be accepted.
BUILD ONE FIRE
ALL SEASON . . .
Wood Is the one real economical heat 
source and with Ashley Wood Heaters 
you light it once and you have con­
tinuous comfortable heat with penodio 
feeding of wood.
WOOD HEATERS
Various styles of heaters 
to fit your needs with a 
patented draft system 
that saves fuel costs up to 75%
ONLY ADD WOOD
EVERY 12 HOURS
Thermostatically controlled draft burns 




Does he belong to a dry 
cleaning association? These 
trade associations inform 
their members of the best 
way to handle new or tricky 
fabrics.
Does he run his own plant? 
What is his cleaning charge 
for the specific garment?
ridus, bushy plants I decided to 
give a few to my mother. At 
that particular time my lather 
'was drinking a lot. He used to 
come home gassed and roam 
around the house.
Within a week every one of 
the plants died. Six--, months 
later Dad went to AA, Mom- 
asked for sortie more plants as 
an experiment. I gave her three. 
Today those plants are magnifi­
cent!—Shamrocks in Michigan
Dear Rocks: Thanks for tell­
ing it. And what a story it is. I 
knew AA saved people, but I 
didn’t realize they also saved 
plants. Glad you wrote.
Dear Ann Landers: I have 
this perfectly charming friend 
who is well-mannered and ele­
gant, but whenever we play 
cards she sticks out her tongue 
and moistens the thumb of her 
right hand before dealing each 
card.
It looks dainty, but when you 
get right down to it she is ac­
tually spitting on the cards. I 
consider this a nasty habit and I 
hope you will tell me if you feel 
the same way.—I Like A Dry 
Deck
You will receive better value 
and feel happier about the qual­
ity and cost of clothing care.
GOLD RUSH SCENE
Klondike Valley in the Yukon 
once was called Thron-diuk by 
the Indians. It meant Hammer 
Water because Indian salmon 
fishermen hammered stakes 
into the river.
to hide it,” he said in an inter­
view.
After the charges of secret­
dealing surfaced, Jensen said: 
“We got back to the industry 
and said, ‘You haven’t got a sa­
lable product anymore. You 
might as well get Out of the 
lead business.’
At the same time, he said, the 
FDA asked customs, agents to 
freeze any lead tinsel imports. 
, The FDA campaign is based 
on persuasion of manufacturers 
and importers following a con­
clusion by. FDA in August 1971 
that lead tinsel was an unneces­
sary risk to children with symp­
toms of lead poisoning.
Plant inspections have shown 
that no lead tinsel is being 
made in the United States, Jen­
sen said, and customs officials 
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• needle point 
■ • petit point
• drawings
for a free estimate.
The high cost of sports: 
“Each year some 17 million 
people are hurt badly enough 
to need a doctor’s care while 
participating in sporting 
events,” says Dr, James A. 
Nicholas, an orthopedist for 
the New York Jets fnofb?11 
team. “This includes one in 
'every three children under the 
ago of 15."
Exit lines: “Remember," 
said King Charles I of Eng­
land as he stopped forward to 
lay his bead on the block. 
Said French anatomist 
George Cuvier to the nurse 
who was applying leeches to 
him on his deathbed; “Nurse, 
it was I who discovered that 
leeches have red blood." King 
Henry II said: “Now lot the 
world go ns It will; I enro for 
nothing more." And William 
Hazlitt, the essayist, mur­
mured: "Well, I’ve had a 
good life,”
Worth remembering: “If 
you think everything these 
days is coin-operated, ask 
your teen-ager to shovel the 
snow for a quarter."
Head padding: Ever wonder 
about the origin of footbr.ll 
helmets? The National Geo­
graphic Soeiefy says those 
protective coverings arose 
from the custom of Rutgers 
College players In the 1870s of 
wearing heavy scarlet turbans 




MONTREAL (CP) — A mem­
ber of the board of governors of 
the Canadian Council on Social 
Welfare has challenged Reuben 
C. Bact?, the organization's ex­
ecutive director, to produce the 
statistical data he used to say 
unemployment insurance bene­
fits will cost $2.2 billion this 
year.
Sylvia M, Gebler, director of 
the organization's women’s bu­
reau, said in a letter published 
In the Gazette she would also 
like to sec the data used to con­
clude that housewives become 
employed temporarily to qualify 
for benefits.
Mr, Baetz, speaking at a 
panel discussion last week In 
Toronto, said he learned from a 
"reliable source" that the 
unemployment insurance pro­
gram will cost more than 
double the $1.1 billion paid out 
'n the first seven months of the 
year.
Official figures released the 
next day put the cost, of the pro­
gram nt $2.1 billion.
lie also said projections for 
1973 were the prograin would 
cost about $3 billion unless cur­
rent regulations arc changed, A 
spokesman for the unemploy­
ment insurance commission 
later said, "there was no way 
wo could reach $3 billion In 
1973."
Dear Ann Landers: All adop­
tive parents must decide 
whether -or not to tell their 
adopted children about their ori­
gin. You have repeatedly urged 
the parents to state the truth 
early and not risk letting the 
child learn it from an outsider. 
I agree wholeheartedly.
Still another problem arises— 
the child’s curiosity about his 
natural parents. Many adopted 
children start asking if they can 
see their real mom and dad. 
They build up romantic images 
and sometimes become ob­
sessed with the idea that they 
must find these wonderful peo­
ple.
This can be avoided by 
presenting an objective picture 
of the parents when the child is 
young. Do not use the words 
"real parents”— say, Instead, 
“the man and woman who gave
Dear Dry: It’s been 25 years 
since I held a deck, wet or dry, 
but I have a sister in California 
who plays cards and she tells 
me that almost all card players 
do this so the cards won’t stick. 
It is not considered unhygienic 
—and so far as I know nobody 
ever got sick from it.
i
SINGEING
The Only Real 
Cure for Split Ends




— ASK FOR SYLVIA — 
WE LOVE HAIR
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The amazing san sensitive lens that darkens 
automatically m the sunlight. 'Ilie glasses 
that know when to turn on and off.
Tin- outstanding new lens is available in 
xoin Picseliptiou.
Open All Day Monday through Sat. Noon
PRESCRIPTION OPTICAL
Parking Lois — Industrial Sites — Driveways Will Be Given On All
KELOWNA
21.7 Lawrence Ave.
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EATON'S
Eaton’s Pre-Christmas Celebration Sale Featuring All Brand Name Products. 
ah outstanding values, thanks to Eaton’s volume purchasing, manufacturers’ clearances and Eaton’s Everyday Low Prices. 
Check every item and please order early. With outstanding values like this, demand is going to be heavy—and some quantities are limited.
VIKING Time Saving - Work Saving VIKING
DISHWASHER
• Portable top loader, ' dQBL jar jMk M
• Holds 10 place settings. ffTI O F
• Rinse agent and detergent dispensers. BB
• 2-level wash action. Jy HL]|I
• 145 deg. germ-killing water temp. ; SB in white




HERE ARE OUTSTANDING VALUES IN VIKING MATCHED
AUTOMATIC 
WASHER 
• 3 wash and rinse temperature 
combinations.
• Self-levelling rear legs.
• Many more features.
AUTOMATIC 
DRYER
• Three heat selections.
• Porcelain enamel top and drum.
• Many more features.
See for yourself why we think this is your best 19” color TV for this price. 









• 16.2 cu. ft. capacity.
• Freezer comp, holds 142 lbs.
• Many more features.
Low Priced Viking
REFRIGERATOR
• 10.8 cu. ft. capacity.
• Freezer comp, holds 41 lbs.




• Deep focus picture tube.
• Auto, scene control.




• Wake to the sound of music.




• Full range control.
• AM-FM radio, FM stereo.
• Many more features,
199«
VIKING ROUND TUB "' Ji
WRINGER-WASHER 1 {Q95
• 11 pounds capacity. ■ KB
• Many more features ....... ............. ....... ~
One Of A Kind So Shop Early
VIKING
UPRIGHT VACUUM
• Dial your rug clean with a dial-a-nap control.








Trays not only look beautiful, they’re made 
to last a long time ... ...........................................
1Q99 Color while. Reg. price 269.95
Sale ..................................................
22888 Color while. Reg. price 389.95.











SAVE 40.00 ON THIS ROYAL “SABRE” ___ _______
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER 0095
Reg. 139.95 ................... ................................... ...... Js
Color while. Reg. price 219.95.
18888
22 cu. ft., color avocado. 
Reg. price 729.95. .............  Sale
CARL WETZLAR “SPORTSTER”
BINOCULARS and RADIO ^095





REMEMBER YOU CAN .. . ENJOY, CASHLESS 
SHOPPING WITH AN EATON'S ACCOUNT
Color while. Reg. price 409.95, 
Sale .... ........ .......... 3@8*» Conic in porai v cabinet In wnlnul.Reg. price 839.95. .... Sale 72888
EATONS
Complete
Bunk Bed Unit Cedar Chest
528 Bernard Ave. 
Phone 763 4630
Spring and Mattresses 
Included.
( olor valniil. Sale
13888
Color walnut. Reg. price 89.95. .... Sale

























■rom Eve's of Kelowna
Take the long way home these holidays 
in a dazzling print skirt with solid jersey
|| CHRISTMAS GIFT HINTS | 
jg G.E. ELECTRIC KETTLE—Avocado 11.41 S
18.95*
S gj handle. Reg. 14.95. ................ ........
TOASTESS ELECTRIC TABLE
$ GRIDDLE—Reg. 21.95........
K S1 G.E. GRILL and WAFFLE MAKER-
top featuring an ever so tiny waistline, IS S? 
Great for your holiday at your place
g Reg. 32.95..........  ..........
S £ COFFEE QUICKIE TRAVEL KIT— 
® g Reg. 19.95..................
3 36 CUP AUTOMATIC COFFEE
MAKER—Reg. 23.95. .........













fhe following are all delightful gift items 














★SCARF & TAM 
SETS
★JEWELLERY
Lay away your gift selection today. A 





I Many other "in store" items at sale prices.







... and the selections are at their 
finest at the following merchants













All the up-to-date reliability of 
Electrohome C-ll chassis, 
plus the size and brightness of 
Electrobrite 315 square inch 
picture tube. Includes Electro- 
lok, Electrotint and Instavu,
IF IN DOUBT GIVE HER A 
GIFT CERTIFICATE










CALL 762-5028 for APPOINTMENT
SCOTER PORTRAIT STUDIOS
1157 Sutherland Ave. Phone 762-5028
with this ad... $749.95
RADIO TV LTD
555 LAWRENCE AVE. 2-5341
FILL YOUR CHRISTMAS LIST WITH
RCA Portable Record Player
26.88
29.50
17.97in Harvest Goki, Avocado, or I’W..............................................








5 year Guarantee. 
White only.
SALE PRICE
4-spccd manual operation, 
AC only...........................
Regal Deep Fryer
Porcelain finish on heavy cast aluminum. Available
RCA AC-DC Cassette Recorder
Complete with carrying case, AC adaptor, micro-
>honc, blank tape and n*y QQ
xittcrics.................................. Wosk’s Price X/ .00
Samson Dominion Oven Broiler
Ide.illj designed io bake and roast or broil and toast. 
1 year guarantee. IQ OE
Avocado or Harvest Gold . . Wosk’s Price lO.Zj
Westinghouse
4-Slice Automatic Toaster
: Wonderful Gifts 3
S M-W| GIFT SUGGESTIONS for CHRISTMAS M-W t
€ t
£MALL? GAY- PLA?
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Top Name in Tools. 
BLACK & DECKER
DRILLS






DELUXE DECANTER & GLASS SETS
6 glass-footed goblets and matching 1 Q QO 
decanter svith leather decoration .... |U«7U
Set






Includes 8rJ qt. howl, 12 glass cups, O B 




r Chrome with 
black luiNi. .. Only 24.50
Philips Rechargeable
Triple Head Shaver
lloating heads, .sidcbiirn trimmer and Qi qq
voltage selector.............................. Sale Price v 1.77
Regal Cast Aluminum Griddle
Size I?" x 19". lixcellcnt gilt lor iq qq
mother........................................................ Only I 7.00
Large Selection Of Radios, Clock Radios, 









Complete with balteiy 
and wrist strap....... . Special
LLOYD’S CASSETTE
4 99 TAPE RECORDER special 29.88
M STORES
S VV marshall wells
• Easy Credit Plan * Free Delivery
384 Bernard Ave. - Phone 762-2025 
Orchard Park - Phone 762-2737
*A









THE PACK IS BACK
Green Bay Grabs Title; 
Only One More For Miami GARY WELDER ~ SHORTS EDITOR
PAGE 10 KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, MON., DEC. 11, 1972
New Westminster Opens Series 
With Romp Over Oil Kings
MANY PLAYERS
FIFA, the international feder­
ation of football associations, 
has jurisdiction over 16 million 
registered soccer players.
*By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
t Green Bay Packers are back 
Lin the playoffs, San Francisco 
{’tiers are back in first place.
Pittsburgh Steelers are back a 
game ahead of Cleveland 
' Browns,. and Miami Dolphins 
are where they’ve been all Na- 
Ftional Football League season. 
T '.'We deserve the champion­
ship,” Green Bay coach Dan 
• Devine said after his Packers 
’ had nailed down the National 
1 Conference Central Division 
'championship, their first title 
I since 1967 when they were in 
( the Vince Lombardi era.
J They literally brutalized Min-
nesota Vikings 23-7 Sunday, 
spearheaded by running backs 
John Brockington" and Mac- 
Arthur Lane and rookie defen­
sive back Willie Buchanon.
Brockington ' became the 
league’s first player to rush for 
1,000 yards in each of his first 
two seasons as he churned up 
113 yards against the, Vikes. 
And Lane added 99 yards.
Buchanon in the third period 
intercepted a Fran Tarkenton 
pass and ran it back 25 yards to 
set up Lane’s score, then'picked 
off another Minnesota pass at 
the Green Bay 18 on the last 
play of the period.
. In Sunday’s other action, San 
Francisco blanked Atlanta Fal­
cons 22-0, Pittsburgh slipped 
past Houston Ollers 9-3, Miami 
downed New York Giants 23-13, 
St. Louis Cardinals upset Los 
Angeles Rams 24-14, Detroit 
Lions tied Buffalo Bills 21-21, 
Kansas City Chiefs beat Balti­
more, Colts 24-10, Denver 
Broncos downed San Diego 
Chargers 38-13, New England 
Patriots defeated New Orleans 
Saints 17-10 and Chicago Bears
AT THE COAST
: WEEKEND ACTION FOR REP TEAMS
The Kelowna Tastee Freezl club came out on the short end 
■ Pup Reps had a successful] of a 4-3 score but rallied back 
. weekend, as they registered"* take Sunday’s game by a 
wins in both exhibition and] 6-1 margin.
f scheduled league games. I Sunday’s goal scorers' were
i On Saturday, the reps shut- to ^sdowne Ryan Naka, 
rout Dairy Queen 3-0 in a pee-1 Wolfe, Naito, Gerlach and Haw-
i wee house league game, while sms.
I Sunday they, overpowered the 
| Vernon reps 8-3 in an exhibition 
’ game played in Kelowna. _ 
j In Saturday’s game against 
• Dairy Queen, George Carran | penticton 
I was the big gun as he popped in 
| a pair of goals. Rick Bigler y
KeIowna N0CA bantam reps 
। while also picking up an ass st. enjoye^ a g00^ weekend, as they 
I In Sunday’s encounter, Greg won th'ree straight games, two 
1 Wilson had a'big day as_ he I exhibition matches against the 
■ picked up three goals. Jay Cor- North Vancouver bantam reps 
j rado, Robbie Sebastian, Trevor "nd one league game against 
Cordingly, Clen McRae and I their arch-rival Vernon bantam 
Curran scored singles to round reps.
Friday night in Summerland 
m tile local reps earned a hard- 
thr** fought 54 win Over tiieir-Norththree of the Kelowna goals. Cor- Vancouver visitors, on a goal 
rado and Bigler also had a by Bruce Naka at the 11:50 
pair of assists for the winners. mark of the third period. It was 
The pup reps have another Naka’s second goal of the night 
, busy weekend in store for with Glen Garvin, Linwood Nel- 
! them. On Saturday, they play in son and Ray Moore getting sing- 
























I then travel to Castlegar to meet two clubs squared off 
■’ alrtMindavPS ®at day again Saturday as goaltender 
evening and Sunday. Paul Welder registered his first
| The A & W Kelowna peewee shutout of the season byblank- 
* reps won their seventh game ing the visitors 2-0. After a 
' in a row Saturday as they edged scoreless first period Nelson 
the visiting Penticton peewee scored what proved to be the 
reps 2-1. winner as he tipped in Mike
Both Kelowna goals were Martel’s shot from the point, 
scored by Allan Hawkins with Frank Thorburn then added 
assists to Richard Gerlach and I an insurance , goal in. the third 
Mike Wolf. period.;
The Kelowna dub had trouble in Sunday’s game against 
finding the net as Tim Turner Vernon, the local squad moved 
■ hit the post three times and into first place tie with a close 
Russell Naito hitting the cross- 5-4 win.
topped Philadelphia Eagles 21- 
12. On Saturday, Cleveland 
edged Cincinnati Bengals 27-24 
and Dallas Cowboys turned 
back Washington Redskins 34- 
24. . . ’
Tonight, New York Jets face ■ 
the Raiders at Oakland. '
The ’49ers made a pair of 1 
Bruce Gossett field goals stand ; 
up for three periods, then broke 
things open against Atlanta 
with a pair of Ken Willard 
touchdowns.
Roy Gerela of Powell River, 
B.C., kicked the Steelers into 
the NFL playoffs for the first 
time in their history with field 
goals of 24, 39 and 13 yaids 
against the Oilers, the only, real 
offence Pittsburgh had because 
of the loss, due to a dislocated 
finger, of quarterback Terry 
Bradshaw.
GETS GERELA’S RANGE
“I’m always, prepared—that’s 
my job,” rookie Joe Gilliam 
said after he took over for 
Bradshaw and guided Pitts­
burgh within Gerela’s range 
twice in the second period.
The Dolphins became only the 
fifth club in NFL history to win 
13 games in a season—and 
moved within one victory of the 
first perfect season since the 
1942 Chicago Bears did it in an 
11-game schedule.
Mercury Morris ran for 98 
yards against the Giants on car­
ries, one for a touchdown. Garo 
' Yepremian also booted three 
field goals as Miami took ad­
vantage of six New York tum- 
overs.
SETS PASSING MARK
The Rams, falling a game 
back of the ’tiers, were hurt 
' with a couple of big plays. One 
! was a' 30-yard scoring strike 
1 from Jim Hart to Walker Gil- 
! lette, the other an NFL-record 
; 98 yard pass play to Bobby 
Moore that set up Donnie An- 
I derson's one-yard touchdown
Buckaroo Rally 
Came Too Late
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Vancouver Villas had a rough 
weekend in the British Columbia 
Junior Hockey League, losing 
5-4 to Vernon Essos Friday 
night, 8-2 to Kamloops Rockets 
Saturday night and rounding off 
their Okanagan Division swing 
with a 4-2 loss to Penticton 
Broncos Sunday night.
In other BCJHL play. Chilli­
wack Bruins stopped a third-pe­
riod rally by Kelowna to beat 
the Buckaroos 8-6. Saturday 
night.
In Kamloops, the Rockets out­
shot Vancouver 50-30 and held 
period leads of 4-1 and 7-1. Ken 
Dodd led the Rockets with two 
goals while Rick Shinske, Brian 
McLean, Don Ashby, Marc Se- 
veryn, Terry Tarnow and' Ken 
Wilson added singles. Sandy 
Bain and Brian Arnold replied 
for Vancouver.
In Penticton Sunday, the divi­
sion - leading Broncos held 1-0 
and 2-1 period leads over Van­
couver and outshot the coast 
squad 43 - 34. Chad Campbell 
scored a pair of goals with 
Bobby Nicholson and Deryl Fell 
adding one each for Penticton. 
Doug Shantz and Jerry Eckel 
counted for Vancouver.
Chilliwack jumped out to 3-1 
and 7-2 period leads against the 
visiting Buckaroos Saturday
By THE CANADIAN PRESS i
Ron Greschner opened New ' 
Westminster Bruins’ three- 1 
game Western Canada Hockey । 
League road trip Sunday night , 
with four goals as the Bruins 
mauled Edmonton Oil Kungs 9-4.
In other Sunday games, Bran­
don Wheat Kings dumped Sas­
katoon Blades 4-2 at Saskatoon, 
Swift Current Broncos beat the 
visiting Regina Pats 5-3 and 
Flin Flon Bombers, playing at 
Victoria, beat the Cougars 4-2.
Saturday night, Medicine Hat 
Tigers thumped Calgary Cen­
tennials 4-1 in Calgary.
Only one game is scheduled 
tonight: Saskatoon Blades are 
in Winnipeg against the Jets.
Brandon now leads the East­
ern Division with 42 points, well 
ahead of Saskatoon, the nearest 
I contenders with 37. Flin Flon is 
third with 29, Regina fourth 
with 28, Swift Current fifth with 
25 and Winnipeg last with 15. In 
the West, New Westminster has
133 points to the 32 held by Ed­
monton and Medicine Hat. The
Skating Title 
To Coast Pair
Oil Kings have a game in hand 
over Medicine Hat and four in 
hand over New Westminster. 
Calgary is fourth with 29, Vic­
toria fifth with 15 and Van­
couver Nats last with 13.
At Edmonton, Greschner 
scored once in the first period, 
scored the only two goals of the 
second and connected again in 
the third to lead the Bruins’ at­
tack. Bob Stumpf, Wayne Dye, 
Vic Mercredi, Marty Mathews 
and Doug Abrahamson were the 
other Bruins scorers while Cur­
tis Shokoples scored two for Ed­
monton and David George and 
Fred Comrie added one each.
HAD EARLY LEAD
At Brandon, the Wheat Kings 
put the outstanding goaltending 
of Jim Rankin to good effect as 
they built up a 3-0 lead in the 
first period. Ron Chipperfield, 
; Rick Piche, Grant Thomson and 
1 Dwayne Pentland scored for 
’ Brandon while Dan Arndt anci 
• Russ Walker replied for Saska­
toon.
At Swift Current, the Broncos 
snapped a four "’ame losing 
streak when the; jeat the Pats. 







HWY. 97 N„. R.R. 2, 
KELOWNA, B.C. 
Ph. 765-5184 - 765-9425
KEN WENINGER 
. fbids the mark
VICTORIA (CP) — Patrick 
McKiiligan and Barbara Ter- 
penning, both of the North Shore 
Winter Club in North Vancou-
night and then had to weather ver, turned in stunning free- 
a .tour-goal scoring flurry by. Ke- skate performances Saturday 
lowna in the third period. night to take the men’s and 
Chilliwack’s goals came from WOmen’s senior titles in the Bri- 
BaXe „re,sb??’ tish Columbia figure skating
Bob McNeice, Rob Hesketh, m i 
Rob Rignier, Lome Brennan, .. ■_/ ,.
Bryan Schmyr and ’ Keri Wid- . Both led their fields after the 
meyer. Phil Blake, Ken Loehn-1 figures and compulsory free-' 
dorf, Blair Chapman, Tom Ono, skate programs Thursday and 
Tad Campbell and Ken Wenin- Friday and a crowd of about 
ger scored for Kelowna. 1,100 watched them give near­
Chilliwack outshot Kelowna flawless performances on the
ning impetus with two goals 
while Kelly Pratt, Brent Hott 
and Terry McDougall had one 
goal each. Ken McDougall, Den­
nis Sobchuk and Brad Anderson 
were the Regina marksmen.
At Victoria, Blaine Stoughton 
scored three goals to carry the 
Bombers to victory, putting 
them into a 3-0 lead late in the 
second period. Ron Andruff 
added the other Flin Flon goal 





















MEN’S WEAR and SHOES






bar twice. Darren Mathison also The-locals led 2-0 after one 
played a strong game for the period of play by Lyle Bolton 
Kelowna dub but was also the and Garvin. Vernon came fight­
victim of being unable to put the ing back to take a 3-2 lead in a 
puck in the net. I penalty filled second period.
The reps also played a pair I Billy Qsburne’s goal brought Ke- 
of exhibition games against the| lowna back into a 3-3 tie but 
North Vancouver peewee reps I Vernon’s Kelly Kranz goal a 
on Friday and Sunday in Sum-1 minute later quickly gave his 
inerland. club a one goal edge.
In Friday's game the local . Defenceman McCrady 
■ — ----------——--------- ;———| deadlocked the clubs again and
Ray Moore fired home the win-
Hannan Wins ning goal at the 14:29 mark of I the final frame after a scramble in front of the Vernon net.
1 I Next league play for the lo-
cal reps 18 Friday when they
IVIAn > lllllivlllftl V03!^1* PentIcton bantam reps I IVII 1/VI UMIVI in Summerland. They will then
! ■ travel to Spokane to play ex-
’ The Doug Hannan rink from hibition games Saturday and 
Kelowna won by'an inch over Sunday, 
the Archie Nicoll rink of Chilli- ‘ z -------
run.
Greg Landry’s third touch­
down pass of the day, a 37- 
yarder to Ron Jessie, gave the 
Lions a tie with the Bills. Len 
Dawson tossed for touchdowns 
of 13 yards to Wendell Hayes 
and 25 to Otis Taylor in the 
Chiefs’ triumph over the Colts.
San Diego gave away the ball 
three times in the third period 
and the Broncos turned them, 
into a field goal and two Char­
ley Johnson-to-Haven Moses 
touchdown passes for their rou.t. 
Jim Plunkett found Reggie 
Rucker on scoring passes of 31 
and 25 yards to enable the Pa­
triots to beat the Saints and end 
their nine-game losing spin.
Chicago quarterback Bobby 
Douglass ran for two touch­
downs to pace the Bears past 
the Eagles,
wack in the Kelowna Men’s The Kelowna midget rep team 
Bonspiel E event final Sunday, proved they can compete with
The game was tied in the the best in the province as they 
tenth end with the Nicoll rink registered a pair of wins over 
lieing one. Hannan attempted epast competition this week- 
to.raise onfc of his rocks with end.
the last shot, and after a mea- The local club had tWo-game 
sure was taken it showed, the series with both the North Van- 
skip had successfully done his couver midget reps and the Co­
task by an inch, winning the mox midget reps, winning a 
game 7-6, game against each.
The Hannan rink includes Len L °"rfSaSay th® }°ial 
RadcUKe. third; Lm, Smithy0-K 
as. second and Don Radcliffe as I scoring the Kelowna goal. The 
lead. The Nicoll rink has Gary visitors then came back In the 
Wray as skip, Gerry Carruthcrsl n^ern001? a]?<] outscored their 
as third, Archie Nicoll as second EX wlto’throew^whnJ 
and Bob Anderson as lead. Geby Wager and Danny Leboc
In the B section, the Frank adding singles. The Kelowna 
Beutle rink (Reg Webb, third, club was behind 4-2 when Oishi
Meeker Injured 
In Car Accident
ST. JOHN’S, Nfld. (CP) - 
Howie Meeker, former National 
Hockey League player, was in­
jured in an automobile accident 
near here Saturday night.
Meeker, a St. John's sports 
announcer and frequent hockey 
analyst for televised NHL 
games, received a chipped pel­
vis and bruises to his body.
His brother, Ken, said Meeker 
was forced to swerve off a 
slippery road to avoid hitting a 
stalled car.
Meeker’s wife, Grace, and an 
unidentified friend were not in­
jured.
The George Pringle senior 
boys basketball team looks like 
its shaping up to be one of the 
top senior A-teams in the pro­
vince again this year.
The Chessmen travelled to a 
tournament in Grand Forks 
during the weekend and came 
out a winner of the consola­
tion round. The Westbahk team 
was rated third in the province 
last year and coach Dale Hoo­
per feels his club is just as 
strong if not stronger than last 
year’s squad.
Tom Raffeiner, 6’5”, had an 
outstanding tourney as he col­
lected the most valuable award 
as he pumped in 76 points in 
three games.
In the Chesmen’s first game 
against the Grand Forks 
Wolves, Raffeiner had a 25 
point performarice but his club 
still came out on the short end 
of a 53-45 score. The Pringle 
boys came back to defeat Nel­
son 50-47, in a game that was 
down to the wire with Chess­
men’s Chris Tenada making 
two foul shots in the final sec­
onds of the game to Insure the 
wifi.
In their consolation game 
against the Immaculata Dons, 
the Chessmen got 28 points 
from Raffeiner to defeat the 
Dons 72-56.
A member of the Immaculata 
club, Brian Brooks, also receiv­
ed individual honors as he was 




Chilliwack 11 14 23
Nanaimo 10 13 20




Penticton 20 A 40
Kamloops 16 9 33
Kelowna 13 11 26
Vernon 11 13 22
Packers Run 
Over Merritt
final day of the three-day cham­
pionships.
McKiiligan was awarded sev­
en ordinals by the seven judges 
— a perfect score — for his 
free skating and finished the 
three sections with a total of 
163.73 points.
Second was Ted Barton of the 
Capilano Winter Club, North 
| Vancouver, and Paul Fisher of 
the Victoria Figure Skating Club 
finished with an extremely 
strong free skating performance 
to snatch third place from Skip 
Groff of the Capilano club. 
Groff was second after the first 
two parts of the program but 
finished fourth.
The first three finishers in 
senior and junior events go to 
the Canadian Championships in 
Vancouver next month and the
SKI AT LAST!!
LADIES' DAY
- Wednesdays 10:30 a.m.








Sat., 10:00. a.m. 






The Kelowna Packers regis- top three m each event toere 
tered another win during the qualify to compete in the World 
weekend as they bombed the Championships m Yugoslavia
Merritt Copperkings 13-4 in a
juvenile A hockey league game 
played Saturday in Summer­
land.
Packer captain Perry Head 
had a field day as he pumped 
in five goals while assisting on 
another. Ron Whettel and Ron 
Bigler had a pair of goals each 
for the locals while singles 
came from Gene Weninger, 
Darrel Fox, Grant Rambold and 
Randy Naito. Paul Jordan also 
had a big game on the score­
sheet as he assisted on five of 
the Kelowna goals.





451 Lawrence Ave. 
“BE PART OF OUR 
FAMILY AND ENJOY THE 
GOOD LIFE WITH 
BETTER HEARING.” 
Call 762-2131 — days 
769-4656 — Nights 
$50 AIDS
AVAILABLE
FOR THE BIG AND 
TALL MAN!
• Perma Pressed Sport Shirts 
Sized to 19 %” heck.




• Sports Jackets and Coats to 50 Tall
44”
Phonet 763-7127
Lowell Dykstra, second, Art pumped in two goals with ten 
Downton, lead) defeated the seconds left to register the win. 
Bill Drinkwater foursome of On Sunday,the local midgets 
Kelowna 6-5 (Cam Lipsett, defeated Comox by the Idenll- 
third, Adam McCormick, sec- cab score of 5-4. Oishi again led 
ond, Bill Robson, lead). Kelowna with a pair of goals
In the C section, the Joe Ro- schip8J"B£ f,rom Ke" 
binson rink, of Kelowna (Bert ,Manson, third, Vern Goldbeck, E<Sr L..1" finnl 
second, Gordon Stoutenberg, ownn Krilln(? toi.a n ic Kc*' 
load) defeated the Wayne White- X^teXf th?Xi T“r 
lock rink of Banff 10-3 (Ed
Shenser, skip. Larry Kozac, * ,Tl,m C,on*
tliird, Wayne Whitelock, second, 17^01- ouzKi* w e R°Ul’ 
Wil Oakes lend ) L ! llne of Oishi. Wager and
n ’J .. „ "Chisler played an outstanding 
In the D section the Harry scries, ns they figured in most 
Dewar rink (Brian Dewar, of the scoring.
tiiird, Barry Dewar, second, The local midgets came home 
Iloy Richards, lend) defeated with a few injuries as O'Reilly 
the John Smnrd rink, also of Injured his ribs in Saturday's 
Kelowna 9-5, (Les Stacey, third, game while a few of the other 
John Smard, second, Bob players received a few bruises 
,ead.'. I horn the hard-hitting weekend.
Family Togetherness 
Is A Home Spa
' Sauna Bath 
Pre Job Kits 
Sauna Heaters and 
Controls
Ask about our Bank 
Financing and Complete 
Line of Tool Toys.










Elegant stemware for festive occasions. Sturdy, smart glassware for family use. 
A handy toolkit. Lovely thick towels and other desirable items. Your choice of gift* 
is waiting for you...at your participating Shell dealer’s. '
SHELL SUPER GIFTS
a





SOUND & TV 
7637151
NEW IMPROVED
SPALL OIL TREATMENT Here’s how to get your Shell Super Gifts
WE HAVE IT ALL
Nukes your Engine run smoother, cooler, quieter longer. 
Improves hard winter starts. Improves rlnc seal, com­






South Off Haney on Spall 763-331.1
15 <»/. can suggested retail $1.80.
Now for a limited time only ... 99c
We Reserve the Right to I unit Quantities"
MOHAWK KELOWNA SERVICE




1. Male a minimum gasoGne purchatt at 
any' hr fl Station with this vgn,
2. Get Super Gilt Coupons al no cwt. 3. Save ymi Coupon: (»?• 
f nMei) (n trade Ini S«pei Gifts'
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Sabres* French Threesome 
Stretch Unbeaten Streak
By IAN MacLAINE 
Canadian Press Staff Writer 
The French Connection has a 
connotation of international in­
trigue. Be that as it may, Buf­
falo’s interpretation of the best- 
celling novel comes under the 
heading of Gil Perreault, Rick 
Martin and Rene Robert.
And there’s nothing mys­
terious about that threesome.
The trio once again jeashed in 
Sunday night as the Sabres de­
feated Montreal Canadiens 4-2 
to stretch their unbeaten streak 
at Buffalo auditorium this year 
■to 15 games.
^Martin’s 21st of the year pro- 
■Ided the insurance margin 
after Jim Lorentz broke a 2-2 
deadlock early in the third pe­
riod. . ‘
The three French Canadians 
merged as a line late in the 
1971-72 season and began the 
current year as they ended the 
initial stint—terrorizing opposi­
tion goaltenders. •
After 29 games, the line is 
tops in the NHL with 51 goals 
and 116 points. Robert, a fringe 
player for several years before 
joining' his linemates, has 18 
goals and 39 points, the same 
number of points as Perreault. 
Martin is another point behind.
Elsewhere Sunday the scores 
were: Boston Bruins 8 Califor­
nia Golden Seals 4; Chicago 
Black Hawks 5 Minnesota North 
Stars 1; Vancouver Canucks 3 
Detroit Red Wings 3; New York 
Rangers 4 New York Islanders
1; St. Louis Blues 5 Atlanta 
Flames 4; Philadelphia Flyers 5 
Toronto Maple Leafs 2.
In Saturday’s action, Mon­
treal Canadiens nipped Califor­
nia 2-1, Vancouver rallied for a 
5-5 tie in Toronto, Rangers took 
the opener of their home-and- 
home series with the Islanders 
44, Boston tripped Philadelphia 
4-3, Minnesota blanked Detroit 
7-0, Los Angeles Kings defeated 
Pittsburgh Penguins 3-1 and St. 
Louis edged Atlanta 2-1.
St. Louis visits the Islanders 
and Chicago is at Vancouver in 
games Tuesday night.
Buffalo, inspired by the scor­
ing feats of the young French 
Connection line—so named be­
cause of their French-Canadian 
background—and an improved 
defence, got away to a fast 
start this year.
The Sabres started to falter, 
however, and there was even 
talk of breaking up the club’s 
production line to get them 
back in winning form.
Coach Joe Crozier did ex­
periment for a few games when 
injuries to one of the three play­
ers forced him. to, but he sub­
scribes to the theory of not al­
lowing success to spoil the Sa­
bres.
The team, in general, has re­
sponded to a new training pro­
gram instituted this year by 
Crozier and general manager 
Punch Imlach at the Buffalo 
training camp.
“We had a good training
camp and we’re working hard,” 
said Robert, whose nifty sold ef­
fort at 6:49 of the first opened a 
2-0 Buffalo lead. “We are in 
shape, and it shows.
“This helps us to pick up 
some quick -points which we’ll 
be glad to have later when they 
are tough to come by.”
The win Sunday moved the 
Sabres, fourth in the East Divi­
sion, 10 points ahead ot fourth­
place Detroit where John Wil­
son is rumored to be on the outs 
as coach, and six back of lead­
ing Montreal.
BRUINS CLOSE FAST
The Bruins, who closed within 
two points of Montreal, got 
three goals from Ken Hodge 
and two from Don Marcotte. 
California’s Marshall Johnston, 
who had only one goal in his 
previous 26 games, also 




Cincinnati 2 Providence 1
Cleveland 7 Richmond 1
Springfield 3 New Haven 3
Nova Scotia 5 Boston 1
Rochester 2 Tidewater 2
Central
Dallas 2 Omaha 0
Western
San Diegb 5 Salt Lake 1
Denver 2 Phoenix 2
Shutt Wastes No Time
In Making Fans Happy
WHA ROUND’JP
Hampson, Carleton Heroes 
With Winning Overtime Goals
, By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Ottawa's Wayne Carleton and 
Minnesota’s Ted Hampson 
. scored sudden-death .overtime 
goals Sunday night, and Mike 
Byers pulled the skids from un­
der Alberta Oilers with his 
three goals at Los Angeles.
Carleton took just 43 seconds 
sf overtime to score his second 
goal of the night and give the 
Nationals a 7-6 win over Quebec 
Les Nordiques while Hampson 
• notched the winner in a 4-3 
Fighting Saints’ victory over 
Cleveland Crusaders.
Byers’ three goals led the 
Sharks to a 5-3 Win over Al­
berta, leaving Los Angeles and 
Minnesota in a second-place tie 
in the World Hockey Associ­
ation’s Western Division, 11 
points behind Winnipeg Jets.
JETS AWAY
The Jets began a seven-game 
road trip Saturday night by 
edging Cleveland 3-2, Quebec 
defeated Chicago Cougars 4-2, 
Philadelphia Blazers romped 7-1 
over Ottawa and New England 
Whalers beat New York Raid­
ers 4-2.
Two games are scheduled for 
tonight, Winnipeg in Boston 
against the Eastern Division­
leading Whalers and Chicago at 
New York.
Steve Kings also scored twice 
for the Nats before 1.839 fans at 
the Civic Centre to bring their 
season’s mark against Quebec 
to 3-0.
Ron Climie, Jack Gibson and 
Bob Leduc added the other Ot­
tawa goals. Defenceman J. C. 
Tremblay scored once and as­
sisted on four other Nordiques’ 
goals. Alain (Boom Boom) Ca­
ron , with two, Frank
Boston now has 11 victories 
and a tie in its last 12 games.
Chicago, which has been flirt­
ing with also-rans in the West 
the last month, moved alone 
into first as J. P. Bordeleau and 
Stan Mikita moved the Hawks 
into an early 2-0 lean. Goalten­
der Tony Esposito allowed only 
Dean Prentice’s score with 35 
seconds remaining in the first 
period.
The Red Wings, who opened 
the season with their best-ever 
start in the club’s 47-year his­
tory, ended a four-game losing 
streak.
Defenceman Ron Stackhouse 
bailed them out with the equal­
izer with 2:36 remaining in the 
game. It also marked the first 
point Vancouver has picked up 
in six games at the Olympia. 
RANGERS THREATEN
The Rangers, with back-to- 
back victories over their cross­
town rivals, the Islanders, also 
moved to within two points of 
Montreal.
Goals by Vic Hadfield, Walt 
Tkaczuk and Ron Harris in the 
second period broke up a 1-1 
score. The Rangers peppered 
Islanders’ goalie Gerry Desjar­
dins with 22 shots in their sec­
ond-period blitz and 39 in the
International
Port Huron 2 Saginaw 1
Flint 10 Muskegon 2
Toledo 3 Columbus 1
Eastern
Long Island 7 New Jersey 2 
Ontario Senior
Brantford 7 Belleville 3
Kingston 5 Owen Sound 2 
. U.S. League
Thunder Bay 5 Chicago 3 
Canadian Central
Thompson 19 Kenora 5 
Western International




Shawinigan 7 Sorel 3
Sherbrooke 4 Cornwall 2
Quebec 3 Montreal 3
Central Junior
Pembroke 12 Smiths Falls 4
Ottawa 8 BrockviUe 7
Nepean 6 Hull 4
Ontario Junior A
Toronto 9 Kitchener 2
Ottawa 3 St. Catharines 3
Southern Ontario Junior
Guelph 4 Chatham 4
Windsor 7 St. Thomas 2
Welland 5 Niagara Falls 5 
Provincial Junior
Wexford 6 Dowrisview 6
North York 5 Weston 3
Ajax 8 Dixie 5
Richmond Hill 9 Kingston 1
North Bay 6 Aurora 3 
Manitoba Junior
St. James 3 Dauphin 2
Winnipeg 8 Selkirk 6
Kenora 8 West Kildonan 2
St. Boniface 7 Portage 4
Saskatchewan Junior
Humboldt 7 Melville 4
Prince Albert 5 Regina Pats 3 
Alberta Junior
The Pass 5 Red Deer 3
Drumheller 8 Edmonton 3 
Western Canada
Flin Flon 4 Victoria 2
New Westniinster 9 Edmonton 
: 4 "
Swift Current 5 Regina 3
Brandon 4 Saskatoon 2
■e'.' B.C. Junior 
Penticton 4 Vancouver 2
1. Exhibition
• Moscow Selects 8 Ontario Se- 
’ lects 2
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Steve Shutt, former Toronto 
Marlboro junior star, didn’t 
waste much time before making 
a favorable impression on Hali­
fax hockey fans.
Demoted Saturday from Mon­
treal Canadiens of the National 
Hockey League, Shutt scored 
two goals Sunday in his Ameri­
can Hockey League debut as 
Nova Scotia Voyageurs defeated 
Boston Braves 5-1,
In other games, Cincinnati 
Swords edged Providence Reds 
2-1, Cleveland Barons trampled 
Richmond Robins 7-1, 
Springfield Kings and New 
Haven Nighthawks tied 3-3 and 
Rochester Americans played to 
a 2-2 standoff against Tidewater 
Wings.
In Saturday’s matches, the 
Swords topped the Robins 3-1, 
Cleveland defeated Providence 
8-3, Springfield bounced Boston 
8-2 and New Haven and Her­
shey settled for a 4-4 deadlock.
Shutt’s performance Sunday 
was matched by another AHL 
rookie, Ed Gilbert. Larry Rob-
inson scored the other goal for 
the Voyageurs.
PLAYERS BRAWL
The rookies also got a taste of 
roughouse tactics early in the 
first period when a brawl broke 
out in front of the Boston net.
Nine penalties, including four 
majors, two misconducts and 
one game misconduct were 
called-and when the fighting 
continued in the penalty box po­
lice' officers were asked to in­
tervene.
Richard Robinson of the home 
team received the game mis- 
coriduct, although he did not ap­
pear to be directly involved in 
the fisticuffs. When team-mate 
Tony Featherstone began fall­
ing backwards over the boards 
from the penalty box, Robinson 
came to his assistance. The offi­
cials ruled Robinson was the 
third man in a fight and ejected 
him from the game.
* T must have been the most in­
nocent guy on the “ice” Robin­
son said.
Nova Scotia goalie Michel De­
guise had a relatively quiet
Archibald, Barry Get Hot- 
But Not Till The Second Half
Maki Operated 
For Brain Tumor
VANCOUVER (CP) — Wayne 
Maki of Vancouver Canucks of 
the National Hockey League un­
derwent four hours of, emer­
gency surgery Sunday for re­
moval of a brain tumor.
General manager Bud Polle 
said the 28-year-old leftwinger 
was under intensive care at 
Roval Columbian Hospital In 
nearby New Westminster and 
that doctors declined comment 
on his condition.
Poile said Maki had been sent 
back to Vancouver from Atlanta 
because of headaches while the 
Canucks were on a road trip 
earlier this week, and was ad­
mitted to hospital Saturday for 
observation.
Golembrowsky, Michel Pa- 
rizeau and Andre Gaudette also 
tallied for Quebec.
LOSE FIRST PLACE
Ted Hampson’s goal at 2:29 of 
the overtime, slapping home 
Bobby MacMillan’s rebound be­
hind Cleveland goaltender Bob 
Whidden, knocked the. Crusa­
ders out of a first-place tie in 
the qast with New England.
Wayne Connelly, Billy Klatt 
and Mike McMahon provided 
the other Saint's scores for 3,155 
St. Paul, Minn., fans. Gary Jar­
rett, with two, and Joe Hardy 
scored for Cleveland.
At Los Angeles, where 3,513 
fans turned out, Gary Vener- 
uzzo Sealed the Sharks’ victory 
with two third-period goals just 
14 seconds apart.
Al Hamilton, Ron Anderson 
and Rusty Patenaude replied 
for the Oilers.
game.
Phil Roberto’s two goals pro­
pelled St. Louis to its' second 
weekend victory over the 
Flames—this one before more 
than 11,000 at Atlanta’s Omni.
The husky winger’s second, at 
18:48 of the third period, gave 
the Blues a 4-2 lead.
Veteran Gary Dornhoefer 
scored three times as the Fly­
ers dumped Toronto before 16,- 
246 Philadelphia fans to move 
into a third-place tie with Los 
Angeles in the West, three 
points behind Minnesota and 
four behind leading Chicago.
NHL STANDINGS



















3 111 74 39
7 106 86 35
11 13 3 85 96 25





Vancouver 8 17 4 86 120
Islanders 3 21 2 52 129
West Division
Games Tuesday
• St. Louis at Islanders 
Chicago at Vancouver
Chicago 16 9 2 101 74 34
Minnesota 15 11 3 96 83 33
Phila. 13 12 4 106 101 30
Los Angeles 13 12 4 96 94 30
Pittsburgh 13 12 3 104 90 29
Atlanta 11 15 5 75 97 27
St. Louis 10 12 5 68 84 25
California 4 17 6 70 115 14
W L






























New Haven 4 Hershey 4 
Cincinnati 3 Richmond 1 
Springfield 8 Boston 2 
Cleveland 8 Providence 3
Centra?
Omaha 7 Tulsa 4
Western
Salt Lake 5 Phoenix 2 
Denver 2 Seattle 2
International 
Fort W ayne 9 Columbus 1 
Muskegon 7 Dayton 3 
Port Huron 8 Toledo 1 
Flint 10 Des Moines 1
Eastern 
Sun Coast 7 Rhode Island 6 
Greensboro 10 Cape Cod 5 
Syracuse 8 New Jersey 4 
Western International 
Kimberley 3 Nelson 3 
Spokane 3 Cranbrook 0
Ontario Senior 
Kingston 6 Owen Sound 3
Ontario Junior A 
Sudbury 6 Oshawa 4
Manitoba Junior 
West Kildonan 5 Winnipeg 3 
Saskatchewan Junior
Yorkton 7 Estevan 3 
Notre Dame 2 Saskatoon 1
Alberta Junior 
Red Deer 10 Drumheller 1 
Calgary 7 The Pass 2
Western Canada 
Medicine Hat 4 Calgary 1
B.C. Junior 
Chilliwack 8 Kelowna 6 
Vernon 8 Vancouver 2
Intercollegiate 
Quebec 2 Sherbrooke 2 
McMaster 11 Brock 11 
Alberta 9 Winnipeg 1
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
It was chilly in Kansas City 
and Cleveland, but Nate Archi­
bald and Rick Barry got hotter 
as Sunday evening wore on.
Archibald scored only four 
points in the first quarter but 
wound up with 41 to lead Kan­
sas City-Omaha Kings to a 130- 
115 National Basketball Associ­
ation rout of Atlanta Hawks.
Golden State’s Barry went 
scoreless in the opening period 
and finished with 36 as the War­
riors shaded Cleveland Cav­
aliers 103-100.
Elsewhere Sunday, Los Ange­
les Lakers trounced Portland 
Trail Blazers 127-101 and Seattle 
SuperSonics defeated Phoenix 
Suns 110-102.
Saturday’s NBA scores: Bos­
ton Celtics 123, Cleveland 180 
New York Knicks 120, Phila­
delphia ’76ers 109; Baltimore 
Bullets 120, Kansas City-Omaha 
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1 97 92 29
1 97 116 27





















TRAINING ON THE JOB PROGRAM
Can provide nssisfniicc to train employees 
in nutiiipaiion of (iiltiie needs.
Deadline For Submissions Is 
December 31
For further details nttend an
INFORMATION SESSION
Tues., Dec. 12, 7:30 p.m
3rd l loor, l edcrnl Building,









night but he figured in the 
scoresheet, picking up an assist 
on Shutt’s second goal.
Ron Anderson was the only 
Brave who managed to beat .De­
guise with a shot midway 
through the second period.
SWORDS KEEP WINNING
Meanwhile, at Cincinnati, the 
Swords stretched their unbeaten 
string to seven and moved six 
points ahead of runner-up Tide­
water in the Western Division.
John Gould scored his ninth 
winning goal of the season after 
Murray Kutz had put Cincin­
nati ahead. Ron Garwasiuk 
brought the Reds with within 
one goal in the second period, 
but then goalie Rocky Farr 
closed the door and Providence 
went down to its sixth con­
secutive loss.
Bill Hogaboam’s goal early in 
the third period gave Tidewater 
its tie in a touch-and-go game 
against the Americans.
Braves 94; Detroit Pistons 107, 
Milwaukee Bucks 103; Phoenix 
116, Portland 97.
STREAKS END *
KC-Omaha led Atlanta all the 
way in snapping a four-game 
losing streak and the Hawks’ 
five-game winning string. Lou 
Hudson of the Hawks took game 
honors with 43.
Golden State trailed Cleve­
land from the outset-by 15 
points in the third quarter—un­
til Barry, who made all 16 of 
his free throws, scored a pair 
with 3:50 left for the Warriors' 
first lead.
Los Angeles romped to its 
17th triumph in 18 games be­
hind Jim McMillian and Gail 
Goodrich. McMillian sank his 
first nine shots. and wound up 
with 28 points on ll-for-13 shoot­
ing while Goodrich scored 24.
Spencer Haywood scored 32 
points and grabbed 16 rebounds 































NEWEST, MOST MODERN UP TO DATE 
AUTO BODY SHOP IN THE OKANAGAN
• Complete painting facilities
• Room for any size of vehicle
1140 Brant Ave. Phone 762-2104
“Directly Across from Cookson Motors’*
MAINLINE RENT-ALL LTD
RENTALS — SALES — SERVICE 
everything for the ...
Contractor — Industry — Home Owner
2000 Spall Rd. Phone 763-4471
WINTER TIRE 
HEADQUARTERS 
• Radials • Belted 
• Nylon • Most Sizes 













WARNING; The Department of National Health and Welfare advises that danger to heal Us 






his yleWW-W old style
IMPORTED
TEAK FURNITURE
Living Room • Dining Room 
• Wall Components 
NORDAN IMPORT 
282 Bernard Ave. 763-3810
Money
order
If you’ve never had a 
loan with us before, this 
will get us started.
Clip out the coupon.’Ibll 
us how much you need. 
(We will ask you a few 
more questions, 
but wo can handle it 
by telephone.)
Then watch us go to 
work. Same day service 
is our way of saying, 
“Glad Io meet you.”














Or*r 10* Faelfla Flnanea offlc« la Canada.
Kelowna:
Kamloops:
235 Bernard Avenue * Phone (604) 763-4435
352 Seymour Street * Phooe (604) 372-8861
Traditionl The tree’s trimmed, the stockings stuffed,' 
the presents wrapped. Now to relax. With Old Style 
Beer, slow-brewed and naturally aged for great old 
time flavour. Some traditions are too good to change. 
Like Old Style Beer. Cheersl . |
Old sime SLOW-BRLWLD AND NATURALLY AGEO.'
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THE JOLLY HOLIDAY IS NEAR! NEED MORE CASH? SELL IT OR TRADE IT HERE!
FOR BEST RESULTS CALL THE COURIER CLASSIFIED DEPT. 763-3228
CLASSIFIED RATES
Classified Advertisements and Net 
Ices for this page must be receive: 
by 4-3o p m. day previous to public* 
Loo except 12 noon Saturday for Moo 
day puhiicatioa.' , »
Kelowna phone 763-3228 
Hidlaad phone 765-7401 alter 1 p.m.
WANT AD CASH BATES
One or two day* 5c per 
insertion.
: Three consecutive days, 
word per insertion.






> per insertion. . . . 
Minimum charge based on 
Mlnfityun charge for any
■ ment ia $1.00. .. . ,
Births, Engagements. Marriages $c 
per word, minimum $2.50. ■
Death Notices. In Memorisms. Cards 
■f Thanks. 5c per word, minimum $2250.
't paid prior tn Initial billing, a 10% 
abmunt may ba deducted.
13. LOS~ MD FOUND 15. HOUSES FOR RENT
OUND — «... : WOOLLEN DOUBLF 
mit mitten, multi-colored, near Centra 
and KSS ochooli. Telephone 762-8308.^
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE IN WEST 
Tank available immediately. Stove an* 
efrigerator supplied. $125 per month.
Telephone 768-5081 or 768-5855. L
FOUND - SMALL PUPPY. BLACK 
and white, vicinity Cawtton and Ellis, 
'owner please call 764-4065. 112
AVAILABLE NOW,; LARGE ATTRAC- 
live two bedroom duplex. Full basement. 
Shops Capri area. Rent $160 per month. 
Telephone 764-/526 evenings. . tf
14. ANNOUNCEMENT SPACIOUS. TWO BEDROOM FOUR- 
plex unit; carpet*, utility room, sun­
deck and carport. Near schools. $135 
per month. Telephone 765-6255. tfBUFFALO BILL’S 
still have some bookings 
left for •
CHRISTMAS PARTIES 
1465 Harvey Avenue 
762-0789 
111
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY,' FIVE 
rooms, main floor, partly furnished. 
$135 monthly. 831 Harvey Avenue. Tele­
phone 763-4950. tf
WINFIELD, TWO BEDROOM HOME, 
close td school and shopping centre. 
Immediate occupancy. References re­
quired. Telephone 766-2305. tf
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
WINFIELD AREA. NEW TWO BED- 
room cottages; carpeted, refrigerator 
and stove. Beautiful view. $135 mpnthly. 
No pets. 766-2971. / tf
$140 PER MONTH!
Deluxe two bedroom four 
plex- unit, 1% baths, quiet 
street, near elementary 
school, Rutland.
763-2338 , tf
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE ON 
Leathead Road. Large yard and garage. 
Available immediately. $125 per month. 
Telephone 762-6636. -.tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM HOUSE ON 
Moyer Road, carpeted throughout Oil 
furnace. fuU basement. $135 per month. 
Telephone 765-5743. tf
NEW. THREE BEDROOM EASEMENT





2 and 3 bedrooms, private 
patios, carpeting, draperies, 1% 
baths, ranges, refrigerators, 
paved parking, full basements,
16. APTS. FOR RENT |
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED SUITE. 
UI utilities paid. $125 per month. Down­
town Rutland. Telephone 765-7448 or 763-
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
9355. tl
CONTINENTAL MANOR, 523 ROW- 
cliffe Avenue. Deluxe two bedroom suites 
available December 1. Adult* only. No 
pets. Telephone 763-2293. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM FURNISH- 
ed housekeeping units. T.V. Close to 
shopping centre and VocaUonal School.
I.
washer-dryer hook-up. 
operated laundry facilities 
available. Cable TV.







•npUcabte within circulation zoat 
•"'^’adlins 4:30 P-m. day previous to 
publication, except y noon Saturday for 
. Monday publication.
One insertion $2.03 per column tact 
Three consecutive insertions 11.98 
per column inch.Six consecutive insertions tl.89 per 
column inch. .
Read your advertisement the first 
' day it appears. We will . not be res- 
nonsible tor more than one incorrect. ----SSwlilL YOU CAN-WALK TO DOWNTOWN OH
dm nwpinro Capri from this near,new two bedroom
BOX wtriu I duplex. It is over 1,000 square feet, has
SOc charge for the use of a Courier carpet in tfejroonjs an(j living 
box number, and Me additional it roonir plus patio doors to patio. Re­
replies are to be mailed. | frigerator and range if required. Must
Names snd address or Boxholders I have references. Call Harry Mad- 
are held confidential. . docks, Collinson Realty. 765-5155 or
As a condition of acceptance *“ ,a| 765_™j. tf
box number advertisement.' while!------------------ -------- -------------------------------------
every endeavor will be made to for- A GOOD BARGAIN AT $145 PER 
ward replies to the advertiser os I month. Spacious, fresh, well insulated, 
soon as possible, we accept no 11a-1 two bedroom side duplex. Near schools 
bllity in respeit of loss or damage I and downtown shopping. Basement with 
alleged to arise through either fail- new furnace. Plenty of closet space, 
ore or delsy in forwarding such re- washer-dryer hookup in main floor 
piles, however caused, whether by I laundry room. Children welcome. Tele- 
neglect or otherwise. I phone 763-7538. ' . tf
BEDROOMS - GLENMORE.
Cl DCrP PT AN RATFS Available for immediate occupancy — OUDUX-fxIl I IVI1 l\»»ILU|new three bedroom fourplex unit with 
. I basement and carport. Country atmo- 
> Carrier boy delivery 65c per week. sphere—large play area—children wel-
Collected every two weeks. come. $170 per : month. Telephone 763-
Motor Route 1 3303 or 762-3713. tf
‘ M COUNTRY LIVING WITH LOVELY
’ trn view at Mackenzie Manor fiveplex, Mac,
kenzie Road, Rutland. Two baths, 2V6 
. MAIL RATES I bedrooms, spacious living. Some child-
B. C. outside Kelowna City Zone I ren welcome; Water and garbage col- 
■" months  .  $24.00 | lection.free. $135 per month. No pets,
months  ....... 12.50 | Telephone 763-3472 or 769-4546. < tf
months .......■•.••••_ • P MODERN THREE BEDROOM HOME;
Canada Outside B. C. ■_ fireplace, large livingroom. waU to
montns .......I...... I waU carpet, built-in gas range, drapes,
months .............•••••• : gas heat, double garage, on a large lot.
month* ............... I $170 per month. Apply 3511 Lakeshore
U.S. and Foreign Countries Road, or telephone 769-4667 days, 762- 
22 months ........  $38.00 8711 evenings. tf
Smiths '“‘.‘.’.’/.'.‘.‘."I’. 11.00 NEW TWO BEDROOM TRIPLEX UNIT
.. j on Scarboro Road, Rutland. Carpeted,AH m«U and Motor Route Subscriptions new gtove and refrigerator
payable in advance. I incIuded, FuUy landscaped with no up* 












home in Glenmore. Rug throughout. 
Available immediately. $180 per month.
Telephone 763-6586, 763-2409. tf
LAKESHORE, TWO BEDROOM HOME, 
McKinley Landing. $155 per month 
Water, stove, refrigerator included.
Telephone 768-5328. tf
MOBILE HOME FURNISHED WITH 
two bedrooms. Also cabin, by the month. 
Pincushion Bay Motel. Peachland. Tele- 
phone 767-2222. U4
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, SOUTH SIDK 
Refrigerator and stove available. $155 
per month. Immediate occupancy. Tele- 
phone 762-0971. M2
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY - LARGE 
three bedroom duplex, centrally locat­
ed, $180 monthly. Telephone 764-4726 
evenings.   Hl
UNFURNISHED THREE BEDROOM 
home on Aberdeen Street. For appoint­
ment telephone 763-2992. tf
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX; FULL 
basement and carport. No pets. Tele- 
phone 765-8815. . tf
THREE BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT 
duplex, city location. Rent $180. Avail­
able December !. Telephone 764-4963. tf
LIKE NEW. SIDE BY SIDE DUPLEX. 
Two bedrooms, lull basement. Available 
January 1st, Telephone 765-9638. Ill
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, GLEN- 
more area. Oil heat. Fenced yard. Tele­
phone 763-7287. Ill
16. APTS. FOR RENT
diately. Telephone 765-9511, or 765-6560,
1 BIRTHS _____*• *_ _____ ——I THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX, FULL
FAMILY'S HISTORY — YOUR FAM- basement, electric heat, built-in stove, 
Uy's history can be written with carport. $175, available December 15th. 
clippings of the happy events—Births. I Close to schools and Capri shopping. CaU 
Engagements. andLWeddings from your I at 1332 Highland Drive South or tele- 
DaUy Newspaper.' Notices for these I phone . 765.7997. Ill
to thT ClMSUied' Counter1 or NEARLY NEW. TWO BEDROOM 
*Iufh^n>TheUKelownaU Dally Courier housa with ArePbce but no basement in 
mwJv ClMsifild. nice Mission location. Close to lake and
763-3228, ask for Classmed. puWi(J transportaUon. Available immedi-
I ately. $150 per month. CaU Ralph Erd­





-------------- —---------------------- 1---- ——--------- AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. LARGE 
r i, ,------------- I suite in fourplex in Rutland, featuring
FLOWERS 1116 baths, two bedrooms, large living
i I room, all carpeted. Close to school and 
Convey your thougntiul Shopping. Children welcome. Telephone 
message in time of. sorrow. 765-8788.  ——— -------«
WINFIELD AREA. NEW TWO BED- 
KAREN’S FLOWER BASKET । room house, refrigerator and stovei nnMix p unuoui i W(| rnonthly plus hydro, also tarnished
451 Leon Ave. 762-3119 two bedroom cottage. $110 monthly
’M tfj F tflrius hydro. No pets. Telephone 766- 
■ _______ * * 9071. ' tf
u?s 2,,BwS tW° BEDROOM DUPLEX ON ABBOTT 
^e^£°Oudann«Ha^dl85«nde sratffullv Street, within .walking distance of town. 
SJ’SSLi’S”' *ral tf Private garage and yard. Available




•--------------- .. - ----------- j;------- ''.i-- ish style fourplex in Rutland. Two bed-
COLE-MAXWELL — Mr. and Mrs. 1 room3( baths, shag carpet. No 
Martin Cole of Okanagan Mission are I <jogs please. References required. Tele- 
pleased to announce the forthcoming 1 phone 763-6241. tf
marriage of their daughter, Elaine May. I——--------------------------------------------------------
to Dale Matthew Maxwell of Kelowna. I NEW TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX, 
The wedding will take place at St. available immediately. One and a 
Andrew’s Anglican Church on February half baths, sundeck with view. In West- 
3 1973 at 4 n m. Ill I bank. $140 per month. Telephone 768-
■■”2.1----- -------- ------------------------  4222 or 765-5721. tf
WALL-BURTON — Mr. and Mrs. Jake ------------------- --------------------------------------------
Wali of Kelowna are happy to an- FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE. FULLY 
nounce the forthcoming marriage of furnished, on lake frontage. Available 
their only daughter. Sharon Diane, qf December 10 until June 22. $250 monthly. 
Saskatoon. Saskatchewan, to Richard References please. Telephone 768-5754 
Burton, of Kelfield, Saskatchewan, only ____________________________________ "
Donl1? Burt“" I ATTRACTIVE THREE BEDROOM DU- 
Kelfleld, Saskatchewan. The wedding I p]ex (uj| basement, on Highland Drive 
will take place December 27th in St. South. close to SChools. No pets. $180 
, Andrews College Chapel. University of pcr month, available immediately. 
Saskatchewan Campus, Saskatoon. Ill Telephone 763-3665. tf
5. IN MEMORIAM
THREE BEDROOM SUITE IN FOUR- 
plex In Rutland area. Carpeted living 
room, I1/, baths, washer and dryer
IN MEMORIAM VERSEt hookup. No pets. Telephone 765-7054 af-
A collection ot suitable verses (or use ter 4:00 p.m. tf
In In IMemorisms Is on hand at The —nmunk..—nnm.-v AmKelowna Daily Courier Office. In Mem- n“?PB,?On.,i11.?aPwX
orlams sr. accepted until 4:30 p.m. day 'I"
preceding publication. If you wish | throuKl^ut except. kltcheo nod
com. to our Classified Counter and ,17° 1 r montt1, Tc,®i
tnske a selection or tslephon. for a Phone 764-4768.____________ :__________ tf
trained Ad-writer |o assist you In the TWO BEDROOMS. FULL BASEMENT, 
choice o! an appropriate vena and I in slxplex. Close to Shoppers' Village 
in writing the In Memorlam. Tele-1 and schools In Rutland Refrigerator,
phone 763-3228. M. W. F. tl I stove and drapes available. $150 per
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- mont^..Teleph.°n.-^7(i:i~il— tf
lery naw address; 1790 Hollywood Rd TWO DUPLEX UNITS. AVAILABLE
(end) Rutland Telephone 765-6494.





One bedroom suite including 
range, refrigerator, wall to wall 
carpeting, drapes, air condi­
tioner, cable TV. Laundry faci­
lities, elevator, all utilities ex­
cept telephone paid by landlord. 
Adult bundling. Telephone 
manager:
763-3268
M, W, F tf
DELUXE ONE REDROOM SUITE, 
very quiet, close to downtown and City 
Park. Adults only. Contact manager, 
Nassau House. 1777 Water Street. U
ONE AND TWO. ROOM MOTEL KIT- 
chenettes to rent for winter months. 
Laudromat. Telephone 765-7772 after 
5 p.m.  tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN FOUR- 
plex for rent in Rutland. Available im­
mediately and December 1st. Telephone
765-8733. tf
TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX. WITH 
view of lake. Refrigerator and stove. 
Shag carpeting. No pets. 1st Avenue 
South, Westbank. Telephone 768-3875. tf
ONE BEDROOM SUITE IN CENTRAL 
Rutland. Stove, refrigerator and cable 
vision included. $100 per month. Avail­
able January 1. Telephone 765-8841. tf
TWO BEDROOM UNIT IN FOURPLEX 
with full basement. No refrigerator or 
stove, gas heat No pets. References
PARKWOOD TERRACE 
GARDEN APARTMENTS 
2 bedroom units, includes 
range, refrigerator, waU to 
waU carpeting throughout, air 





Spacious 2 br. garden apts. 
located just off lakeshore and 
city limits, Inc. range, refrig., 
air conditioner, cable TV, etc.
please. Telephone 764-7344. «
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN 
Rutland. Only $145 per month. Refrig­
erator, stove, heat and water included. 
Telephone 764-7129 or 765-8467. tf
GROUND FLOOR, FULLY FURNISHED 
two room suite. Light housekeeping facili­
ties. Everything supplied. Working lady 
or gentleman. Telephone - 763-3995. tf
ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT APART- 
ment in Rutland. Rugs throughout. In­




Corner Ellis & Rosemead
ties. $120. Telephone 765-6374. 113
WINDSOR MANOR. UNFURNISHED 
deluxe suite available. No children or
pets. Telephone 763-7234. tf
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED MOTEL 
unit, utilities paid, no children or pets.
Telephone 765-5969. tf
FULLY FURNISHED ROOM WITH 
private, entrance. Gentleman only. Tele­
phone 763-3815. ‘ tf
HOCHELAGA AND CHATEAU, DE- 
luxe suites for rent. Telephone 763-6492 
for further information. tf
SUITE FOR RENT, BROOKSIDE 
Manor. 1951 Glenmore Street, close to 
Shops Capri. Telephone 763-6224. tf
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
GENTLEMEN _ FURNISHED ROOMS, 
kitchen, bedroom and bathroom, linen 
and utilities supplied. Separate en­
trance, $60 per month. Telephone’765-
7200. 115
Attractive quiet 1 and 2 BR. 
Close to shopping. All utilities. 
Electric heat included.
HOUSEKEEPING ROOM WITH COOK- 
ing facilities. Linens supplied. Private 
entrance. Ample parking. Working 
gentleman only. Apply 1661 Richter 
Street. Telephone 763-5180. 112
ROOMS, WITH OR WITHOUT KIT- 
chens. Winter weekly rates. Downtown 
location, opposite city park. Inn Towner




& 2 and 3 room suites, with 
or. without kitchen 
facilities, TVs.,
Special discount for 
senior citziens.
Two blocks from’ shopping 
☆ On bus line.
•fr Winter: rates in effect






ONE BACHELOR SUITE, FULLY 
furnished; One bedroom, and two bed­
room apartments in tenplex in Rutland. 
Carpeting throughout, includes stove 
and refrigerator. Intercom,, cable TV 
and utilities. Telephone 765-6374 or 765- 
6078. , 113
REASONABLE RENT. ONE AND TWO 
bedroom garden apartments in West­
bank. Quiet area with view of lake. Re­
frigerator and stove, carpeting through­
out. close to schools and shopping. No 
,pets. Telephone 768-5875. tf
ATTRACTIVE TWO BEDROOM, TWO 
storey unit with shag, in Rutland six- 
plex. Excellent location. Immediate oc­
cupancy. $150 per month, stove and 
refrigerator included. Telephone 765- 
9566. tf
TWO BEDROOM UPSTAIRS SUITE 
in fourplex. Refrigerator and stove in­
cluded. Dougal Road South, Rutland. 
Available December 1. Telephone 764-
ROOM, OR ROOM AND BOARD. RE- 
frigerator, use of kitchen.' Southgate 
area. Pensioner preferred. Telephone
763-5787. tf
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING ROOM, 
dishes and linens supplied. Gentleman 
ohly, students welcome. Telephone 763-
4208. tf
AVAILABLE JANUARY 1. CLEAN 
bright housekeeping room, linens sup­
plied. Hospital area. Telephone 762-5526.
Ill
WELL FURNISHED ROOM, SEPAR- 
ate entry, linens supplied. Telephone 
763-2136. ............. tf
COMFORTABLE ROOMS FOR RENT. 
Working people and students welcome.
Telephone 762-7404. tf




Reserve your suite in this quiet 
spacious apartment, nearing 
completion.
* Studio, one and two bedrooms 




tf December 15 and 20. Each two bed- 
— I rooms, large living room with carpet, 







AND VIEWING, CALL, 
762-8068
Telephone 762-8535. tf
DUPLEX „ BANKHEAD AREA - 
Available Immediately — three bedroom.
.. —-----------------------------——— I basement. $175.00 per month. Call Hugh 
„„............................................................... . I Mttvjn at Lakeland Realty 763-434:1
11. BUSINESS PERSONAL |I or 762-4872 evenings. tf











MifMlrl p »li>n du\c gun. Fw ’.i ip, | 
c jin rete. vm I |i> mii-k'l., M< ei 
Mood, atccl to Herl, ronduit chips 
concrete or Heel. Extension rotis
It)
in
concrcto ceiling, baits to canrreto (lows. 
Telefibone Mk (ar Mtlta. Ill
ALL TVPF4I OF MASONRY WORK. 
flrtpUeeii. retaining well*, Hower 
planters and stonework. CaU Bebsstlsn. 
7637TR1
*no4isn:R si rvice if your car 
wonT (itarl phone Hooaler Service, l,aw- 
esl rile in tnun. Telephone IV-Vonos, 
Keep this nutnbrr. Hl
12. PERSONALS
AKOHOIJCS ANONYMUt'S - WRI1E 
|*O tins 387. Kelowna. Ill' Telephone
-SOI or In Wtnheldl
‘in. Is their a dnnking prublrin in
Irrp al 7«3M)5 W 
» LFCTKOtVMH - Gt Nit I 
medically apprised m«lhod
plex, behind Four Season'll Motel. Stove 
and refrigerator. Available January 
1st. Telephone 763-3735) alter 5:36 p m.
1’760 ELLIS ST.
Available now, 1 and 2
764-4582. tf
1MMEDIATK POSSESSION, TWO BED- 
room, full baseincnt home, hull block 
from North Glenmore School. $155 per 
month. Call Ken Mitchell. 762-3713 or 
762-0663. tf
TWO BEDROOM THH’LEX, FIVE 
ycara old. Electric heat, good otorago 
and garage. Rent $130 per month. 763 
Kinnear Avenue. For further pnrPmliira 
telephone 762-3031. tf
THREE REIIROOm" HI)’iFsE" ON 
Ethel Street. Available Immediately, 
$133.00 per month. For further details 
contact Lakeland Realty Ltd, at 763-4.U:i, 
_______  _ _____ _ Il 
TWO BEDROOM" NON .ilASliMINT 
duplex nt SI 18 per month. I ’vii hrilriiiim, 
full lU'Wrlll pl«x nl MUI. Ill-lit ll|- 





ABLE IMMI DI All I ¥. MODI ll\ 
bedroom hiiuMi In Hutland. Hr-
(narrator. Move and ilrniwa included. 
Ruinpun room, up and down fireplace
Trkphone 7h2 Oil
COMMERCIAL
Excellent location. 1.74 acres, close to 
city. Motel, revenue bldg., or ligtit indus­
trial. Priced to sell. Call Art Day 3-4144 or 
8-5089. MLS.«just fqr you„ 
Only $29,900 buys you this 3 Bdrm home 
nestled in the pines in a quiet secluded 
area. 1% baths, w/w carpet, sundeck over­
looking your own pond. Full basement, 2 
fireplace. Call Marty Martin 2-2251.
“OWNER BUILDER 
GONE ALL OUT”
House full of extras — 24’ x 28’. Double 
carport, rec room 16.6 x 24. Just made for 
regulation pool table, carpeted throughout 
— ensuite plumbing plus 3 pee. upstairs and 
3 pee. downstairs. Exceptional wiring, 
MLS. To view call Gordon Stuart 9-4295.
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING ROOM, SEP- 
arate entrance. Gentleman preferred. 
Telephone 763-5683 after 5 p.m. "tf
HOUSEKEEPING ROOM FOR RENT.
Gentleman only. Telephone 765-6793. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE. WALL TO 
wall carpet, colored appliances, cable 
television. Rent $150 per month, utilities 
Included. No small children, no pets. 
Telephone 764-4966. tf
BRIGHT, ONE BEDROOM. SELF CON- 
tained, basement suite. $115 per month 
including utilities, stove and refrigerator. 
Quiet couple preferred.1 No children, no
pets. Telephone 765-7549. tf
COMFORTABLE ONE BEDROOM 
apartment. Cable TV, stove and refri­
gerator, All utilities except phone. Close 
to downtown. Telephone 762-3981; after 
6 p.m. 762-0359. 1838 Pandosy Street, tf
SUTHERLAND MANOR, SPACIOUS 
one bedroom suites. Carpeted, drapes, 
cable television, laundry Included. Ad­
ults only. Apply 560 Sutherland Avenue. 
_ ______________________________ tf 
BY WEEK OR MONTH, COMPLETELY 
furnished ,one bedroom units. Cable tele­
vision, telephone (direct dial) carpeted. 
No children, no pets. Canamara Beach
Motel. Telephone 763-4717. tf
ROYAL APARTMENTS, 543 ROW- 
cllffe Avenue. Spacious one and two 
bedroom suites on quiet street. Close 
to downtown, reduction tn tenants age
65 and over. Telephone 762-6012. tf
tf
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY ~ TWO 
bedroom apartment, Refrigerator, stove, 
drapes, wall to wall carpeting, cable 
TV. washing facilities, Telephone 762-
2688, after 5:30 p.m. 763-2005.
bed-
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Spacious deluxe 3 bedroom 
family apartments in gnr- 
den-like setting. Wall to wall 




18. ROOM AND BOARD
tf
FOR TWO NON SMOKING RESI’ON- 
slble adults, eery two bedroom furnished 
suite, all utilities. $130. Okanagan Mis­







10 min. drive from downtown
SUTHERLAND AVE.
Located near Catholic School and Church, 
large family home with full basement, 4 
Bdrms., rooms are all spacious and well 
maintained. Lot is fenced with matching 
garage. Clear title, excellent terms, fin­
ancing available. Call Gordon Stuart 
9-4295. MLS.
LOTS’ RURAL AREA!*
Country like setting, Oyama area, with a 
•‘picture like” view of Wood and Kalamalka 
lakes. AU lots are extra large and are treed 
with pines, domestic water. F.P. $5000 
each. M.L.S. Art MacKenzie 9-4264.
2 TERRIFIC ACRES
Choice land, beautiful view on Curtis Rd. 
Must be seen to be appreciated, your idea 
could make this a profitable purchase. 
Price $10,000. John Goertzen 9-5055. MLS.
APPLE VALLEY REALTY LTD.
1451 PANDOSY ST. • • • SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY • • • Office Ph. 3-4144
KELOWNA — 762-3713 RUTLAND — 765-5155
RESIDENTIAL
A=.7 O’CLOCK SPECIAL — 
and rightly so is this imma­
culate, nearly new 2 bedroom 
home only steps from the 
lake and close to every city 
amenity. Beautiful maple 
cabinet kitchen, deluxe car­
peting throughout, 2 bath­
rooms, and a small neat yard 
for easy maintenance. Match 
this value for only $19,000! 
Call Terri Meckling now at 
763-6657 even. MLS. .
BEAUTY SALON — Ideal lo­
cation % block off Bernard 
Ave. — Parking close — 
Completely renovated) — 6 
stations and 8 dryers. Low 
down payment and vendor 
will carry balance. Phone 
me, Gordon Marwick at 769- 
4662 evenings. MLS.
CHARMING HOME — PRES­
TIGE AREA and VIEW — 
WM1 appointed living and din­
ing rooms. Dream kitchen 
and eating area with utility 
off. 4 bedrooms — fully de­
veloped oh. 2 floors. French 
doors to exquisite covered 
deck. Price city location. Call 
Bill Campbell at 763-6302. 
MLS.
PINE TREES AND A VIEW 
OF LAKE — Acreage or 
potential 10 lot subdivided 
into 3 parcels. One 4.27 acres 
and 2 lots. One lot has 3 room 
cottage, root ceUar and shed. 
Owner will seU as 1 parcel, 
$22,000 or. separately. Good 
terms. CaU Dave Deyistadt 
at 763-4894 even. MLS.
MISSION CREEK SETTING 
— Close to 2 acres with com­
fortable home, garage and 
storage area. Located be­
tween Mission Creek and 
Hwy. 33 — Only $20,900. 
Please call Ernie Donnelly at 
762-2558 evenings. MLS.
CONTRACTORS Large
city lot in North Kelowna, ap­
proved for two duplexes — 
For only $9,600. For details 
call Frank Hauk at 762-4562 
evenings. MLS.
GET SETTLED BEFORE 
THE SNOW, COMES!—Move 
right into quality. Desirable 
Rutland area close to schools 
etc. Bright spacious home 
with glass doors to sundeck, 
2 fireplaces, 1% baths — 
good quality w/w throughout. 
DON’T BUY TILL YOU SEE 
THIS ONE. CaU Frank Ash­
mead at 765-6702 eve. MLS,
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING 
DIFFERENT?? — If you are 
tired of looking at standard 
designs see this one; it’s dif­
ferent — 2 bedrooms, 2 floor 
to ceiling fireplaces, 2 bath­
rooms, sundeck on four sides 
with cement patio below. 
Fantastic view of lake and 
city yet only 10 minutes from 
downtown. Located in West 
Kelowna Estates and priced 
at $32,900. CaU Clare Angus 
at 762-4807 evenings. EX­
CLUSIVE.
THIS 3 BDRM. HOME MUST 
SELL — CaU Today to view. 
Set in a country location on 
large beautifuUy landscaped) 
lot with many large shade 
trees. Main floor utility room 
and large cooler — partial 
basement. WeU priced at $18,- 
500 — but give us an offer. 
CaU Sylvia Roberts now at 
765-6936 even. EXCLUSIVE.
LOCAL DISTRIBUTING CO. 
— No more out of town tra­
velling, be your own boss by 
purchasing this weU estab­
lished distributing business, a 
Limited Company netting 
$12,QOO - $16,000 per year. 
$20,000 down payment will do 
— Bona fide cUents only. 
Contact Andy Runzer at 762- 
4807 evenings. EXCLUSIVE.
WALK DOWNTOWN - Spac­
ious, clean, older 2 storey 
home with 5-6 bedrooms. 
Can be purchased with aU 
furnishings. Perfect for large 
family or good revenue prop­
erty. Must be sold. Phone 
Blanche Wannop at the office 







Where we have the largest 
selection of new homes in 
the Valley.
2 and 3 bedroom models with 
full basements and some 
with fireplaces.
Down Payments as low as 
$1,054 — 8%% interest rate.
No second mortgage
required.







2 P.M. to 5:33 P.M. 
except Sundays. 






Eves.: 762-3465 - 7644737 
. ' ' tf
GOOD 
COMMERCIAL LOT 
Situated on Main Street, plus 
small rental unit included in 
price. Call Mrs. Lois Ham­
mill at 762-2846; evenings 
762-3439. MLS.
CLOStf TO SCHOOLS 
IN RUTLAND
Five bedrooms — just right 
for the whole family. Lots of 
kitchen cupboards and stor­
age space. Please call Mrs. 
Dona Dunn at home at 764- 
4724 or at the office at 762- 
2846. MLS.
LEVEL VIEW LOT 
Good dimensions of 75 x 120. 
Close to the lake. Asking 
price only $5550.00. Call 
Grant Davis at 762-2846; 
evenings 762-7537. MLS.
Kelowna or Rutland.
Come and see the comfort and 
beauty, with good food and 
pleasant atmosphere among the 
pines. Your choice of rooms — 
single, doublet with or without 
bath.
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT. CAR- 
peled throughnul, colored appliances, 
cable television, hot water and heat, 
laundry, parking, garbage collection. 
Telephone 7B5-82I12. tf
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION! MODERN 
one bedroom >ulto. partly furnished, 
utilities included, working couple or 
lady, Non smoker*. $100 per month. Tcle-
phone 765-5776. tf
THBEE BEDBOOM SUITE IN FOUB- 
plex. Butlnnil. View property. Clillitn-n 





linrbngc. 9150 per 
762-7705.







If you value your life, you can 
not affotil to lent anvwhrir ebie 
ixfcpt in tlu । .omplctch' fue 
i< -istant < oik n Ie am! xtecl Hi­




R.R. No. 3, Kelowna 
M, W, F, 121
SUNVALLEY JEST HOME, NOW Ac­
cepting nucst.i, private and neml- private 
with hath, For more Information call
VIEW ACREAGE — 20 acres tremendous view property. . 
Irrigation and domestic water — would make excellent small 
acreage development — Roads on two sides — on paved school 
bus route. Easy terms. Phone Fred Kyle at 765-8804 even­
ings. MLS. ,
IF A PINED ACRE — is where you want to live phone me 
to view a beauty — 1208 sq. ft. of modern home with 2 car­
ports, 2 bathrooms — finished basement and quality con­
struction. Call Ken at 762-0663 even. MLS.
Bud Dalley 769-4875 Harry Maddocks 765-6218
Wilf Rutherford 763-5343
Residential Mortgages — (9% thru National Trust) 
Darryl Ruff 764-7536.













3 bedrooms, full basement, 
double windows, aluminum 
siding, large lot with trees. 
Pick your own floor cover­
ing and paint. Priced on 
Royal Trust exclusive at 
$20,990.00 and $21,900.00.
WANTED—MALE BOARDER. $25 PER 
week. Good meals and will cater to shift 
work. Close to Main Street, Westbank. 
Telephone 768-4163 after 5:00 p.m. tf
ROOM AND BOARD AVAILABLE IN 
private home, close to Vocational School,
Telephone 762-7419. 113
ROOM AND BOARD FOR GENTLE
man. Telephone 762-0220.
20. WANTED TO RENT
tf
Available January ht. Let un a how you 
this suite. You ll like It. Telephone 7h2- 
0720. 112
FOUHPLEX. IIEItNAHD AND HICH- 
mniKl. Iwo bedrooms. Move, tclilgrrnlor. 
wahhrr and dryer, air conditioned, full 
bAxemenl. iTHse.vlon January L >155 
per tiionlh. Telephone 7b2()7iH. HI
TWO BEDROOM FOURVI.EX IN WEST- 
bank. Near xchool and shoppimt. (hit* 
drrn and amall orla welcome. $130 per 
month. Telephone 761) 4211 tl
FINE. CLEAN TWO BEDROOM SUITE, 
hospital vicinity. Move, rrlrliierntor. 
dirtprh. wnll to Dall brondloom. January
<>nl> Mfi Id | h >r H 
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21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
MISSION AREA 
(Close to school) 
684 Balsam Street 
3-bcdrooin with 4tl> bedroom 
in basement. Attractive home 
only two .veins old; with 
completed bnsement InchKk 
ing two open fireplaces, two 
full biithiooins, sundeck, 
shag rugs and large land­
scaped lot. On city water 
but also has a good well. 
DRIVE BY THIS ONE and 
call T. 11. Dale for an inside 
inspection at 762-5038 or 763- 
7582 evenings, MUS.
I’td Dale











On St. Paul Street, with good 2 bedroom house, excellent 
holding investment, priced at only $33,500.00. MLS.
ANDER'S DRIVE, LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS 
View lot, in Lakeview Heights, li acre; domestic waler, 
priced right at $6,500.00. ,
GOLFVIEW LOTS
Two lots In Golfvicw on Valley Road; city sewer mu) water. 
Excellent neighborhood, well pricecLpt only $6,000.00,
2 LEVEL IuOTf/75xl20
Two' blocks from Okanagan Lake beach, low taxes and 
services with domestic water. Asking price $4,200.00 with 
terms. MLS.
3 ACRES ZONED INDUSTRIAL
On paved access t’oad facing Highway 97. All services at 
property line — Ilie full price $22,5OO.(X), ICxcl.
CAPRI AREA!
2 bedroom home with a sep­
arate revenue suite in the 
basement. Immaculate and 
must be sold ns owner is 
transferred. A Royal Trust 
Exclusive at $30,500.00.
ROYAL TRUST




C. A. Pennon 








"LIST WITH US AND 
364 BERNARD AVE.




John Bilyk .......... 763-3666
Bob Graves ____  764-7606
Darrol Tarvefi 76:1-2488
KELOWNA REALTY LTD.
243 Bernard Avc. -- Kelowna
Blk. Mtn. Rd., Rutland Main St., Westbank
JUST LIS TED! AND NO STEPS to laundry room - nil on 
one floor. Three bilnna., roomy kitchen with mllea of 
ciipboardu, bright front room; w/w throughout, double win­
dows and more. Please ask for Eva Gay 768 5989 or 762-4919. 
MGS.
NICELY TUEED LOT, If you like It quiet with nil utilities, 





2 nnd 3 bedroom NHA 
Iiouhch available. W/W car­
pci, sundeck, full bawment 
and many other extras.
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS
3 bedroom boiine, W W eiir- 
pct, Hiindeck, (iiipoit, fire­




VGA SIZE AVAILABLE. 
CUSTOM BUILDING. 
- FREE ESTIMATES -
LOU GUIDI
CONS I RU( I ION I I I)
76?. 32*6 76H 52M
tf
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE KELOWNA BAILY COURIER, MON., DEC. 11,1972 FAGB 11
WR “ALWAYS OPEN SATURDAYS!”
BENCH VIEW HOME
Situated on McKenzie Rd. A 2-bdrm., open plan home 
wita expansive view to North. 1 yr. built with quality 
materials, oil furnace and there is a double garage and 
boat house. Full price $20,900. Please call J. F. Klassen 
at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-3015. MLS.
A RARE OPPORTUNITY—ONLY $16,600
Just have a look at this attractive spacious 4-room bunga­
low with double garage, lovely landscaped lot; hardwood* 
floors in L.R., utility room and more. Only S4.000 down 
— balance easy terms. Call Harry Rist at 762-3146, evgs. 
and wknds. 764-7221. EXCL. .
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
BEACH! CITY PARK! SHOPS!
CENTRALLY LOCATED DUPLEX — Has $18,000.00 mtge. 
at 612%. CaB Al Pedersen, eve. 44746. EXCL.
3 BRS., FULL BASEMENT — Covered sundeck. Contact 
Bert Badkc, eve. 3-6497. VLA size lot. EXCL.
Frank Petkau 34228 Norm Yaeger 2-3574
270 Bernard Ave. LTD Phone 762-2739
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
; “VIEW! UNSURPASSED!”
We have a new listing on this lovely lot on PETERS RD. 
WITT Sub, out of Westbank. Beautiful VIEW OF LAKE.
' Full asking price $4,500. TRY YOUR OFFER. Phone Cliff 
Wilson at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-2958. MLS
■ DOWNTOWN BUSINESS BLOCK
•
Located in the heart of Kelowna. Good Leases, First class 
location insuring good investment. $45,000 down payment 
will handle. Call Ed Scholl for more information at 762- 
3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-0719. EXCL.
Mel Russell_ 762-4774 Dale Brooks 764-7338
Wilson Realty®
543 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 762-3146
All accessible by foot from beautifully landscaped 3 B.R. 




Move in Now — 2 & 3 bdrm 
homes
' Inland Realty
1607 Ellis St. , 763-4400
■ 30 ACRES development property Winfield. Tremendous
i view of Okanagan Lake. Some domestic water. Lbw down 
‘ payment. Good terms. Call Bill Jurome 763-4400.
BETTER THAN RENTING — Owner transferred, must 
' sell. 3 bedroom full basement, gas heat. Only $20,900 and 
open to offers. Mortgage payments $155 per month, in­
cluding taxes. Call Fred Smith 763-4400 or eves. 7644573.
, MLS. -
FOR LEASE — 2,200 square feet fully serviced modem 
shop. North end of town. $350 a month. Call Jack Vander- 
wood, 7634400 or eves. 7634607.
( CHOICE OF THREE nearly new 3-bedroom and'^-fire- 
place and rec. rooms. Locations are Kelglen Crescent 
and Golf course. Asking $32,500 and $35,000 with as little 
as 10% down payment and■•9%.% interest on. terms to 
suit. MLS. Call Gerry Tucker 763-4400.
INVEST IN LAND AT $1.40 A DAY.
A INLAND REALTY 7634400, Jack Vanderwood 7634607
ONE YEAR OLD — Glenrosa area. Owner transferred, 
} priced for a quick sale. Finished up and down. Living 
room with feature wall and brick fireplace. Sliding glass 
• doors off dining room to wrap around sundeck, 40’x8’. 
. Tremendous view of entire valley and* lake. Covered car­
port, family room three bedrooms and priced to sell 
quickly at only $26,500. Bank mortgage of $17,100 at 9% — 
' $160 per mo. PIT. Beautifuly landscaped with wishing
well, blue spruce, scotch pine. Phone Fred Smith at 764- 
4573 or Gerry Tucker 548-3890 collect. MLS.
ONLY $4,350 DOWN — With payments of $161 P.I.T. buys 
this 3 bdrm, home with detached garage, workshop, and 
double lot. Close to town and schools. Fruit trees and 
garden. Well-decorated. Call Orlando Ungaro at 2-5030, or 
34320 evgs.
JUST LISTED! — Excellent 3 bdrm, family home in Glen- 
more, close to schools. 2 fireplaces, ensuite plumbing, glass 
sliding door in dinette area opening to huge sundeck above 
carport. Large kitchen, finished rec. room (the rest of the 
bsmt, entirely roughed-in). 7% mtge. VENDOR MOVING! 
$31,950 (MLS). For details, phone Olivia Worsfold at 2-5030, 
or evgs. at 2-3895.
IT'S IN THE MISSION! — This beautiful 4 bdrm., 2 yr. 
old home is completely modern in every detail. 2 bath­
rooms, covered sundeck, shag rug, lovely kitchen cab­
inets, terrific rec. room and only a block to the beach. For 
more information, call Jean Acres at 2-5030, or evgs. at 
3-2927. Excl.






WE CO-OPERATE WITH ALL BROKERS
Lund & Warren
Realty Ltd.
446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
REDUCED TO SELL
Owner says “Sell” and has reduced the price by. over 
$2,000, on this 10-year-old* home; in the centre of Rutland. 
1360 sq. ft. includes 3 bedrooms (plus one in basement), 
31’ living room with fireplace and large family kitchen. 
Full basement with partly' finished rec. room. Now priced 
to sell at $27,500. Terms to suit. purchaser. Call Erik 
Lund, days, 3-4932 or. evenings, 2-3486. MLS.
BUILD A REST HOME
Prime property, 180’xl60’ on Bernard Ave., with a beauti­
ful 5 room, charming older home, with a full.basement. 
Ideal location for a rest home, close to all conveniences. 
Please call Gerri Krisa, days, 34932 or evenings, 3-4387. 
MLS.
Austin Warren Russel Liston Olive Ross 
24838 . 3-6954 3 4573
HOLLYWOOD HEIGHTS 
8%% N.H.A. mortgages
All with w/w carpets, custom 
kitchens, colored bath fixtures, 
full basements and carports. 
F.P. $20,500 and up.
2 and 3 BDRM HOMES 
Large level lots, quiet area, 
near schools, full basements. 
On Lacombe Road in Rutland. 
F.P. $19,900 and $20,400. For in­




21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
TWO. W ACRE. REGISTERED LOTS 
in the country. Seven miles south of 
Kelowna. Power and good wells. No 
trees on property. Level land, on main 
road. $3.500 each. Telephone 762-6392. tt
PRIVATE SALE! THREE BEDROOM 
lull basement, near schools and store. 
Very reasonsble. term- negotiable, wiu 
consider rental with option to buy. Apply 
to Box C255. The Kelowna Dally Courier.
THREE BEDROOM SIDE BY . SIDE 
duplex. One year old. This duplex is in 
a good location and is an excellent 
source of revenue. Asking price $32,- 
500.00. Telephone 764-4768. u
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
FREEZER. 11 CUBIC FOOT, STA1N- 
less steel Inside, plus woodgrain panel­
ling outside. $150; master bedroom suite 
with box spring and new chlropractls 
mattress, modem styling. older 
bedroom suite, box spring and mat­
tress. $125. 25“ color console television 
set. Phillips. $400. Drapes, tangerine bro­
cade. lined, size 224“ x $6”; matching 
dining room drapes, size 100“ x 54”. 
$150 for the set. Drapes lined, grey with 
gold color flowers, size 160” x 84”; 
matching drapes, sire 90“ x 65". $100 
for set. Drapes, lions and tigers print, 
size $6“ x 65". with matching bunk­
bed spreads, $25 for set; Round match­
ing end steptaoles. colonial style, $2$ 
each. Coffee table. $15. Man’s Bauer 
skates, size Ssi. $15. Man’s complete 
snowmobile outfit, size 40, boots size 
9 and mitts, $45. Man’s new winter cor­
duroy walking coat, size 36, $25. Wo­
man’s clothing, size 14 - 16. Mouton fur 
coat, size 12, good condition, offers? 
Two original oil paintings, size, 40“ x 
52“ with picture lamp and the other 
size 22” x 28“. offers? Picture wall pla­
que with ceramic protruding figurines, 
velvet background, size 20" x 52”. $33. 





Home will be open every Tues., 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. and Sun., 
from 2 to 6 p.m. Take Hwy. 33 
to Dougall Rd. So., and follow 
to Hollywood Heights, where we 
nave a great selection of homes 
and lots. NHA mortgages from 




Fourplex and small house, 









29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
ONE ADULT SIZE ADJUSTABLE 
aluminum -watker. $12. Ont pair adjust, 
able crutches with bandit grips. *15.
Telephone 762-8008. • 11*
VACUUM CLEANER. PAIR LADY’S 
ski bools, size mi Toaster. Tent. 9’xl3* 
(suitable coverage for a small car).
Telephone 763-6709. 115
BABY CARRIAGE. CONVERTS TO 
carbed. has csrrler. In A-l condition, 
deluxe model, silver beige color. Tele- 
phono 765-9307. ________ 113
LIKE NEW, PENTAX SL 35 MM CAM- 
ers. $95. Bell and Howell Zoom Super 
8 movie camera. $50. Telephone 764- 
4020. 1U
ALMOST NEW. REGINA POLISHER, 
two brushes and buffers. Very good
condition. Telephone 762-3712. «
BLACK PERSIAN LAMB FUR COAT 
and matching hat. Lady’s size 16. Niw 
condition. Telephone 762-2253._________tf
SINGER TREADLE SEWING MACH- 




Lots of Christmas Specials. 
CLEM’S SPORTING GOODS
2929 South Pandosy St.
Open 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. days —
7 pan. - 9 p.m. Nights.
STROMBECKER ROAD RACING SET, 
45 feet of track. Good condition. Tele;
phone 769-4264. 112
FOUR SNOW TIRES, FOUR PLY, 
775xl4’s. almost new, asking $20 each.
Telephone 764-4223. Ill
URGENTLY REQUIRE PROPERTY 
for sale, listings of motels, residences 
and especially small farms and acreage. 
Ask personally for Eric Hughes, tele­
phone 768-5953. Montreal Trust. tf 
BY OWNER, THREE BEDROOM 
home; fireplace, dining room, 1M> 
baths, carpeted throughout, semifinished 
rec, room. Near school, stores. 765-8852.
LOTS FOR SALE ON MITCHELL 
Road. Springvalley Subdivision, Rut­
land. Quiet area yet conveniently locat­
ed. $3,200.00. Telephone 764-4768. ' tf 
TWO AND THREE BEDROOM HOUSES 
available downtown. Wall to wall car­
pets. full basement, sundeck. NHA finan­
cing. Telephone 763-3240. tf
SIX BEDROOM, THREE BATHROOM 
house in Okanagan Mission. Located in 
quiet residential area. Asking price $42.- 
500; Telephone 764-4768. tf
22. PROPERTY WANTED
"Urgently Needed"
If you have a HOME or ACRE­
AGE For Sale at FAIR VALUE 
we. would appreciate the oppor­
tunity to list your property. We 
are NOT INTERESTED in 





Cliff Wilson .. 
Mel Russell ... 
Jack Klassen . 
Harry Rist ... 
Dale Brooks .. 
Ed Scholl — ...
763-7047 117
WOMEN’S CLOTHES. SIZES 12-16; 
Girl’s 4. length mohair winter coat; 
Man’s suit, maroon slippers, size 10; 
Leather cowgirl boots; Blonde synthetic 
long shag wig; Black fall, never wom; 
Dark brown short shag wig. Telephone 
765-8064. ■ 111
FRENCH PROVINCIAL CHESTER- 
Held suite. Italian provincial coffee table, 
matching end tables, rug and pole lamp. 
Suite No. 8. Riverside Apartments; 1770
Abbott Street. 116
ONE POOL TABLE, ARBORITE 
sheets, some lumber and doors. Pair 
of 210 cm metal skis. Chest of drawers. 
Desk and chair and other items. Tele-
phone 762-6375. tf
POOL TABLES AND ACCESSORIES 
from $300 to $700. Also see' our line . of 
shuffleboard and ping-pong tables. Sun 
Country Sports and Marine. 538 Leon.
Telephone 763-2602. tf
ELECTRIC CLOTHES DRYER. $50; 
12 bass accordion with case. $25; box 
spring and mattress, single bed size, 
$20; 9'xl2" rug, good quality. $80. Tele-
phone "63-6882. 112
MAN’S 1.55 CARAT DIAMOND RING. 
Sacrifice, ideal Christmas gift: Pre­
stige ring for the businessman. Private 
sale! Evaluated! Reply to Box C 247,
The Kelowna bally Courier. Ill
LADY’S SIZE 10, THREE QUARTER 
length coat. Black, never been worn! 
Telephone 763-7397 evenings. Ill
DRY SLABWOOD. $20 PER ONE TON 
truck toad, delivered in ths Kelowna
PORTABLE TELEVISION. $63; LADY’S 
figure skates. $18; man’s hockey skates, 
$12. Above articles like new. Boat and
motor, $500. 762-2333.
area. Telephone 765-5760. Ill
WOOD FURNACE. COMPLETE WITH 
all ducts etc.. $40. Telephone 762-0305. tf
29A. MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS
COMPLETE DRUM SET FOR SALE. 
Ideal for beginners. $135 Telephone 762-
0447. 112
ELECTRIC GUITAR WITH CASE AND 
amplifier. $65.' Telephone 765-5547. 112
29B. ANTIQUES
SHERATON INLAID CHINA CABINET. 
$295; upholstered high back chair, 
matching foot stool, $95. Telephone 764-
4558. 111
ANTIQUES WANTED, ANY CONDI- 
tion. Furniture, glassware, pottery, 
china. What have you? Telephone 763-
4394 after 6:00 p.m. tf
TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL ANTI- 
que articles. Contact Canadians and An­
tiques Boutique. 1383 Ellis Street. Tele?
phone 763-6338.




We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
items.
Phone us first at 762-^599
210 CM. SKIS; MODERN STYLE RE- 
frigerator.. nine cubic foot; lady’s brown 
coat and suit, size 42, nearly new.
Telephone 762-6375. tf
BABY CRIB. FOUR WAY CARRIAGE, 
play pen, high chair, pack sack. Play- 
tex bottles, Jolly Jumper, training chair,
walker. Telephone 763-7851. tf




WE BUY COMICS, BOOKS. MAGA- 
zincs, dishes, ornaments and other small 
household goods. Whitehead’s New and








WANTED, TWO TO TEN ACRES RAW 
land; Kelowna area. Telephone 765-9629
MOVING — MUST SELL COMPLETE 
household furnishings and appliances. 
Telephone 763-3077 or 2215 Speer Street, 
tf
BRACH .PROPANE RANGE, 30 INCH 
width. Telephone Winfield, 766-3173.; Ill
33. SCHOOLS, VOCATIONS
HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME, CANADA'S 
leading school. Free brochure. National 
College (B.C.). 444 Robson St.. Vnncou-
ver 688-4913. tf
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
OKANAGAN MISSION — Reduced to $22,900, large 3 be& 
room 1080 sq. ft. Double fireplace, large sundeck, % acre 
lot; concrete driveway, Crestwood cabinets, shag carpets, 
fruit trees. Vendor says sell. Try yOur offer. Move in by 
Christmas. John Limberger 7644496 home, 763-7900 office.
EYE STRETCHING VIEW PROPERTY - 4 choice country 
setting lots overlooking Okanagan Lake.: Situated in a 
fine subdivision with many discriminating homes. Away 
from it all and only 15 min. from city centre. Minutes to 
golf course, domestic water, 1000 yds. from beach access. 




536 Bernard Avc. • Phone 763-7900
BEGER 
CONSTRUCTION LTD. 
Two bedroom house on 
Pearson Road, Rutland. Wall 
to wall carpets, full base­
ment, Sundeck and carport. 
Full Price $21,900. For fur­
ther information telephone. .
764-4001
after 6 p.m. Hl
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
SIMPSONS-SEARS
128
BEST OF WORKMANSHIP: This quality built home lo- 
.cated in the Lombardy area has three bedrooms on the 
main floor and well finished* in-law suite in the full base­
ment. Large landscaped lot, garage and carport make it 
an ideal family setting. Asking $33,900, For details cal) 
Frank Buckland at 3-3443 or 5-7203 evenings. MLS.
COUNTRY GROCERY and GENERAL STORE: This 
operation is ideal for family business. Business caters to 
small community with an excellent line of foods and dry 
goods. Good living accommodation. For full Information 
contact Jim Barton at 3-4343 or 44878 evenings. MLS.
Mun?" Wilson 4-4047 Dennis Denney 4?7581
Hugh Mervyn 24872
Lakeland ltd/
1561 Pandosy SI. 763-4343
Lupton Agencies ltd.
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
NEW & COMPLETED NOW!
—Outstanding ‘/a-acre Lakeview lot;
—Quiet cul-de-sac street;
—4 bedrooms or 3 plus den — 1,234 sq. ft.
—Large living room, brick fireplace and separate dining 
room;
—Triple plumbing with 5-piece main;
—Large family room, eating area in kitchen;
—Down payment as low as $3,725. MLS.
Call Don McConachie 762-4400, evenings 768-5995.
BEAUTY PARLOR
Equipment, stock, business and 5-year lease. Close in 
downtown location, showing excellent return, available 
immediately. Suitable for 2 operators. Full price $7,500. 
MLS. Call Bill Fleck 7624400; evenings 763-2230.
Midvalley Realty
429 Hwy. 33 West — Rutland Phone 765-7704
20.7 ACRE ORCHARD, with good 1200 sq. ft. home. This 
property is near the Golf course just outside of city. 
View priipcrty at $5,000 per acre. For more information 
call Gordon Davis evenings 705-7436. MLS.
APARTMENT SITE! Builders Attention!! We have listed 
property on Rowcllffe Ave. Already zoned for this use. 
Priced at. only $31,300. Gordon Davis evenings 765-7436. 
MLS.
GILLARD DRIVE
New 3 bedroom NHA home. 
Wall to wall carpets, I1/? baths, 
two fireplaces, full basement. 







2 offices and reception area
— air conditioned
— wall to wall carpet
— inset lighting
— all utilities except light and 
telephone included
- downtown Pandosy Street






A CARPET, HARD SURFACE 








tf MORE CLASSIFIED ON PAGE 14
NEW 3 BEDROOM
Side by Side Duplex. 







HURRY AND PICK YOUR COLORS 
on this new three bedroom home, fea­
turing a large sundeck and patio 
doors, luxury broadloom In living room, 
hall nnd master bedroom; double win­
dows; roughed In plumbing in base-
1,100 sq. ft. — 15' street front­
age — main floor — Pandosy 
Street — $300 per month in­
cludes all utilities except lights. 







and quality built throughout. Full 
Is only $21,095 with Just $783 
(With $1,000 B.C. Grant) to an 
NHA mortgage. For a|l th# <le- 
plena# call Don Walllnder at 763-





6068 or Crestview Homes at 763-3737.
tf
CARAMILLO HEIGHTS - OWNER IS 
leaving nnd must sell, custom built 
1,875 square foot three bedroom view 
home. Features ■ Include— seo-through 
fireplace, main tloor family room, full 
bath In master bedroom, utility room 
off kitchen, large (undock, quality 
broadlonm throughout. Double carport, 
and pinny other quality features. Large 
9<mortgage makes buying easy. 
Plcnso call 763-6086. tf
NOW RENTING - NORTHGATE 
Plaza, commercial, retail nnd office 
apace. 600 square foot to 1450 square 
foot areas available. Kenta from $200 
to $350 per month. Apply Argus Indus­




AIR CONDITIONED OFFICE SPACE 
for tenfie tn new Rutland professional 
building. Telephone 785-7027.
M. W. F. tt
2421 HARVEY-AVENUE, SUn'ABLE 
for commercial uso. Telephone 763-3025.
tf
Cq. accountants
CALMFltS CRESCENT, ATTRACTIVE 
three bedroom home featuring a double 
cnrporl, fenced nnd Inndacnpcd, l</j 
bnthn, double fireplace, brondlnom in 
living room, hall and master bedroom, 
(Imible windows, One block to school 
mid country club, Terms cn.) he ar­
ranged to null buyer, Plenxe call Crest­
view Homes, 763-3737) or Don Walllnder,
3.000 SQUARE FEI 

















BULLDOZING, all types 
TRUCKING, all types 




M. W. F tf
CALHOUN & SONS
Foundations and Framing
LOVELY VIEW from this well built, 2 bdrm, home, in 
one of the nicer areas in the Valley. Exterior of stucco and 
siding, double carport, fireplace up and down. To view call 
John Dnedgvr 2-8939 eves, or 2-5544 days. Exclusive.
HANDYMAN SPECIAL ..  3 bditn. house with full base­
ment, Nicely remodelled* on the main floor. Vendor nays 
owner may save himself some money by renovating up­
stairs 2 bdrms, himself, Nice large corner lot near schools 
and shopping. Asking price $13,900, but this would be .sub- 
- stantlally lower if purchased before remodelling completed. 
■|':dl Betty Elian 9 1397 eves, or 2-5514 days. MDS.
Okanagan Realty
551 Bernard Avc. 1.1D. 2-5544
WE TRADE THROUGHOUT B.C.
Lloyd Bloomfield 2 3089 .Jack Sassevillc 3-5257
Ruth Young 3 (>753 Mike Chcpestilk 4-7264
John Walker 8 ,'i032 George Silvester 2-3510
DEEP SHAG CARPET THROUGHOUT, in this 1100 sq. 
ft. home. Full basement with nice hig rec. room. 2 large 
bedrooms and good sized sundeck, Titis home is In Mount- 
view subdivision. Asking price $19,500, For more detail: 
gall Gordon Davis evenings 765-7436, MLS.
Sam Pearson - 762-7607
Ken Alpaugh ........ 762-6558
Al Horning
Bill Haskett .... 764-4212




MAKE A NEW STAIIT FOll '73 IN A 
new imiillty built home by I.. Kraft
(’oiihi nwt Ion. Urn:
large living room, 




brick dins, wall Io 
room, covered cur-
port, aunitecki on largo view lot. Ap­
proximately $1,500 down with Govern- 
ment second. Telephone 767-24113. Pencil'
lamt. 122
LOW DOWN PAYMENT ATTRACTIVE 
NHA liouM'K In (onMrmllon *l*>o NHA 
bnlldlm; lot* available, priced from 
si, OHO on Camilla Hoad off Cnchut 
Rond In Hollywood Dell. BrAtmar Con- 
MuhIhhi Lid. Ilulhh’iji In Kelowna 
wince |?RJ2. Office 151 StelMm Motel, 
Irlcphono 76J-O52IL EvcnhiRH 762’0956 or 
7I1.T2III0. If
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
APPLES IN LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS 
Turn left at Shell Stnllon (Hwy 07.SI 
onto Iloochcrle Rond. Drive one mile, 
N. Toeva Orchnrds, 789-4108 oooii-l p.m,
If 
'sAVE~ON-MI';Afr21u7 l.’llS. FOll »15| 
32 lbs. for $25) Ideal for rclrlneriitor 
freezers. Teleplion# 705.711)8 Prokny 
Monts. tl
FAN(.'Y~(>LI>i':N” DEITClOll.H, *3.00 
per box. Apply nt Thn Kclownn Growers 
Excliango, (II.C.0, plant, (Illi Clement 
Avenue, Kelowna). 114
GOLDEN AND RED DELICIOUS 
applet, also Spartans. 42.5(1 per box. 






Suite 205 ■ 1460 Pandosy St.
HAMPSON, MILAN H CO.
Chartered Accountants
Telephone 762-4134














1 . i "Ui -...ii hiiI. 2 bediooin:. up, lull Ilim-
liii’n', C. e.-' iM'.’it t ab.i.ets, < ajjn-l.s.
VIEW I IH'5. M'l.l.Y SERVICED TERMS
McKinnon realty ltd.
To x.ew । . :| .tE .iTl Itesidener iOT-iIM
ci' ,li\\ \v : !. l:ri ’ v;n
112
3BEDROOM HOME IN THE MISSION: Many extra 
features - fireplaces up and down, finished rec. room, 
ensuite plumbing, built-in china cabinet, sliding glass doors 
to sundeck, double garage. On a large lot, dose to all 
facilities. Asking $33,30(1, Call Ben Bjornson at the office 
or evenings al 7(>9 422). Exclusive,
DRIVE-INN: Excellent oppoi tnnity t> > own your own busi­
ness! Pii senlly 'iiiiband and* wife operation lint location 
wail.mis Ihi '.iic, ex pan 'ion. Hallaire on Highwicy 97. 
Evc-I VI bin.: mil l be - old Lind, buildliu:, c(|ul|>inrii1 and 
Ihimiii'm! ('all Joe- Slesiiijer at the office or evcnlnvs at 
762 MI.S.
POSSIBLE SI' Bl )| \ |Sh IN • A ppi ox im atel y 3'j ac'iri with 
fioc.ta.'e on ? p,n<ii lo.ids. Domestic1 wale r ac. I u «..■.*- 
t'.on, walking di tam-e to park, sc hools, ti rue porlation, 
IVict sh.cppiii ■ < .ill Al..11 Elliot al Ila1 oline or c li'inii.' .
.it <T.‘> ,v‘, I. \. |i. i\ <■,
Einar |)nmd| 2 3318
5 > R.'i h ii.1 \\ . nue ;lll
IIEAU'III <0, ( HIUSTMAS PACKAGE!
Iluga (harming older home on Mill 
, ( reck m ruclient condition, lour loom 
I cottage attached for revenue (or In law). 
Ileiiti-d swimming pool Vacant De 
(ember 1. 1973, »49,.’.OO. Telephone (III- 
i in Wlitafold nt 762-5030, or evenings 
,1..’ 'Inui. Hoover Realty Lid
Christmas Trees
till. 100, 102, 103, 105. Illi. 114
nun r: bedroom house, n h.a
i lone
linAiicinR. l.ocAled In Rutland 
to m h(M>l and stoir t 'm prt In
Opening Dale Dec, 6
N. AHIIAHAMSE'S 
CHRISTMAS TREE 1X)T 









Service and Repairs 
to all makes, 
Agcnls for: Nccchl, 
and Hiother
130 BELGO RD. - 765 8759 




living i<khii hiul mailer hrdrnom. e'er- 
' p<>il aihI full bnM'inrnt \*kins pi Icr I
%.“» .ihHHl Telephone 7(tV4»l<R If
M U Tl\r HI IHIOOM HOME. FUI.I.V j 
< «npried, vrtlhul < upbtmd*, utility, < *i ■ 
pull, Mfhflrf k 117,900 No 
। rtlH plen*r. Telephone 76> u’.M «>i 7b'» 
■ LAIR If '
Open Daily 10 a m. - 9.30 p.m. 
Open Sunday A(1ci iiomi.'i 











tehpl. - .«• 
1)4
768-5702












Accounting A u<ii t in g
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>4. HELP WANTED, MALE
CAREER OPPOHTUMnY. A KEWW- 
na branch tf a Rational nuumfactunaa 
company tccinirtB a recent Mth school 
fraCtaate or ousSneas stodtfat a * 
training position to nhipptoC, 
and proitacUm and
Applicant mat ba to good health Md 
seat to appearance. Please mm wn- 
plete resume stating^ personal Uck- 
grenzad* education and experience w., 
taaa.dM Kelowna Daily Courier
SERVICE STATION REQUIRES MA- 
ture man for midnight *55*
weekends. Apply to Box C256. The Bti- 
wru Dally Courier. 111
35. HELP WANTED,
FEMALE







to be your own boss, set Jour 
own hours as an Avon Repre­
sentative! It’s easy and fun — 
•— even if you have never sold 
before. Call for details:
765-8895
RUTLAND




—Berry Rd. to Davidson Rd.
Contact
£he Circulation Dept.
THE KELOWNA DAILY 
COURIER
Phone 762-4445
41. MACHINERY AND 
EQUIPMENT
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
48. AUCTION SALES
TAKE NOTICE THAT IN ACCOR’ 
ante with the Warehouseman's Lie 
Act of the Province of British Colon 
bi*, a public auction win be held r 
7 p.m. January 10th. 1973. at the Ke! 
owna Auction Dome Ltd., 1130 Leithea 
Road, Rutland. B.C. Deposited by and 
or property of Mr. and Mrs. W. R 
Wright. Goods to be sold, twenty-twe 
pieces of household effects. Chapmar 
Moving and Storage Ltd., 760. Vaugha- 
Avenue. Kelowna. B.C. ' 105. il
STEAM CLEANER. 750 STEAM JENNY 
two yean old; with, or without truck 
(one too Chev. van). Telephone 763 
KSZ. ' .. Ml
NASHUA 1OW DOUBLE EXPANDO. 
waB to wall living room, porch. $L50Q. 
See Green Bay Resort Lot B3 or tele­
phone 545-3335 collect after 6 p.m. tf
FOR BENT, TWENTY - ONE FOOT 
fork lift. ExceUent condition. By day. 
week’ or month. Telephone 765-8714 even­
ings. 765-3148 days. 112
1971 TUXEDO MANOR. 12’x52* TWO 
bedroom. $600 down. Telephone 763- 
9517 after *-00 p.m. tt
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
PRIVATE SALE — 1965 lOW BRENT- 
wood mobile home, furnished. Telephone 
765-591X 11$ KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGU- 
lar sales every Wednesday. 7:00 p.m. 
We pay cash for complete estates and 
household contents. Telephone 765-5647. 
Behind the Drive-In Theatre, Highwa' 
97 North. t’
SEE US FIRST!




“Your Total Transportation 
Centre”
1658 Pandosy Ph.: 763-7700
114
NOW CALL COURIER 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
DIRECT 763-3228
49. LEGALS & TENDERS
SHERIFF'S SALE .OF LANDS
In the Supreme Court of British Columbia 
BETWEEN HAROLD ORLIN CRAIG AND HELEN 
ELSIE CRAIG, AS PLAINTIFFS AND RUDY 
THIESSEN AND WESTERN SUPPLIES (B.C.) LTD., 
AS DEFENDANTS.
Pursuant to an Order issued out of the above Court by 
his. Honour Judge Washington, Local Judge of the Supreme
HANDSOME 1967 MERCURY COLONY 
Park station wagon. One owner, large 
motor, many deluxe extras including 
new battery, tires and chrome ski­
luggage rack. Duo tailgate with electric 




Thursday Mixed. Dec. 7, 1972. 
ligh single, women, Joanne
I Naka 328; team standings, Rut­
land Sports Centre 656, Skyline
111
CARAVEL MOTOR INN HAS AN IM- 
mediate opening lor fall time evening 
desk clerk. Clerical training essential 
Must be attractive and able to meet the 
public. Apply m person only, 8 «.m.-4 
p.m,. Monday through Friday. tf 
WTLUE WOOZLE REQUIRES BEGU- 
lar part time student. Uniforms supplied, 
ability to meet U e public an asset. Tele­
phone Mrs. K. Martin, 763-7248, Monday 
and Tuesday <mly.IU
RELIABLE CLEANING WOMAN WANT- 
ed far evety Friday, near Vocational 
School, Okanagan Mission. Own trans­
portation, $2 per hour. References. Tele- 
phone 763-2209.. MI
UVE IN HOUSEKEEPER WANTED 
immediately. Adult home, modem con­
veniences, close in. Telephone 762-4410.
WANTED — LIVE IN HOUSEKEEPER 
far small boarding home. Light duties, 
short hours and good wages. Telephone 
763-4296. »
BRIGHT EXPERIENCED GAL RE- 
qulred by general insurance company; 
salary open. Telephone 762-0941. Ill
36. HELP WANTED, 
MALE OR FEMALE
MAKE EASY $$$
Easy to sell pantyhose. Also 
socks for the entire family, 
briefs or bikini panties, etc. 
Free instructions and color ca­
talogue. Write today: Reslon 
Hosiery Ltd., 10383 Hebert St. 
Montreal North 459, D-14, Que-
Carriers must be between the! 
ages of 11-15 years.
tf
1969 CHEVELLE MALIBU; COMPLETE- 
i ly rebuilt 350 engine with tuned headers. 
Tarantula manifold, 780 Holly carburetor.
I four Tiger Paw tires mounted on slotted 
chrome mags. Must be seen to be
37. SALESMEN, AGENTS
IF $1,000 IN A MONTH INTERESTS 
you ... you interest us. Opening for 
mature man .n Kelowna area. No ex­
perience required. Cash bonuses. Air 
mall President. Dept. AH. P.O. Box 70, 
Station R., Toronto 352, Ontario. 115
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
MR. BUSINESSMAN. RELIABLE. EF- 
fi cient productive executive secretary 
with 13 vears experience desires full 
time position. Can furnish letters of 
recommendation. Available to start im­
mediately. Telephone 763-7249. . Ill
PLASTER AND STUCCO REPAIRS 
Old crumbled basements made as new. 
Spanish or design plaster on feature 
concrete walls. Telephone 765-8272. tf
HAVE YOUR CARPET LAID NOW 
for Christmas. Free estimates, reason­
able rates, tolly guaranteed workman­
ship. Telephone 765-9696. Ill
DRESSMAKING, ALTERATIONS AND 
hemming. 305A Prior Road. Rutland. 
Telephone 765-8956. if
HAVE CHAINSAW. WILL CUT APPLE- 
wood, for firewood, or by the hour, or 
by the tree. Telephone 765-6007. 112
WILL BABYSIT PRESCHOOLERS; MY 
home, near Salem’s store. Telephone 
765-7657. 112
WILL BABY SIT IN MY OWN HOME, 
1800 Block on Pandosy Street. Telephone
762-3981.
bee. Ill
WE WOULD LIKE A RETIRED OR 
semi retired person to work in an office 
afternoons. 6 days a week... in the Rut­
land area. Please'apiily to Box C244, 
The Kelowna Daily Courier. tf
appreciated. Telephone 765-5230. 6-7 
p.m. 114
1971 CAMARO Z28. 360 HORSE POWER, 
V-8, turbo..- hydromatic. Posi-tractlon, 
15,000 miles. ExceUent shape!! Canary 
yellow. Telephone 763-6915 after 9 p.m.
1964 FOUR DOOR RAMBLER SEDAN; 
new winter tires, new seat covers, 
radio, heater and anti-freeze. Price
$500. Telephone 762-2333. tf
MUST BE SOLD IMMEDIATELY, 1966 
Simca four door sedan. Very good 
condition. Telephone 765-8509, or can be 
seen at 930 Cactus Road, RuUand. tf
1972 DATSUN 510. FOUR SPEED, 
Polyglass tires, 13,000 miles. Must sell 
before January 5. Leaving for Europe. 
Telephone 765-7940 after ,6 p.m. 115
1968 VOLKSWAGEN CAMPER VAN, 
fully equipped. Rebuilt engine, MP ex­
tractor; two winter tires, $2,995. Tele­
phone 762-3712 after 6 p.m. 112
1969, 340 FORMULA VS” BARRACUDA 
convertible, automatic, power steering 
and brakes, bucket seats. Telephone 765-
8279 after 6 p.m. 112
1965 FORD. TWO DOOR, V-8, Auto­
matic, power steering, good tires and 
body, asking $350. Telephone 765-7048
after 6 p.m. 112
1965 OLDS DELTA 88. FOUR DOOR 
hardtop. New tires, winterized. In ex­
cellent condition. $750. Telephone 764- 
4014. after 5 p.m. M, Th. S. Ill
Ill
WILL BABY SIT PRE-SCHOOLERS IN 
my home Monday through Friday, KLO 
road area. Telephone 763-6127. Ill
PAINTING - INTERIOR AND EX- 
terior. Free estimates. Telephone K.Z. 
Painting, 763-5278.- M, W, F. tf
1970 CORTINA 1300. CANDY APPLE 
red. Like new, winter tires, radio, ex­
cellent shape. Telephone 762-6769. Ill
1963 OLDSMOBILE TWO DOOR HOLI- 
day hardtop. Runs good. $175. Tele-
phone 764-4512 after 5:00 p.m. tf
1961 CHEV., STANDARD, FOUR 
door. Asking $150. motor good. Tele-
phone 768-5145. tf
VANCOUVER SUN CARRIERS. AGE Your Message
11-14. for early morning delivery ini , . 6
Hollywood Dell. Register now for routes j reaches
6:OTlpem.are“' Telephone 762’6291 m 40,000 READERS
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
GIVE A BUDGIE FOR CHRISTMAS
and Ease Your Budget!
BUDGIES—All colors available.
Guaranteed young.
All regular colors — $3.25. Rare Budgies $6.
Limit: 2 per customer.
Cash and carry at these prices.
ALSO CANARIES & LOVEBIRDS
PISCES PETS and SUPPLIES
Open 10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. weekdays, 
except Thursday — Closed.
Sunday 1-5 p.m. ■ ■.<■
DECEMBER 2i, 10:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m,






Crochet this cloud-soli, de­
signer sweater easily.
NEW! Dolman-sleeve drama 
accented by contrasting shell 
stitch. Crochet exciting (op of 
mohair or sport yarn. Note hi- 
walst ribbing. Pattern Gfll! sizes 
8-18 Included.
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS for 
each pattern — cash, cheque 
or money order. Add 15 cents 
for each pattern for firat-clnss
mailing and special 
—to Laura Wheeler, 
The Kelowna Dally 







add 4c sales tax. Print plainly 
PATTERN NUMBER, your
NAME and ADDRESS.
All New for 1973! 1 
inspired Nccdlecraft 
— more knit, crochet
crufts. FREE patterns
NEW! Instant Money 
make exts a dolhus nt 






1963 BUICK SPECIAL, EXCELLENT 
condition. Very low mileage. Telephone
763-6168. tf
1970 COUGAR XR7, AUTOMATIC, 428. 
Best offer! Telephone. 765-8324 anytime.
113
1967 SHELBY GT 350, HAS EVERY- 
thing imaginable. For inquiries contact 
769-4529. 112
1959 CHEV FOUR DOOR, WITH LIC­
ENSE, $130. One extra 1959 Chev goes
with deal. Telephone 765-6607. 112
I960 HILLMAN IN VERY GOOD RUN- 
ning order. $75. Telephone 765-7155. Ill
42B. SNOWMOBILES
1972 TX 340 POLARIS, 280 MILES. NO 
reasonable offer refused. Telephone 762- 
2232 days or 765-9678 evenings, ask 
for Gene. tf 
1970 YAMAHA 396, NEW TRACK. 
Very good condition. Telephone 765-5954.
B2
POLARIS MUSTANG IN GOOD CONDI- 
tion, low Hours. $350. Telephone 765-7155.
Ill
Instant Gift lLx>k 
('nmph-te AfJ>..a IS»>I. 
Iti .hf(\ Ku‘< ' Ik.vk 













Court of British Columbia, and dated the 12th day of June, 
A.D. 1972, and Entered on the 30th day of June, A.D. 1972; 
and pursuant to an Order by his Honour Judge Washington, 
Local Judge of the Supreme Court of British Columbia, and 
dated the 14th day of November, A.D. 1972, and Entered on 
the 15th day of November, A.D. 1972; I will sell by Public 
Auction in the Sheriff’s Office, Court House Building, 1420 
Water Street, Kelowna, British Columbia, at the hour of 
11:00 o’clock in the forenoon of Tuesday, the 19th day of 
December, A.D. 1972, the lands and premises in the Vernon 
Assessment District, known and described as Lot One (1), 
District Lot Eight Hundred Five (805), Osoyoos Division 
Yale District, Plan Eighteen Thousand Eight Hundred 
Seventy Two, Westbank Irrigation District.
Lot 1 ,
District Lot 805
Osoyoos Division Yale District
Plan 18872
Vernon' Assessment District 
and : Westbank Irrigation District
REGISTERED OWNER IN FEE SIMPLE: Harold Orhn
Craig and Helen Elsie Craig as “Joint Tenants”.
CHARGES: R.P. No. E28362, 25/9/70, 16:08 — Rudy 
Thiessen, Subject to Judgment No. E26771 against Rudy 
Thiessen.
L.P. No. G11007, 23/3/72, 10:42 — Harold 
Orlin Craig and Helen Elsie Craig (Plaintiffs). Certifi­
cate wherein Rudy Thiessen and Western Supplies (B.C. 
Ltd. are Defendants. z
JUDGMENTS: No. F46262 in favour of Western Supplies 
(B.C.) Ltd. against Rudy Thiessen and R. Thiessen 
. Construction.
TERMS OF SALE: Cash.
DATED AT KELOWNA, British Columbia, this 15th day of 
November, A.D. 1972.
J. F. McFAUL 
Deputy Sheriff 
County of Yale 
Kelowna, B.C.
NOTICE
43. AUTO SERVICE 
AND ACCESSORIES
TWO E78 X 14 SNOW TIRES. SET OF 
chains to fit same. Also, hardtop for 
Austin Heally Sprite. Telephone 765-
7810. 112
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS BUDGIES. 
AU budgies and canaries guaranteed 
healthy for one full year or your money 
back. Pick your bird now and we 
will hold until Christmas. The Purple 
Sea Horse, 1455 Ellis Street. 763-5224.
Ill, 114, 115
TWO FIVE YEAR OLD FILLIES AND 
one good brood marc, likely all In foal. 
One two year old chestnut stud colt. 
Only $175 each. Telephone 495-6231.
Osoyoos. 114
REGISTERED PUREBRED GERMAN 
Shepherd pups for sale, from imported 
blood line, fully guaranteed. Happydog 
Kennels Registered. Telephone 764-4570.
112
GOLDEN RETRIEVERS. REGISTERED, 
excellent breeding stock. For hunting or 
pets, easily trained. Seven weeks old, 
ideal Christmas gift. Telephone 763-5756. 
________ - ________  in 
PURE BRED. MALE. TOY POMER- 
anlnn puppy for snle. Seven weeks old. 
$30. Telephone 763-4897._____ 108, 109, 111
BEAUTIFUL TOY POODLES AT KEG 
owna Poodle Parlor. Telephone 762-
44112) or 763-3328 evenings. Ill
PUREBRED PUGS FOR SALE, IDEAL 
children's pets. Seven weeks old. Tele-
phone 765-6753. Ill
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
1962 CHEV HALF TON. REBUILT SIX 
standard, new shocks, Ures, clutch. 
Paint and body excellent. Asking $705 
or best offer, Telephone 763-31121. tf 
Togh ford half ixrl three 
speed. V-0, heavy duty, overload springs, 
bumper and hitch, perfect shape. Only 
$950. Telephone 762-3120. 114
1966 FORD HALF TON, 352~MOTOH, 
custom cab, automatic, transmission, 
two tone color. Excellent all around. 
Ono owner. Telephone 764-441)4. 113
1970 FORD LOUISviLLK TANDEM 
dump, like new condition. Will tnlrn 
acreage or? Telephone 763-6652) nr Cal- 
gnry^ 272-0625,  m
1967 CHEV., TWO TON, WVrllEciL 
steel floor, ntiike sides and tarpnulln, 
good rubber. Telephone 765-9956. 112
1954 FARGO HALF ~TON~ GOOD 
shape. Also 1919 International half ton. 
perfect shape, leleplionn 7t>5 i)1)9:). 1)3
SUPER SWIFTY
Zip up and travel stralj ht 
thru winter in a SWIFIY
skimmer with the side dur 
shaping that’s so figure flatter
t
Ing, For blends, cotton.
Printed Pattern 9363: NEW 
Women’s Sizes 34, 36. 3R, 40, 
42. 44, 46, 4H. Size 36 (bust 40) 
takes 3% yards 35-inch fabric.
S E V E N T Y-F1VE CENTS 
(75c) in coins (no stamps, 
please) for each pattern—add 
15 cents for each pattern lor 
first-class mailing and special
Iu11 id I in ;;
4 c 5
SIZE
Ontui io ri'Mdenls add 
tax. Print plainly
NAME. ADDRESS am 
X NUMBER.
Send order to MARIAN 
MARTIN, cate of 'the Kelowna 
Daily Conner, Pattern Dipt., 
































SANI ORD INDUS LRU S
3jarnason 273, men, Ken Tai- 
laka 331; High triple, women, 
.’eg Norton 740, men, Fred 
Jubbels 758; Team high single, 
Sad Sacs 1146, triple, Sad Sacs 
309; High average, women, 
3ay Toole 226, men, Bud Toole 
31; ‘300” club, Ken Tainaka 
331, Fred Gubbels 305; Team 
standings: Pole Cats 37; Skoo- 
kums 34; Lucky Strikes 34; Kegs 
34; Defenders 30; Finallees 30; 
Rain Makers 30. Bowler of the 
week: women, Doris Morris, 
men, Ken Tainaka.
Wednesday Coffee, Dec. 6— 
High single, Gail Lackie 303; 
High triple, Ann Kitchener 734; 
Team high single, Wildcats 
1069; Team high triple, Devils 
2931; High average, Eleanore 
Beattie 213; “300” club, Gail 
Lackie and Pat McLeod; Team 
standings, Devils 22, Lucky 5s 
22.
Construction 604, Mixups 603.
I.O.F. Dec. 7, 1972. High sin­
gle, women, Jo Ann Galigan 
236, men, Bob Guidi 315; High 
triple, women, June Turner 584, 
men, Bob Guidi 800; Team high 
single, King Pins 1133, triple, 
King Pins 3226; High average, 
women, Beth Sorenson 201, men, 
Bob Guidi 231, John Chadwick 
231; “300” club, Bob Guidi 301; 
Team standings, King Pins; 
Misprints; Oh Hells.







TV and Stereo Comp.
J. H. BUCKLAND
CALL COURIER CLASSIFIED ADS 
DIRECT 763-3228
VALLEY LANES
Thursday Mived, Dec. 
High single, women's, 




353; high triple, women’s, Gail 
Jones 825, men’s, Ernie Naka 
802; team high single, Mixups 
1243; team high triple, Mixups 
3414; high average, women’s, 
Gail Jones 217, men’s Lou Mat­
suda 229; ‘300’. club, Gail Jones 
350, Harry Chiba 353, Ernie
MYTHICAL SON
An American explorer named 
Tantalus Butts in the Yukon in 
the 1800s. Tantalus was the son 
of Zeus who was condemned to 
stand up to his chin in water 




Dining Room Suites —- Bedroom Suites —* Benches 
Bench Chests and End Tables — Business Signs 
Name Plaques — Ashtrays
Candles and Candle Stick Holders
H.B.W. OLAFSON ENTERPRISES LTF
Open Monday to Friday 10 - 5; Saturday 12 to 
Phone 765-9009
1659 Cary Rd. (opp. Rutland turnoff)
JERRY'S
MUFFLERS
CUSTOM TUBE BENDING 
SHOCKS •—HEADERS
All Exhaust Systems Carry Lifetime Guarantee
FREE INSTALLATION ON MUFFLERS
JERRY SCHERLE 763-7733 JACK SCHERLE
this is just the beginning
of LOVE!
Kelowna, B.C.




CALL COURIER CLASSIFIED ADS 
DIRECT 763-3228




try It — you'll love It
LY-AL Shaver Shop 
436 Hern a rd Ave.
Phone 762-0703
a mod precious gift
in Love s (onfed
Love is the prize!
Park Free While You Shop Simpsont-Scar«, Orchard Park, Kelowna
Simpions-Searc Health mid Ilcauty (Hi 
Kelowna TM-SMl.
As required by the Income Tax Act, this will ad­
vise our customers as referred to in the Act, that in 
accordance with the terms and conditions, and with­
in the times and limitations contained in the said 
Act, it is our intention to pay a rebate in proportion 
to the 1973 Patronage, out of the revenues of the 
1973 Taxation Year, or out of such other funds as 
may be permitted by the said Act, and we hereby 
hold out the prospect of the payment of a Patron­




49. LEGALS & TENDERS
PUBLIC NOTICE
Pursuant to the provisions of 
Section 5 of Chapter 168, Revis­
ed Statutes of British Colum­
bia, 1960, Grazing Act, notice 
is hereby given that all horses, 
branded or unbranded, owned 
or claimed by any person or 
persons, must be removed from 
the Crown range within the ex­
terior limits of that portion of 
the Kamloops Grazing District 
(established by B.C. Reg. 159/ 
63) lying within the Kamloops 
Forest District (established by 
B.C, Reg. 158/63 and amended 
by B.C. Reg. 59/72), on or be­
fore the fifteenth day of De­
cember of the year 1972, and 
must be kept therefrom until 
the first day of May of the year 
1973.
Any horses found running at 
large on the Crown ranges dur­
ing this period may be seized 
and sold or otherwise disposed 
of without further notice to any 
person, as the undersigned may 
direct, pursuant to Sections 5 
and 6 of the said Grazing Act.
Following expiration of the 
alxive closure period, no stock 
may lie placed upon Crown 
range without first obtaining a 
permit to do so under Hie pro­
visions of the Grazing Act and 
Regulations.
ROBERT WILLIAMS
Minister of Lands, Forests, 
and Water Resources.
Dated at Victoria, B.C. 










Ixivcly Longue ar 
for the 
HOLIDAY SEASON!! 
Gift Items for Your Lady!
Slrcpwcnr 
IUoiim-x 























From $10.00 Up 







Eau de Love Cologne
to put on a special place. 2 oz. $3; 6 oz. $5
Eau de Love Bathing Foam
to soften her skin with, scent.......6oz.
Love's Fresh Lemon Glossy Splash
a refreshing fragrance of lemon. 4 oz.
$4
$3
Loyc't Fresh Lemon Bath Gel
rich, foaming, lemony bubbles. 6 oz. $3.50
Inter the Love contest . . . you could win 
Love products valued at $10, $20 or $30. 
Place your name on a Love ballot and drop 
it into the wishing well. Winners must 
answer a skill testing question. Look for 
the Lemon Tree in the Cosmetic Depart­
ment of your nearest Simpsons-Sears Store. 
Contest ends Dec. 20, 1972.
KELOWNADAILY COURIER. MON.. DEC. 11; 1972 PAGE -15M, to Be A Fish 
; In Persian Gulf
* BEIRUT (AP) — Authorities 
4 in the conservative Arab coun- 
T try of Kuwait, where alcohol is 
- banned, recently dumped 11,000 
-■ bottles of whisky and beer con- 
^seated from smugglers into 
Jt the Persian Gulf, the Kiwaut 
newspaper Al Siyassah has.re- 
” ported. The newspaper, which 
•2 opposes the ban, ran the story 




tchewan high school students are 
being discouraged from borrow­
ing xroin finance companies and 
using department store credit 
plans. Emile Lautermilch of the 
Saskatchewan Co-operative 
Credit, Society talks to about 
11,000 secondary school students 
each year, recommending 
banks and credit unions as f e 
best places to get credit. He 
e ■••’■jnts not to play 
the stock market. _____
TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH
Different Rays
Basically Same
By George C. Thoateson. M.D,





50 THAT A FLAME . 
BURNED C0NTWMLY 
1BENEATH ITS FLOOR 
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Dear Dr. Thostekon: Years 1 
ago when a person Had a cancer 1 
operation the treatment after- 1 
ward was called x-ray or rad­
ium treatment.
Then for years the treatment ! 
was called cobalt.
■ Recently I was told of sbme- ! 
qne who had cancer and then of 
an operation; that at first he- 
was'going to have radium, but 
now I’m told it will be an x-ray 
treatment.
Are radium, x-ray and cobalt 
all the . same thing? If not, 
what’s the difference?
All three (and some others be­
sides) . are basically the same 
thing. They are all "gamma 
rays,” but produced in different 
ways.
With radium, the rays are 
given off steadily by a quantity 
of radium. Therefore it is some­
times preferable to implant a 
small capsule of radium, and 
the rays from it bathe the sur­
rounding tissues.
With x-ray, the rays are of 
the same nature—gamma rays 
—but produced by an x-ray 
tube. These rays are focussed 
on the appropriate tissues, and 
a strong dosage is given in a 
brief time, instead of having a 
lower inter-’ty oyer a longer 
time, as with radium. .
Cobalt again is a matter of 
gamma rays, but in this case 
the source is a pellet of cobalt 
which has been made radioac­
tive by exposing it to a stream 
of neutrons in an'atomic reac­
tor. It throws off gamma rays 
continuously (just as radium 
does) • but in vastly greater 
amounts.
With cobalt it is possible to 
focus the rays in a sharp and 
intense beam. (Intensity of x-
right through the body, which 
means that healthy tissues will 
have to-be exposed, also.
Sometimes a combination of 
methods c?n do more good than 
a single method.
Those are the host known 
sources of gamma rays, but 
there are others. Cesium pro­
vides a beam similar to cobalt. 
Or a variety of much weaker 
sources of radiation may be 
used for other purposes, one of 
them being radioactive iodine, 
which gives only a small 
amount of radiation and ex­
hausts itself quite rapidly. BUt 
these are still useful for some 
purposes, and without the dan­
gers that are bound to accom­
pany the very powerful sources 
of gamma rays.
Dear Dr. T h 0 s t e s 0 n: It’s 
really amazing how many peo­
ple have the notion that if you 
play with toads, you’ll get 
warts. I know this to be a fal­
lacy as I have handled toads 
from the time I was a child and 
even today, when my four chil- 
dren bring toads to me, I hold 
them with no after-effects.
It is my way of thinking that 
warts. are caused by some sort 
of virus.
Incidentally some neighbor 
children have warts and the 
doctors recommended some 
kind of nitrogen. Would you 
elaborate on the use of
TOMBSTONE
OF JOSEPH PALMER. 
. (naa- ists) 




•PERSECUTED FOR . 
WEARING THE BEARD 
PALMER WAS ONE OF THE 
-FIRST MEN OF HIS TIME 
TO GO UNSHAVEN-AND 
WAS JAILED FOR. IT—BUT 
LIVED TO SEE BEARDS 
UNMERSAUY ADOPTED
THE CITY HALL
OF Newport BacKCafil1., 
SUCCESSIVELY 









Aries (March 21-April 19): . 
Continuity is important—carry , 
on with what you started, inves­
tigate what you do not under­
stand, but leave new experi­
ments to others.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): 
Legal or philosophic guidance 
comes in good stead today, and 
apparently at about the last 
minute you could use it.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): 
Personal attention makes the 
difference for the better; be 
generous with your time, candid 
with your comment.
Cancer (June 21-July 22): You 
learn much from circumspect 
listening, more from meditation 
once you've heard' the story. 
You have all the co-operation 
you’ve earned.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): If you 
want it done well, or perhaps if 
you want it done at all, you may 
have to attend to it yourself. 
Give due notice to all con­
cerned.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): 
What you get is in proportion to 
what you have done for others 
and what they are capable of 
giving. Work in a teamS -
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Step 
right up, put in your bid for 
advancement if you think you 
merit it. Good work attracts co­
operation, early response.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): 
Progress takes on a more tangi­
ble or material expression 
today. Be in there pitching, 
bright and early.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): 
Building better relationships is 
your challenge at present. Get­
ting notes into sensible scquenco 
is an ideal sort of activity.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Fcb. 18): 
Avoid speculation or gambling. 
A streak of luck seuns more 
likely, to. show in finding inter­
esting facts in the course of per­
sonal co-operation.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March20): Bo 
a bit bolder, pursue a specific 
goal you've set for yourself. 
Whatever progress you make 





DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE-Here’s how to work it:
AXYDLBAAXR
1j LON GFELL O W
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample a is 
used for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all, 
hints. Each day the code letters are different.
CRYPTOQUOTES
GNHSBSRU 'VZXOX SOX VZOXX
QJSUUXU: VZX ZSLXU, VZX ZSLX- 
G NV V S G B V Z X QZ SOP X - E V U . «• 
SGNGRKNIU
• * Saturday’s Cryptoqnofet THU ONLY THING EXPERIENCE 
TEACHES US IS THAT EXPERIENCE TEACHES US N OIH- 
1NG.-ANDRE MAUROIS
rays from tubes depends on how 
high a voltage can be used in 
the tube).
In all cases, the gamma rays 
attack the sick (Cancerous) tis­
sues more vigorously than they 
do the healthy tissues, which of 
course is why they are used. 
Unfortunately they can do some 
damage to healthy tissues, too, 
so the goal is to apply as much 
radiation as possible to the can­
cer and as little as possible to 
other tissues.
Thus, sometimes radium can 
be implanted right at the site of 
'the cancer (or at the site from 
Which cancer has been re­
moved, tq destroy any cells that 
may remain).
Other times this is not possi­
ble or practicable, so x-ray or 
cobalt rays are used. They are 
not implanted; they are aimed
nitrogen?—S.A.
You’re right about toads. The 
poor little critters probably got 
a bad name because they look 
so warty—but warts come from 
a virus, not from toads.
Liquid nitrogen, which ap­
proaches absolute zero in tem­
perature, sometimes is used in 
a freezing technique, mainly for 
plantar warts on the soles of the 
feet. That’s one of a variety of 
wart treatments.
My own preference (except 
when a wart is on the sole, and 
hurts to walk on, or Is in some 
other annoying location) is to 
leave warts alone until, in their 
own deliberate time,' they go 
away spontaneously.
NORTH 
A A 9 5 3 
VAK 9 7 3 2 
♦ A 10 '
WEST
A10









V Q 5 4 
♦ Q
LANGUAGE TRIED
ROME (AP) — Chinese lan­
guage courses have been inau­
gurated at some Italian high 
schools on an experimental 
basis, the government an­
nounced.
NO GREEN LIGHT 
FOR TRACK STAR
SOUTH LAKE TAHOE, 
Calif. (AP) — A former 
Olympic marathon runner 
has been ticketed for run­
ning a red light—on foot.
Kiou Jalayer, 30 of Iran 
was cited by a city traffic 
officer who charged him 
with “running against a red 
light.”
. Jalayer, an employee of a 
Lake Tahoe resort, hotel, 
was in his track suit and 




1 V 4 ♦ 4 NT
5 NT Pass 6 ♦
6 V Pass 6 A









Rbudinesco and Stoppa) had to 
exhibit flawless judgement when 
he converted feeyen spades 
doubled to seven notrump.
Boulcnger realized that East’s 
double was conventional and 
called for West to make an un­
usual lead — in this case, a 
heart. He therefore ran to seven 
notrump, which he thought 
could probably be made, in; 
stead of standing by. seven 
spades doubled, which he
Bring in your scattered posses­
sions and resources for reorgan- 
i z a t i o n, redeployment. Your 
home can be improved.
INDIANS IN AFRICA
More than 620,000 persons of 
Indian origin live in South Af­
rica.
Our trained crew can make 
your car look like new. 








This deal occurred in a team 
of four match in France. The 
bidding was exceptionally 
spirited, considering that East- 
West had only 10 points to work 
with—but, despite this, North- 
-'South got to a very sound grand 
slam.
thought could not be made.
Seven notrump was untouch­
able. West led a diamond, taken 
with the ace. Svarc then made 
the proper play of a low heart 
to the queen and, with East 
showing out he was able to 
score six hearts, five spades 
and the two minor aces.
Had Svarc made the mistake 
of first cashing one of dummy’s 
high hearts, he would have fin­
ished down three and cost his 
team 2,520 points. Safety plays 
sometimes pay off extremely 
well.
There is some doubt whether 
East should have doubled seven 
spades—which would probably 
have been the final contract, 
had he passed and not alerted 
the enemy to the danger of a 
heart ruff.
But no one will ever know, if 
East had passed, whether West 
would have found the killing 
lead against seven spades — 
without being promoted by. 
partner. It would have required
Dominion Concrete Products Ltd
• Specials on Curbing — While Quantities Last •
Specialists in • Retaining Walls and Cappings •' Patio 
Blocks • Curbing • Septic Tanks • Picnic Tables 
• Root Cellars and other products on request. All 
products are reinforced and steam cured for added 
strength.
Located on Steven Rd., ^yestbank Industrial Park 




• Telemark Skis • Kikut Bools
• Villuin Bindings & Poles
$5 per day, $8 per weekend.
Two rentals applied to purchase.
extrasensory perception to have
Even so, .North (Boulenger, found the heart lead without the
TREADGOLD SPORTING GOODS 
“YOUR CROSS COUNTRY SKI HEADQUARTERS” 











1 7Z/<? AROSiEtf O= POLAR POLTSPSE/ST DOESNOT
t WEIGH HEAVILY ON BRICK'S FMH TIRED AND RELAXED 
s HE FALLS ASLEEP AS HE IS CARRIED TOWARD THE 
| SOUTHERN POLAR ICECAP OF PURA..,, y——r—
I AS A GUEST OF THE "CITIZENS COMMITTEE • 
I AGAINST PRUG ABUSE’ POP JONES IS SET 









BRick I Find 
THe *POLAR
HOW V WOHPERFUL, 
WA5 MIAMI,I BUT I'M GLAD






HOW P'P L G=T INTO 
ThSJOB? ■S=2V£5z/1£ 
RlSHT FOR K-SOWINS 
P=0»l£ IN HIGH ;
EVERYTHING TO 




ftUZ ANP ANOTHER MAN GIVE CHASE, BUZ IS TRIPPED:
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1 I GOT TO LOSS SOME 







IF r DONT WEAR 
WlHGEY^ RI I Io , 
III-: WAIITO IT /
MR. YERKES-HE'S THE 
ACTINS HEAP OF THE . 
C0MM1TTEE-IS LOOKING' 
FORWARD TO CALLING 
ON YOU PERSONALLY 
THIS AFTERNOON. ,
■THE "ACTING HEAP* 
VINCENT REFERRED TO­
IS PROBABLY A STOOGE.
MR. BIS WOULDN'T 
EXPOSE HIMSELF FOR s 
AW REASON, WELL, WE'LL 





> I AR I' A CHARM
BRACELET." ,
o|W, MOTIIEPV u ;r DI PI I* I I'NOV/'/-
Making Raggedy Ann Dolls DISTRICT PAGE
Is New Hobby For Woman Rutland, Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank TAGE 16 KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, MON., DEC. 11, 1972
RUTLAND (Staff) — Rag­
gedy Ana dolls are always po- . 
pular Christmas gifts for child- i 
ren. That's why a Cornish Road 
woman has started , making ; 
them.
Mrs.C. 3. Westwood had been 
making quilts out of cotton for , 
about two years. It takes about 
four months to make one about 
84 inches by 106 inches.
’•"I got fed up making them, 
but I hid a lot of material left, 
so I decided to make dolls," 
she said. Dolls take only. about 
a day. :
••At first the idea was only to 
fhake presents for her five 
grandchildren, but other people 
saw and liked the products, so 
began ordering them. .
. Bodies are made of ticking or 
other sturdy material. Hands 
and feet are sewn on. Heads 
are separate. Eyes are embroid­
ered on. Noses art pieces of 
fortrel with cotton stuffed in 
them. Clothes are made of cot­
ton, flannel or silk.
"They are all my own pat- 
ems,” says Theresa, whose hus­
band is retired. "I make them 
from pictures In my mind of 
what people look like. /
“You can’t make a doll to re­
semble anybody. They have to 
be the right type. It’s hard to 
get the right expression. The
She also made a doll of Louis 
Armstrong, famous Negro mu­
sician, complete with a small 
trumpet, black pants and white 
jacket Being of Dutch origin, 
it was natural to produce a 
couple from that country. There 
are also clowns- with many-
Church Holds Annual Meeting 
Names New Officers For 1973
eyes are he hardest.”
« Theresa was making'a doll 
resembling a girl from “the 
deep south” and decided to call 
her. Scarlet O’Hara. “She looks 




The next subject could be ac­
tress Carol Burnett dressed up ‘ 
like a cleaning woman.
Wool or other material is used 
to make hair. It is wound 
around strips of paper, then 
cut off.
Theresa also makes turtles, 
which can be used to, hold pa­
jamas. She has been a knitter 
for several years, but finds 
this too hard on her eyes.
Little girls can make anything 
they want out of these dolls. 
The clothes are attached flim- 
sily, so a clever girl could have 
several outfits for her doll. 
They can be washed by hand.
Theresa is as fussy about the 
dolls she makes for others as 
about the ones she gives to her 
own grandchildren, of which 
there are five "and a sixth ex­
pected any minute." She 
wouldn’t use old material be­
cause little children love to put 
things in their mouths.
Making dolls is only one of 
her hobbies. The house is full 
of plants, ranging from a rub- 
. ber plant that’s almost through 
the ceiling of the front room, to 
: small violets. Theresa also plays 
a chord organ.
WESTBANK (Special) - 
,Westbank United Church Sun­
day worship service was a bit 
shorter on December 10th, to 
allow time for the first portion 
of the Annual Meeting of the 
Congregation. Following the ini- 
tai services, the pulpit was then 
turned over to the Board Chair­
man to hold the election of new 
members to that body. Continu­
ing members are: Arvid John­
son, Roy Van, Len Peterson, 
Mrs. Jean Reece, Mrs. Bessie 
Duncan, Russ Kotanko, John 
Algra, Norman Kriese, and 
Gordon Ficke. .
Previous members Vern Nor­
man and Ove edersen, were re­
elected, and three new mem­
bers, Mrs. Jean Tanner, Mrs. 
Gwen Dewhurst and Alex Row­
les were welcomed.
The early meeting was plan­
ned so that the new Board could
take office immediately after 
the turn of the year, and would 
have, ample time to make ap-
'pointments of other offices and 
committee chairmen. The 
Chairman’s and Treasurer’s re­
ports along with others will be 
given at a continuation of this 
meeting, which will take place 
after the'worship service on 
Jan. 14.
Retiring Chairman, . Perry 
Flett, expressed his thanks to 
all those Board members during 
his three year term of office for 
their ready and loyal support. 
All members and adherents are 
requested v to attend the final 
portion of the split Anual Meet­
ing and give their wholehearted 
support to the incoming Board.
cool sun
BEERSHEBA, Israel (AP) — 
A research institute in Israel’s 
Negev Desert says it has devel­
oped a water-cooled suit that 
keeps a person cool and com­
fortable even inside a furnace.
SAID ONE ILL-WIND:
I TOWNHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS i
1 1054 Ellis St., Kelowna ’
[ 'lighting Fixtures' !
Pl HAD A GOOD DAY TO* 
iDAY. I DRIED UP 10
THROATS, CRACKED 30
PIECES OF FURNITURE 1 
'AND SHOCKED 15 PEOPLE
WITH STATIC ELECTRIC-1 
JTY. HOW DID YOU DO?” J
DION'S
. • .. ' . I ■ . ■ . .
Super
SPECIALS








VANCOUVER (CP) — Mi­
chael Robinson, 21, whose uncle 
won the same award in 1939, 
has been named as British Col­
umbia’s Rhodes Scholar for 
1972. A graduate of University 
of British Columbia in anthro­
pology, he plans a law career to 
help Indians.
OUTDOOR & GARDEN a
762-2016 LMal33
R & E ENTERPRISES
SPECIALIZING IN 
b Subdivision Roads • Gravel and Fill
• Excavating •Culverts
• Custom Lowbed Hauling 
FREE ESTIMATES
Our. Equipment Includes: 
• TANDEM DUMPS • TRACK LOADER 
0 WHEEL LOADER • D4 BULLDOZER






"TERRIBLE-! RAN INTO 
A LENNOX POWER HU­
MIDIFIER AND GOT MOIS­
TURIZED.” >
HAVING DRY AIR 
PROBLEMS? LET US 
MOISTURIZE THEM FOR YOU. 
INSTALLATION
ON MOST a a
FURNACES ...... $ I IU
WIGHTMAN
SERVICES 
PLUMBING — HEATING 
REPAIRS — 
INSTALLATIONS
581 Gaston Ave. - 762-3122 









144 Games Board fun
Games and moreThe ‘Play Family’ 
toy, that you 












that glow in 
8 colours. 
It's fun!oaqqanp ertn amon
799
r Kit
Joyful toy shopping is easy with this great selection 





She talks to you about many things: 
sports, games, friends and 
fun, on her 3 double-sided 
records. She’s 19” talk 
Pose her prettily, style her 





less hours of 
fun arid ex­
citement!
.'ilmp«nn»-Se»r«: !<>»• i ui» TrlrMwp





Club & Sirloin |
Steaks I 
1591Alberta Red Brand, Gr. A lb. I J H
T-Bone Steaks
$179Alberta Red Brand, Gr. A........ lb. 1 • O
Ends
Bacon




















Order your Freezer Beef Now 
for Christmas.
You may pay your Okanagan Telephone 
and West Kootenay Power bills al Dion's
DION'S
- OF RUTLAND -
Open 7 Days a Week - 9 a.m. to 9 p.m 
PHONE 765-5152
